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STATm4ENT OF THE PROBLEM AND RESEARCH DF2IDN

Since the early 1900s the concentration of population in the
United States has moved progressively toward large urbanized regions.
During that time, not only have urban centers grown in population

and size, but surrounding suburban communities have expanded as well.
As a result of this trend, the Northeastern seaboard has become a

"megalopolis"--"an almost continuous stretch of urban and suburban
areas from southern New Hampshire to northern Virginia and from the
Atlantic shore to the Appalachian foothills" (Gottmann, 1961).
In many cases, the suburban areas surrounding metropolitan

centers such as New York City, lloston, Philadelphia and Washington,
D.C., have grown and expanded to the point that they touch.

Situated

along the lines of transportation which link New York City and
Philadelphia, for example, are several communities that might be
clasSified as belonging to more than one metropolitan region.

That

is, it is hard to say whether these communities are suburbs, or
"satelllties" (Martin, 1956), of Philadelphia or New York.
Those who reside in communities belonging to two metropolitan
regions are linked in a number of ways With each metropolitan center.
For example, those who live near Trenton, New Jersey, (a city which
Gottmann (1961) classifies as belonging to the "orbit" of both Philadelphia and New York City) are linked both physically and via. mass
1

2
media of communications to both Philadelphia. and New York.

As a

result of the rail and expressway linlm, residents of Trenton and
nearby communities can ta.keadvantage of job opportunities in eithar
metropolitan center.

Beca.use of these same transportation facilities,

residents of the communities surrounding Trenton have access to the
shopping areas, sporting events, theaters and social-cultural activities of both New York City and Philadelphia.

In addition, people

liVing in and near Trenton are linked to both metropolitan centers
by the mass media systems originating in New York and Philadelphia.
Sociological studies have looked at the life-styles of those
living in suburban cOlllll1UIlities similar to those located between Nev
York and Philadelphia (Dobriner, 1958; Ga.p.s, 1967; Spectorsky, 1955).
Investigations also have been made of the short term and longer term
movements of those living outSide, but commuting to, the urban centers
(Liepmann, 1944; Martin, 1953; SCMore, 1957). * Little has been done,
however, to stUdy the communication behavior of those ,who live outSide, but 8J:e linked physically and by the mass media to the urban
centers.
This investigation is designed to look at the mass communication and interpersonal colllll1UIlication behavior of those living in a
"megalopolis. ..

The purpose of this stu<l¥ is to contribute to the

knowledge of communication behavior through the systematic analysis
of the mass media habits and preferences, the interpersonal inter*A recent article which reviews a variety of studies concerning urban/suburban relatiOns is T. Schlitz and W. Moffitt, Inner city/
outer-city relationships in metropolitan 8J:eas: a bibliographic essay,
Urban Affairs Quarterly, 7:75-108, 1971.
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actions, and the information and opinion seeking of thirty couples who
reside in a community located between New York City and Philadelphia.
Gottmann (1961) contends that thE! urban centers along the
Northeastern seaboard not only have a high concentration of both producers and consumers of culture (the arts) in this country, but also
enjoy a "strongly established dominance over the field of information
and over the mass media" in the United States.

Evidence is lacking,

however, about how often and to what extent the reSidents of the stih-~

urbs in this "megalopolis" take advantage of the entertainment, information and cultural fare offered by the media emanating from the major
east coast cities.
Furthermore, as the number of people living along this corridor
grows and the exodus to the suburbs of major cities continues, the num-

. ber of people living in one location and working in another continues
to rise.

As yet, information is lacking about the media and conver-

sational orientation of those who reside in the suburbs but commute
to major cities for work each day.

Little is known about the inter-

personal interactiOns and interpersonal communication of commuters and
non-commuters who live in these suburbs and satellites.
This study provides information about the mass communication
and interpersonal communication behavior of persons having access-both physically and via the media--to two major east coast cities.
Framework of the Study

The site which was selected for the investigation is LeVittown,

4
Pennsylvania, * a community or approximately seventy thousand located
twenty-siX miles northeast or Philadelphia, sixty-siX miles southwest
of New York City, and seven miles southwest of Trenton, New Jersey.
Founded in 1951, levittown was originally designed as a planned suburban community organized into several small neighborhoods made up
of three basic house types.

(At the time of levittown's founding, the

three basic styles of homes ranged in price from $9,000 to $15,000.
Today, these same homes sell for $19,000 to $40,000.)
Since its founding, however, the community has expanded in
population and size bringing persons from various socio-economic levels
into an area originally designed to meet the needs of middle class
families wanting to buy homes outSide urban areas.

Apartment com-

plexes; larger, newer homes; and frequent commuter train service to
both Philadelphia and New York have all changed the once homogeneous
community into a more heterogeneous town.
levittown displays a unique design in local government structure.

Situated in four townships, it has no centralized form of local

government.

Instead, each township in which the community is located

has its own commiSSioner and board of education.

ReSidents of levittown have access to a variety of employment
oPportunities.

They can work locally, in several nearby communities

*leVittown, Pennsylvania, the site for this study, should not
be confused with another planned suburban community described by H.
Gans, The levittowners (New York: Random House, 1967). Gans sociological study was conducted in what is now known as Willingboro, New
Jersey, --a community designed and built by the same firm which created
levittown, Pennsylvania, but a community different in its geographic
location, form of local government, and the commutation patterns of
its residents.
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located within or outside the county, or cmmnute to Philadelphia or

New York City_

According to a 1960 study (Phillips, 1970) of the

commutation patterns of those residing in the county where Levittown
is located, "those residents who commute out of the county to work
were on the average older, more experienced, more Skilled, held higher
positions and received larger incomes than the average worker in the
county. "
Census figures for 1970 show that approx:!.Jna.teJ.y siXteen
thousand of Levittown's reSidents were employed within the county,
and four thousand were employed in Philadelphia.

New York state

Department of Labor statistics indicate that approx:!.Jna.teJ.y five
hundred Levittown residents were employed. in New York City in 1973.
Respondents for this study were married couples, all of whom are residents of Levittown, some of whose husbands work local.J.y and others
whose husbands commute daily to work in Philadelphia or New York City.
Levittown reSidents also have a variety of mass media available to them.

In addition to watching the three New York and three

Philadelphia network affiliated television stations which serve the
area, they can tune-in several UHF or Public Broadcasting stations.
Furthermore, they can listen to local, New York and Philadelphia
radio stations and read local as well as metropolitan newspapers both
daily and Sunday.

(Levittown reSidents also can receive Trenton's

two newspapers or listen to its radio statiOns, but findings of the
study indicate that use of Trenton's media by the respondents in
this study is negligible.)

6
Design and Method of the Stud¥
This stud¥ was designed to qualitatively, yet systematically,
investigate the communication behavior of couples residing between
two metropolitan centers through the use of detailed, in-depth interviews.

Use of this qualitative approach not only provided comprehen-

sive information about respondents' mess media habits and preferences,
interpersonal interactiOns, and information giving and asking, but
also lead to the development of a t:ypology of communication behavior.
Selection of Respondents
Respondents selected for this stud¥ are thirty married couples
residing in leVittown, Pennsylvania.

Ten of the husbands work locally,

ten work in Philadelphia and ten are employed in New York City.
of the wives included in the study are employed.

None

Each woman in the

sample, therefore, has an equal opportunity during the day to use
the mess media and interact with neighbors and f'riends.
Married couples were selected as respondents for three reasons:
(1) the literature indicates that the daily commutation of the husband
influences the wife's life style; (Martin, 1956; S:pectorsky, 1955);
(2) interviewing both the wife and husband provides a look at the
total communication behavior of the couple and allows for an investigation of any differences in media use by husband and wife; and

(3) inclUSion of both husband and wife allows investigation of the
sharing of information and opinion between :partners.
Personal interviews were conducted with husbands and wives
separately except on five occasions when it was only possible to
interview the couple if they were interviewed together.

When joint
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interviews were necessary, husbands and wives were individually asked
all questiOns except for those pertaining to demographic characteristics and joint activities of the couple.

In those cases when the

husbands and wives were interviewed separately, only the wives were
asked about demographic factors and activities participated in jointly.
In this way it was possible to give an abbreviated interview to hus-

bands who usually are home only a couple of hours each evening.

In-

terviews with wives averaged sixty to seventy-five minutes; with
husbands, forty to fifty minutes.
Because this study was designed to look at the communication
behavior of specific groups of people within the levittown.population
rather than at a representative cross-section of reSidents, a purposive sample was drawn. . Equal numbers of couples whose husbands
work in leVittown, Philadelphia and New York City were selected.
With each employment location equally represented in the sample, within: group and between group differences could be noted.
Statistics show that commuters generally hold profeSSional,
managerial or white-collar positions in the metropolitan center
where they work (Gottmann, 1961; Martin, 1956).

In order to insure

that the three groups of respondents included in this stUdy would
correspond in occupational make-up, care was taken to select only men
employed locally who hold jobs similar in status to those who commute.
Taking into account that occupational status is often closely aligned
with education and income, it was not surprising to find that as a
result of this selection process, no male (or female) respondent
included in the study has less than a high school degree and few earn

8
less than $10,000 a year.
To ful.:fill the requirements of the purposive sample, it was
necessary to employ a combination of selection procedures. ,One means
of selecting respondents involved consulting demographic information
available for Levittown and pinpointing those sections of the community where a high proportion of professional or white collar workers
resided and a subdivision where a large number of New Yorkers lived.
Based on this information, prospective respondents having addresses
in those designated sections were then randomly selected from the
telephone directory.
Secondly, the local daily newspaper was followed for several
weeks prior to the interviewing in order to obtain names of persons
who also might be possible respondents for the study.

For example,

one article which appeared prior to the interviewing contained names
of commuters and commuters I comments on a possible train fare increase.

Two of the named commuters later became respo.ndents for this

study.
Third, after a respondent who was selected randomly by address
or :from newspaper references was interviewed, he/She was asked i:t' he/
she could suggest anyone else who also might be willing to be interviewed. * As a result of the use of these three selection procedures,
seven of the thirty couples included in this study were selected
*For a discussion of this referral or "snowball" technique see:
C. K'adushin, Power, influence and social circles: a new methodology
for studying opinion makers, American Sociological Review, 33:685-699,
1968; or R. E. Bassett, Sampling problems in influence studies, Sociometry, 11:320-328, 1948.
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randomly by address; eight couples were chosen from newspaper references; and fifteen were selected as the result of referrals.
Arter obtaining the names of prospective interviewees by
employing these selection procedures, potential respondents were contacted and screened by telephone.

Only cOUJ?les With non-working Wives

and husbands who worked locally, in Philadelphia or New York City
were included in the sample.

To simplify the screening process for

finding non-working Wives, the initial telephone contacts were made
during the day.

If' the telephone screening revealed that (1) the

. Wife worked, (2) there was no husband in the family, (3) the husband
worked in other than the three specified locatiOns, or (4) there was
no one home to answer the telephone on three consecutive days, then
that name was dropped from the list of prospective respondents.
If, however, during the screening phone call it was ascertained that a non-working wife whose husband works locally or in one
of the two metropolitan centers had been located, she was then asked
to take part in the study.

If' she agreed, she was scheduled for an

interview in her home and asked to check with her husband about a
time when he could be interviewed.

(Of' thirty-eight qualified

female respondents contacted, eight refused to take part in the study.)
Using this procedure, the interviewer could learn at the time
of the Wife I s interview whether the husband would consent to being
interviewed.

If' he refused, the Wife I s interview was of no value

and was not given.
interview.

If' he agreed, then a time was scheduled for' his

Following this procedure of contacting and intervieWing

the Wife first proved advantageous, for none of the thirty husbands
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ref'.lSed to be interviewed.
As part of the intervieWing procedure for both husbands and

wives, interviews were recorded on tape.

None of the respondents

objected to the use of the recording device.

After each interview,

the tape was then transcribed.
Areas of Inquiry
The areas of inquiry incorporated into the interview schedule
(appendix D) used in this study were designed to elicit information
about both the mass media habits and interpersonal communication
behavior of respondents.
I:o:terviewees were asked about their use of newspapers, magazines, television, radio, books and movies.

Detailed questiOns were

asked abotrt the frequency, duration and regularity of use of the various mass media and inquiries were made about article and program
preferences.

Such questions provided additional information to

supplement respondents' estimates of overall mass media use and, as
a consequence, increased confidence in the accuracy and reliability
of the estimates.

In addition, respondents were asked abotrt their

preferences for local, Philadelphia or New York media.
To learn about the news orientation of respondents, interviewees were questioned about their folloWing of leVittown, Philadelphia and New York City happenings through the media.

To find otrt

abotrt respondents' interest in events--other than news happenings-taking place locally or in one of the two metropolitan centers,
interviewees were asked about their folloWing and attending of sport-
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tog e.~nts and social-cultural actiVities.*

Respondents also were questioned about their interpersonal
communication behavior.

They were asked about their information and

opinion exchanges with friends, f'ellow commuters and co-workers as
well as with spouses.

In addition, they were questioned about even-

ing and week-end socializing and membership in voluntary organizations.
The interpersonal influence of' respondents also was investigated.

InterViewees were questioned about whether they had ever been

asked about happenings taking place in levittown, Philadelphia or
New York and whether they considered themselves as "more likely,"
"less likely," or having the "same chance" as any of' their friends
of' being asked about happenings taking place in any of' the three
locations.
In addition to gathering data concerning the communication

behavior of' respondents, information about demographic characteristics
of' interViewees also was obtained.

Respondents were queried about

their length of' reSidence in levittown, their reasons f'or moving there,
and prior reSidence in New York City or Philadelphia.

Ol;her demo-

graphic information solicited pertained to age, income, education,
*Uving within f'orty-five minutes of' center city Philadelphia
and seventy-five minutes of' Manhattan aff'ords levittown reSidents an
opportunity to take advantage of' the events and activities of'f'ered by
both metropolitan centers. Respondents who partiCipated in this study,
however, admit that their trips to Philadelphia or New York City (f'or
other than work reasons) are limited.
On those occasions when they do travel to either of' the metropolitan centers, they connnent that they usually go (1) to Visit relatives, (2) to attend sporting events, (3) to shop, (4) to have dinner
and attend the theater, or (5) to go sight-seeing. Respondents
explain, however, that when they go out f'or an evening or go shopping,
they usually stay in the local area.
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OCC1..~tion,

place of employment, and relatives presently residing in

either of the two metropolitan centers.
Analysis of the Data
The analysis of the data gathered in this study focused on the
differences and similarities in the mass media habits and preferences,
and the interpersonal connnunication behavior of the connnuters, nonconnnuters, and their wives.

Through

the information gathered, an

effort was made to assess the effects of employment location of the
husband and the accessibility to media emanating from two major metropolitan centers on the communication behavior of the couples intervie;red.
Following the design of qualitative analysis, the data ;rere
searched for evidence of patterns in behavior and attitudes.

.An

analysiS was carried out across sources for each respondent as ;reli
as across respondents for each source.

The results of these analy-

ses are presented in chapters III, IV and V.
Preview of the Chapters
The chapters which follow review the literature related to
this investigation and present the findings of the study.
SpeCifiCally, chapter II discusses previous research and related literature.

I

It reviews those investigations which offer evi-

dence concerning (1) suburban living and (2) connnunication behavior.
Chapter III introduces a typology of connnunication behavior.
It defines and discusses respondents' three distinct approaches to

the use of mass media and interpersonal sources of informstion.

Chapter IV focuses on the communication orientation of respondents.

It discusses the locale or locales (levittown, Philadelphia

or New York City) toward which respondents are oriented as far as
gathering information.

It talks about their use of mass media emana-

ting from levittown, Philadelphia and New York and their information
seeking about those locations.

In addition, it presents findings

which identify opinion leaders about leVittown, Philadelphia and/or
New York topics.

Chapter V discusses the mass media use and interpersonal
interactions of respondents.

It describes differences in mass media

use between colllllllIters and non-colllllllIters, men and women, husbands and
Wives.

In addition, it defines and describes light, medium and heavy

users of each of the various mass media and discusses respondents 1
"preferences for, or dislike of, certain kinds of mass media content.
It also talks about the opinion giving and asking, week-end socializ-

ing and voluntary organization membership of respondents.
Chapter VI presents a s1ll!lIllll.J:'y of the major findings of the
investigation, a comment on the approach taken in this study, and a
diSCUSSion of implications of the findings of this study for further
research.

CRAP1.'ER I I

Although little has been done to study the suburban' community
and its residents specifically f'rom a connnun1cation viewpoint, several
studies of suburban life-style and numerous investigations of both
mass communication and iIIterpersonal connnunication behavior of various segmeIIts of the .American public have .been completed.

In the

literature section which follows, studies of suburban living and communication behavior which relate to:the study undertaken are reviewed.
More specifically, the discussion below focuses on studies Which
(1) preseIIt definitions of a "suburb," (2) examine the suburban lifestyle, (3) investigate the audiences and £unctions of the mass media,
and (4) discuss iIIter:personal influence.
, Definitions of a Suburb
A review of the literature on suburban living reveals that
f'requeIItly there are differences of opinion concerning what constitutes
a "suburb."
Walter Martin (1956) states there are two characteristiCS essential to a suburb--(l) a unique "ecological" position (relatively small
but formally structured connnunity adjaceIIt to and dependeIIt upon a
larger central city) in relation to a larger city and (2) a high rate
of connnuting to that city.

Donaldson (1969) says simply that a suburb
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is a. "comnllmity ~ng Within commuting distance of' a central City."
Von Rhode (1946) agrees and lists only "the commuter" as the distinguishing aspect of the suburb.

Lundberg (1934), on the other

hand, says commuting is not a phenomenon unique to the suburbs f'or
comparatively few people in the large cities live Within walking
distance to their work.
Berger (1960) thinks it is dift'icult to characterize the
suburb in any particular way.

He claims that "one suburb is apt to

differ from another not only in the price range of its homes, the
income characteristics of' its residents, their occupational make-up,
and the hOllie-to-work traveling patterns of its bread Winners, but
also in its educational levels, the character of' the region, the
Size of' ,the suburb, the social-geographical origin of' its residents,
and countless more indices. 11
According to Schnore (1957), there are a number of t;r.pes of
suburbs and satellites that can be defined.

He stresses, however,

that both suburbs and satellites have one structural feature in
common--"theyare themselves merely constituent parts of a larger
urban complex--the metropolitan structure as a whole."
Spectorsky (1955), on the other hand, believes there are "two
Subspecies sharing their means of transportation within a sixty mile
radius of New York City."

Those who daily travel about twenty-five

miles between their jobs and homes he labels as suburbanites.

Those

who live on the same rail line as the suburbanites, but travel t'ifty
to sixty miles each way he calls "exurbanites."

He claims the ex-

urbanities are a "new group, new class, which no SOCiologist, econo-
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lllist, anthropologist has even recognized.

T'nis group has its own

folkways, its own anxieties and aspiratiOns, its own :frustrations
and ful:fil1ments."
Suburban Way of Life
Although the literature reflects differences of opinion concerning the definition of the "suburbs," (aJmost all agree the suburbs lie outside the, city limits of a major city), it also reflects
a consensus of opinion that the suburban way of life is different
than urban living.

Those who live outside the city limits of a

large citya;re generally considered to have a different life-style

than those living in the urban center.

To atest to this hypotheSiS,

a number of studies o:f suburban communities and their inhabitants
have been made.
Several of these studies focus on the changes in family life
Which occur because of the daily commuting done by suburban fathers.
Ma.rtin (1956) states that the "daily economic paJ:ticipation of the

bread-winner in another community will be found to deeply influence
his family's relationships in the community of residence."

One of

the specific effects the commuting has, he contends, is that women
play an unusually :!lIIportant role in volunta;ry associations and other
interaction SituatiOns in the suburbs.
llerger (1960) also points out that "commuting means an extra
hour or two away i'rom the family 'With its debilitating effects upon
the relationship between father and children."

He claims these extra

hours away from home by the :father place a greater burden on the
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mother and have illlplicatioIlll f'or the relationship betwen husband and
wif'e.

Spectorsky (1955) goes as far as to say that the train sched-

ules set not only the timetable for the husband's day, but also for
his wife's.

He poiItts out that the morning departure of' her spouse

starts that part of the day when the wife is on her own.

Whetten and

Devereaux (1936) voice their agreement by pointing out in their study
of a Connecticut suburb that the large city has a much stronger influence on the family of the connnuter than it does on families in
which the f'ather works in the local area.
Connnutation by a portion of the males living in a community
also seems to affect the iItterpersonal relationships of the resideItts.
Scaff' (1952) points out that the proportion of the labor force that
commutes and the proportion of' the connnuters that have their work
located in the major ceIttral city holds illlporta.zrt illlplications f'or
participation in community organizationa and informal relationships

in these communities.
According to Martin (1956), connnuters participate less than
non-connnuters in voluntary associations and informal groupings in the
local community.

However. these commuters participate more than non-

connnuters in the social affairS of' the ceIttral City.

He contends that

the connnuters are involved socially as wll as economically in the
work community.
Although a number of sociological studies have been made of
the suburban community and of' the commuters and non-connnuters who
reside there. little emphasis has been placed on studying the mass
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media habits or interpersonal communication behavior of the suburbanite.
In his study of the working class suburb, :Berger (1960) devotes
space to a discussion of the change in media habits which occur With a
move to the suburbs.

He presents few findings, however, and we learn

only that his respondents attend few movies, read a number of magazines, and spend a great deal of time watching television.
In his study of the exurbanite, Spectorsky (1955) makes only
a pasSing remark about the newspaper reading habits of his subjects.
He comments that no matter in which exurb he lives, the exurbanite
makes a ritual of reading his Sunday New York newspaper.
Mass Media Use and Interpersonal Communication
Al.though a review of the literature concerning suburban communities reveals that little information is available about the communication behavior of the suburban dweller and commuter specifically, a
number of studies of mass media habits and interpersonal communication
in general have been conducted.

These investigations focus on who

uses what media and why, as well as who influences whom about what.
Studies of Television VieWing
Studies by Steiner (1963) and Bower (1973), with the latest
investigation updating most of the findings of the first, provide a
comprehensive look at the television viewing of Americans in 1960
and 1970.

In both investigations, the American public voices general

satisfaction With televiSion programming although their degree of
enthUSiasm for televiSion per se has waned somewhat since the begin-
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ning of the decade.
Bower suggests that this diminishing of enthusiasm for television during the '60s 11JJJ.y have occurred because its "newness" has
worn off.

And, as he hast ellS to add, the change in enthusiasm was

not :from "praise" to "condemnation," but more
cumlaude."

:f:rom "SUlllllla to magna.

Furthermore, despite this somewhat declining esteem for

television as a whole, Bower cOllllOOntS, 1970 viewers watch television
more and enjoy it more than they did in the decade previously.
In 1970, according to Bower, 95.5 percent of all American

households (as opposed to 87.5 percent in 1960) had at least one
television set and that set was being watched, on the average, six

was on only about five hours a

hours a day.

The average t.v. set

day in 1960.

The average amount of time an individual viewed tele-

viSion in 1970 was almost five hours e. day as compared to only four
hours a day in 1960.
Statistics on the number of hours the set is on each day and
the number of hours each family member watches it su;pport the finding
that television is often watched by more than one member of the
family simnltaneously.

Bower inquired about who makes the decision

concerning which program to watch when more than one family member
is watching television, and he learned that "husbands tend to 11JJJ.ke
the decisiollS rather than Wives when the two are watching together,
and fathers tend to decide for the family more than the mothers. fI
However, he adds that over hnlf' the time when married couples are
watChing together, they 11JJJ.ke a joint deciSion about the program, and
nearly half' the time the family is watching Simultaneously, they
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make a group decision.
In the last decade, Bower notes, there has been a general shift

in "people's perception or what television is and what it means to
them."

This change in perception rerlects a new emphasis on tele-

Vision's role as a dispenser or news and izrt'ormation.

Bower cautions

that it should not be assumed that "the American television audience
has changed in ten years f'rom a population or entertainment rans to

a population ot: news hawks," t:or entertainment still dominates the
television rare and t:ills most of the viewers' time.

However, he

connnents that viewers have shifted f'rom talking mainly about the
entertainment and cultural values ot: television to often discussing
the f:unctions, objectivity, control and et:t:ects ot: television news.
Bower reports that respondents have a "high assessment of

television in its journalistic role" and he evaluates this as a
"general public endorsement" or television news.

However, he com-

ments that television is not f'ree of suspicion or bias.

Bowerfinds

that one-t:ourth or the viewers feel that television news is generally

biased~

in its presentation and a smaller group thinks that even

their own t:avorite newscaster colors the news.

He adds, however,

that the majority of people either believe in the objectivity or
teleVision newscasting in general or listen to a t:avorite newscaster
whom they t:eel is objective in his reporting.

Bower also discusses the changes since
view ot: the roles or the vm'ious mass media.

1960
In

in the public's

1960,

Steiner found

that television more than the other media was turned to ror relaxation and' diverSion while newspapers were seen as proViding more

~

..

I
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thorougJ::. reports of local and world happenings, radio was judged
quicker with frequent news summa.ries and magazines were considered
more attuned to limited, specialized interests.

In 1970, Bower

reports that television edged ahead of newspapers as the news
medi1.Dll which "gives the most complete news coverage" and overtook
radio in bringing "the latest news most quickly."

In addition,

this latest study sho,;s television passing ahead of newspapers for
giving the "fairest, most unbiased news" and maintaining its earlier
lead as the medium giving "the clearest understanding of candidates
and issues in national elections. "
In 'Bower's study as well as in Steiner's, several demographic
factors emerge as Significant variables in attitudes toward television.
In

1960,

education, race" income and political affiliation show some

relationship to attitudes 'W"ith the first two variables carrying the
most weight.

In 1970, race and education, in that order, appear as

dominant factors in respondent's attitudes toward the medium.

However, Bower comments, very little can be explained about
the amount of viewing done by respondents by referring to the demographic characteristics of viewers.

He states that "one main con-

clusion that may be drawn :f'rom this analysis is that the amount of
time a person will spend watching television during the evening and
weekend hours has little to do with who he is as a socially defined
entity."

Bower goes on to explain that this lack of correspondence

between determinants of attitudes and determinants of amount of viewing leaves an unanB'Wered question--a question for which he advocates
finding an answer.

Studies oJ: Ne."Spaper Reading
Newspaper studies have looked at who reads a newspaper and why
and discovered that several demographic variables influence newspaper
reading and that people have various reasons for wanting to read. a.
paper.
Schramm and White (1960) conducted one investigation of factors
which influence newspaper readership and found that the reading of a.
paper tends to increase with three variables:

age, educatiox. and

ecollOlllic status.
looking at the age factor, the researchers found that newspaper reading increases rapidly through the teens, reaches a peak
betwen the ages of thirty and fifty and then drops off Slightly.

In

later years, they discovered, newspaper readers use a newspaper less
and less for entertainment, more and more for information and cOlllIIlentary on public affairs.
Schramm and White also present evidence concerning the education variable and show that persons with a high school education read.
more of the "news" in the paper than grade school educated persons,
and college educated persons read more "news" than high school gradu-

ates.

They report th!tt those on the lowr end of the educational

scale tend to use the newspaper for "entertainment, sensa:tional news
and pictorial material" while those with more education use the paper
"less for entertainment and more for information on public affairs."
Commenting on the third demographic variable which influences
newspaper readership, Scbramm and White state that with an increase

m

socio-economic status, the" reading of editorials and public affairs
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ne.'S increases and comic reading declilles.
fl.

They also

I"epOZ~

finding

ma.rked increase in the reading of sports and society news among

rea4ers of higher status,
One investigation of the reasons why people read a newspaper

was conducted by Berelson (1948-49) during
York City,

fl.

newspaper strike in New

Taking advantage of the strike, Berelson made a

stu~

of

'What "missing the newspaper" means in order to examine the functions
-which newspapers norm.aJ..ly serve for their urban rea4ers,
by

st~ng

That is,

what people "missed" 'When they could not read a newspaper,

Berelson learned why people choose to read a newspaper,
As the result of his investigation, Berelson corrtends that

rea4ers rely on the newspaper:

(1)

for information abom; and irrterpretation of public affairS,

(2)

to provide tools for daily living such as radio logs,
motion picture listings, advertisemerrts, obituaries,
fashion news and embark!i.tion schedules,

(3)

for respite from the worries and frustratiOns of the
everyday world,

.(4) to convey social prestige by enabling them to appear
informed in social gatherings, and .

(5)

for indirect social corrtact through reading human
interest stories, personal advice columns and gossip
columns,'

In addition to discussing these five functions of the newspaper,

Berelson presents' three "nonconscious, psychological reasons" he 00lieves people want to read a newspaper.

One reason the urbanites he

studied like to read a newspaper, he corrtends, is that reading itself is considered a "worthwhile" act in our society,

Reading

carries with it a prestige component in American life and the news-
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paper is the "most readily av-ailable and most easily cOlUlumed source

of reading," he explailUl.
Another "nonconscious" reason people turn to a mrnspaper, he
says, is that it represe!rl;s "something of a safeguard" for those who
feel ilUlecure in modern society.

Those readers who express their

insecurity during the strike, he explailUl, said they didn't "know
what was going on" and were "completely lost" without their mrnspaper.
The third "psychological" need people have for the newspaper,
according to Berelson, is exhibited by those readers who have a
"ritualistic and near-compulsive" relationship with the paper.
People who set aside a. certain time of day especially for reading
the paper or who habitually use the paper in conjunction with another
activity such as traveling to and. from work or eating, use the paper
to fill a VOid, he co!rl;ends.

When deprived of their time-filler,

these responde!rl;s became well a.ware of the void usually filled by
their paper.
Studies of Radio Listening
Prior to the adve!rl; of television, radio provided listeners
with day-time serials, evening dramatization, music and news.

To

survive the competition of television, radio dropped its dramatic
conte!rl; and became specialized in its presentation of mUSic and nelo'S.
Today 95 perce!rl; of the American public listens sometime during the
week to one of the "all-news, all-talk, all-rock, all-pop, allblack, all-music" stations in this cou!rl;ry (Buck, 1971).
As a result of the appearance of television .and the change in
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radiO ,:; prograIillIling, the role radio plays in its listeners I lives has
changed.

The discussion which follows points out this change through

review of two radio studies--one conducted just prior to the popularization of television and the other several years a..""ter television's
introduction.
In the years before television, several studies of the func-

tions or gratifications of radio listening were conducted (Herzog,

1944; Warner and Henry, 1948; Lazarsfeld and Field, 1946).

One of

the most comprehensive was Herzog's (1944) stUdy of day-time serial
listeners.
Herzog found that radio serials provide a number of gratifications for listeners either through proviqing an emotional release
or by giving help and advice.

According to Herzog, radio serials

provide an emotional release for listeners by:

(1) indicating that

the listener is not alone in having problems or worries, (2) providing a dream about what might have been, (3) providing compensation
for listener's troubles, or (4) conferring a certain prestige on the
listener.
Herzog raises questions about the adequacy of the "aid and
comf'ort" provided by the serials, however, for she finds that the
Situations which 'WOmen feel they have been prepared to face by listening to the serials are often "fanciful and unrealistic" and the advice
given in the serials is often a "superficial and ready-made formula"

which is not generalizable to aJ.1 situations.·.
In addition, Herzog describes the differences between "listen-

ers and non-listeners" included in her investigation.

Her findings indi-

cste that listeners tend to be Slightly less educated, tend to have
less sophisticated reading tastes, use the radio more, and tend to be
slightly less seU-assured.
Since the appearance of' television.in the late

1940's, f'ew

in-depth studies have been made of' present-day fUnctions or grati:f'ications served by radio.

Mendelsohn (1964) points out that radio has

been shown to serve the obvious purposes of' "entertaining people,
inf'orming people, providing suitable background 'noise,' allowing
people to carry out tasks while being entertained or inf'ormed, f'illing in 'dead time,' and dissipating boredom"--but f'ew have souglrt to
uncover the ''more subtle and of'ten times unacknoWledged :f'unctions
that listening to the radio serves."
In order to investigate the variety of' :f'unctions--beyond pro-

viding music and newB--which radio currently serves, Mendelsohn (1964)
conducted a study of' the AM radio audience in New York City.

As the

result of' his investigation, Mendelsohn discovered f'ive "important
psychological fUnctions" that are served by present-day radio.
First, f'or many listeners, radio ''brackets'' the day by ini'orming them in the morning about what to expect during the rest of'·the
day and reassuring them in the evening that the tensions of' the day
have been somewhat abated.

Secondly, radio acts as a companion and

f'ills any voids created by routine and boring tasks or f'eelings of'
loneliness.

Third, radio complements or changes the diverse and ever-

changing moods of' the listener.

Fourth, radio allows the listener to

partiCipate vicariously in the news events of' the day.

la.stly, radio

provides the listener with ini'ormation about events of' common interest

a'ld concern which he can talk about with others.
OVerlapping Media Use
Although communication studies often focus on the audience for
a single mass medium, usually contained within that investigation is
a com:pa.rison of the audience for the medium being studied and the
audience for various other mass media.

Results of such comparisons

suggest that mass media use is often overlapping and: that the more
exposure to one communication source, the higher the probability of
exposure to others.

In other words, the media complement rather than

compete Vith one another.
Support for this contention is cited in several audience
studies.

Asheim (1960) reports in a study of book reading that book

readers tend alSo to be magazine readers and moviegoers.

Handel

(1950) presents evidence that there is a pattern of intercorrelation
between radio listening, moviegoing and newspaper reading.

Iazarsfeld

and Field (1946, p. 42) contend there is an overlap in the use of news
media and describe the overlap this yay:
It is an interesting phenomenon that news media supplement
rather t)1an displace one another. This is not only true for
radio and newspapers but also for other kinds of sources of
information on current affairs. Take, for instance, the news
weeklies such as Time and ~!ewsweek, Life and look. A variety
of surveys have shovn that the people-who read these magazines
are also the people who listen to news commentators and read
more than one newspaper. "fry and large, the consumption of
news from different sources is cumulative.
Furthermore, Meyersobn (1968) presents a discussion concerning
the implications of Reisman IS (1958, p. 378) principle--"if an individual has the energy, interest and motive:tion and so forth to pursue one
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leiSure activity, he is likely to be lllOtivated to pursue others as
well"--for the overlapping of mass media use.

He states that "far

frOm acting as competing leisure activities, the

IIlBSS

media rein-

force one another."
Iazarsfeld and Kendall (1948) expand on the concept of overlapping media use with their discussion of an "all or none" tendency
in communication behavior.

They explain that there are "fans,"

"average consumers," and "abstainers" for various media and that in
many cases those who are "fans" of one medium are also heavy users
of others.

(This coinCides with the media overlap idea.)

They

then go on to explain, however, that those who are light users of
one source are also relative

"abstainers'~

from the use of other

sources.
Findings of their radio stUdy show that:

(1) non-magazine

readers are likely to also be light listeners of radio and rare
moviegoers, (2) book readers are likely to be both magazine readers
and movie fans, and (3) radio fans tend to be moviegoers as well as
regular magazine readers.
Wright (1959), however, cautions that the "all-or-none"
tendency described by Lazarsfeld and Kendall should not be interpreted to mean that there is no competition among media for audiences.
Studies show that television watching has encroached on the time
people previously spent with radio, movies, books and other leisure
activities (Halloran, 1968; llelson, 19(7).

Wright explains, however,

toot "certain people tend to be more media-minded than others and
manage their leisure hours s6 as to permit some regular use of all of

the mass media available to them."
Single Media Use
Although lazarsfeld and Kendall (1948) as well as several
others present evidence that those who are "fans" of one medium are
li~ly to be "fans" of other media, Iazarsfeld and Kendall also cite

evidence which suggests that some persons may use a single source of
information almost to the exclusion of any others.

They report that

those women who are heavy radio listeners during one period of the
day tend to be "radio fans" throughou:t the day.
In an earlier study, Iazarsfeld (1946) cites evidence also

supporting this idea of the predominant use of a single medium.
labeling this phenomenon "radio-mindedness," he explains that:
The woman who usually listens to several serials during
the day is still more inclined to listen to the radio in the
evening than other 'Women. And when it comes to the question
of whether they get most of their news from newspapers or
radiO, the choice of the serial fans is clearly on radio IS
Side. (p. 53).
Common Occurence of Mass Media Use
Whether individuals use several or mainly one mass medium of
communication, findings of audience studies support the contention
that some mass media use is "at least a mark, and possibly even a
requirement of membership in modern society" (McQuail, 1969a).

Recent

studies of media use show that the average .American watches televiSion
seventeen hours a week (Life, 1971), reads at least one newspaper on
the average weekday (Editor and Publisher, 1973), listens to radio
sometime during the week (Buck, 1971) and reads two books a year

(Advertising Age, 1973).
McQuail (1969a) even suggests that "avoidance of contact with
mass communications" might be considered as "deviant behavior" and
explains that there is some evidence of associations between low levelS
of media use and other "deviant" states such as social isola.1;ion, nonparticipation in politics and extreme poverty.

He goes on to explain,

however, that "While there are minorities which avoid contact with
massinedia, and some which absorb abnormally large amounts, the general pattern is of a normal distribution."
DemographiC Factors and Media Use
In addition to showing that mass media use is often overlap-

ping or complementary, audience studies indicate that mass media use
is often associated with demographic characteristics of audience
members.

studies show that:

age affects frequency of film attendance

(Iazarsfeld and Kendall, 1948); age, education and socio-econom1c
status influence amount of newspaper use (Schramm and White, 1960);
income affects amount of television watching and program preferences
(Greenberg and Dervin, 1970); sex is related to preferences for media
content (Handel, 1950; McQuail, 1969b); education affects magazine
and book reading (.Asheim, 1960; Iazarsfeld and Keudall, 1948); and
education is related to preferences for the print over the broadcast
media (SamuelSon, Carter and RuggelS, 1963; Wade and Schramm, 1969).
MOst studies of the relationship between demographic characteristics and mass media use indicate that the association perSists over
time.

One indication that the influence of a demographic factor on

media. use may change over tim,., however, is demonstrated by findings
concerning radio and teJ.evis ion usage.

Shortly after the advent of

radio and television respectively, Cantril and Allport (1935) and
steiner (1963) discovered that as education increases, respondents
listen and watch less.

.

Several years after the introduction of radio

and television, Iazarsfeld and Kendall (15)48) and Bower (1973) dis-

covered that the better-educated differ from others in their attitudes toward the broadcast media, but that education no longer was
a factor in determining how much radio or television were used.
Although numerous studies have shown a relationship between
a single demographic factor and mass media use, McQuail (19698) contends that it is difficult to isolate the influence of one demographic factor because de.mographic variables are often related to
one another and to other variables--such as differences in ability,
in available t:!me, and accessibility to media--which also can affect
mass media behavior.

He cautions, therefore, that no s:!mple inter-

pretation of the reasons for differences in mass media use should be
made.

According to McQuail, "only a detailed examination of the

Whole pattern of leiSure, work and social background in which the
media are used" will allow conclusions to be drawn.

Although some

work toward that end has been done (MeyerSOhn, 1968; Wilensky, 1964;
Cauter, 1954) "the task has not yet been accomplished," he contends.
Interpersonal Communication
and the Flow of Influence
A major portion of the literature devoted to interpersonal
communication focuses on the flow of influence in various COmmunities.
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Such studies ot influence networks and opinion .leadership often look
at (1) the importance of mass media

VB.

interpersonal sources in the

decision-making process, (2) theditferences bet;reen opinion leaders
and non-opinion leaders in their useot the mass media, and (3) the
informal conversations and opinion exchanges between various members
of the community.

The discussion which follows reviews several of'

these studies of' interpersonal influence and opinion leadership.
Opinion leadership and
mass media usage
The ·first evidence concerning the relative ef'fectiveness of'
mass media

VB.

interpersonal sources f'or influencing deciSions was

presented by. Lazarsf'eld, Berelson and Gaudet (1948) in their stu~
of the 1940 presidential election campaign.

In their investigation

of' how and why people decide to vote as they do, Lazarsfeld et al.
discovered that personal contacts were more effective than the mass
media in influencing voting decisiOns.
In their discussion of' personal influence, the researchers

suggest thl:rl; all interpersonal relations are potential networks of
communication and they contend that the key communicator in these
networks acts as an opinion leader.

An opinion leader, as deSignated

in their investigation, is someone who said he had recently tried to
convince another person of' his political ideas or/and had been asked
for adVice on a political question.
looking at the mass media behavior of'. the influentia.ls in
their study, Lazarsf'eld et al. found that opinion leaders not only
followed the election campaign more through magazine articles, news-
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paper stories and radio speeches

t~

non-leaders, but they used the

media, in general, more than non-inf'luentia1.s.

Furthermore, the

resea.rchers discovered that opinion leaders incorporated the in:t'ormation and ideas they gathered :from the mass media in the advice and
in:t'ormation they passed on to others.

From this i'inding, Laza.rsfeld,

Ilere1.son and Gaudet developed a two-:step flow theory of communication
which states that "ideas often flow :from radio and print
~

leaders and

!2. opinion

them to the less active sections of the population."

Their two-step flow theory which suggests that opinion leaders
mediate between the mass media and the general. public contradicted
the then commonly held idea that people obtain their information and
ideas directly :from the media.
that

in~their

Laza.rsfeld et al. (p. xxiii) explained

investigation, however, "the majority of people acquired

much of their inf'ormation and many of their ideas through personal
contacts with the opinion leaders in· their groups."
In the yea.rs since the two-step flow theory of communication

was presented, other theorists have presented a.rguments that the twostep hypothesis is not adequate.

These later suppoSitions range from

expansion of the 1940 i'indings (Iiatz, 1957) to development of a onestep flow of inf'ormation and cyclical flow of inf'luence (Troldah1.,
1966-67) to a multi-step flow of Communication (Menzel and Iiatz,

1955-56).

It should be noted, however, that although later studies

suggest reviSiOns of the two-step flow idea, the general. principle
that opinion leaders sometimes act as mediators between the mass
media and mass audience remains an important concept in communication theory.

Dtu-ing his investigation of interpersonal influence in s. SIllAll
Eastern community, Merton (1948-49) discovered two types of influentials--local and cosmopolitan--aznong the town's opinion leaders.

The

chief criterion for distinguishing the two types was their orientation toward their town.

The local influential was preoccupied with

community affairs while the cosmopolitan influential was concerned
with local as well as national and .international problems.
Merton found that both types of influentials used the mass
media more than did the other people in the community, but he also
discovered that the local and cosmopolitan inf'luentials differed in
their mass media behavior.

The cosmopolite preferred the mass media

which allowed him to IllAintain a link

wit~

the outside world--news

magazines, metropolitan newspapers, news commentators.

The localite,

on the other hand, selected media which contained IllAterial about
local affairs--local newspapers, radio newscasts.
According to Merton, the local opinion leader. was usua.lly born
in the town or immediate viCinity, was economically and sentimentally

rooted there and had a strong preference to remain in the community.
Having adapted to his life in the town, he

elsewhere.
tial.

was dubious of doing well

He also generally was older than the cosmopolltan influen-

The cosmopolitan, on the other hand, was a newcomer to the

area, younger, had a wider range of experience and believed it was
possible to advance in other communities.
Merton considers the local influential to be a "quantitavist"
in that he is concerned with knowing as many people as possible.

The

cosmopolltan, in contrast, is a "qualitativist" and interested in the
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of people he knows.

This accounts for the fact, Herton asserts,

that locals are active in organizations that help make personal contacts and the cosmopolitan joins organizations where he can exercise
special skills and knowledge.

Merton suggests that cosmopolitans

make greater use of organizational channels rather than the personal
comacts used by locals.
Merton comends that the two types of opinion leaders he discovered in his study differ in the influence they possess.

The local

influential, according to !lerton, receives his power :from an elaborate network of personal relationships or "whom he knows."

The

cosmopolitan, in contrast, acquires influence because of his previous
accomplishments and acquired skills or "what he knows."
Merton also explains that influentials have certain "spheres
of influence" in which they are active.

A "monomorphic" influential,

he contends, exerts his influence in a limited area or field while

. a "po~rphic" leader can exercise imerpersonal influence in a
variety of spheres.

Merton suggests that the local opinion leaders

are more likely to be poJ.l'mOrphic because they exert influence in a
variety of fields while the cosmopolitan influentials are more
likely to be monomorphic because their influence is restricted to
those fields in which they are considered an expert.
Katz and Lazarsfeld's (1955) study of personal influence in
Decatur, IllinoiS, also investigated the impact of personal contacts
and the mass media on decision-making.

Their findings support earlier

evidence that personal influence is often more effective than mass
media in influencing deCisions.

However, the data they gathered also

indicates that the mass media. can sometimes :play a contributory role
in decision-making and, for some situations, even play the decisive
role.

In addition, Katz and Lazarsfeld's findings support earlier

evidence that opinion leaders use the mass media more than non-in
:fluentials •
In their discussion of personal influence, Katz and Lazarsfeld

mention the "relay" and "reinforcement" :f'unctions of interpersonal
associations which they contend can affect the influencing ability
of mass media messages.
According to the researchers, some people act as personal
transmitters of information and ideas for others.

They "relay" mass

media messages to persons who remain unexposed to the media.
idea, of course, supports. the two-step flow theory.)

(This

Secondly, Katz

and Lazarsfeld contend, interpersonal sources "reinforce" mass media
messages when the ideas they present coincide with the media
ication.

COllllllun-

The researchers explain that, "when a mass-media influence

attempt coincides with an interpersonal connnun1cation, it appears to
have a much greater chance of success."
Katz and Lazarsfeld also explain that mass media and interpersonal sources exert different kinds of influence.

The media,

they state, influence by making an object or idea attractive or
desirable to the audience.

They influence "by what they tell. "

Interpersonal sources, on the other hand, influence not only by
what they say but also through who they are (personal "control").
Katz and Lazarsfeld explain that "people can induce each other to a
variety of activities as a result of their interpersonal relatiOns
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and. thus their ini'luence goes far beyond the content of their commun-

ications . "
Opinion exchange in
interpersonal conversations
Also contained Within the :f'low o:f' influence literature are
studies concerned with the exchange o:f' opiniOns during ini'ormal conversations.

These investigations look at opinion seeking and giving

as well as opinion sharing.
One study concerned With opinion giving and asking about

public af:f'airs topics was conducted by TrolaAhl and VanDam (1965-66).
Respondents in their study were asked to name three or :f'our topiCS or
issues that they considered to be major news stories and 'then were
questioned about whether they had asked someone or had been asked
themselves about those named topics •

"Givers o:f' opinions," "askers

o;f opinions" and "inactives" were then compared in a cross-sectional
analysis.
Troldahl and VanDam ;found that opinion giving appears to be
reciprocal to a great extent.

They discovered a great deal o:f'

opinion sharing rather than opinion giving or asking.

In addition,

they learned that persons identi:f'ied as opinion givers (leaders) and
opinion askers (non-leaders) had more similar characteristics than
other studies on public a:f':f'airs opinion leadership have suggested.
According to the researchers, givers and askers o:f' opinion
were ;found not to be signi:f'icantly di;f;ferent in their "exposure to
relevant media content, their ini'ormation level on national news,
their occupational prestige, and ;four o;f five attributes o;f gregarious-

ness."

Troldahl. and Vanfu....m suggest that this similarity in madill.

exposure and informe;i;ion level indicates there !!JAy not be a "secondstep flow" of media content or media influence !'rom giver to asker.
They contend that both opinion givers and opinion askers take part
in conversations with equal background on topics and they:> participate
with the intention of verifying facts and sharing opinions on iSsues.
'l'roldahl. and VanDam

~thesize

differ :f'rom earlier discoveries.

about why their findings

They state that in previous studies

persons "inactive" in public affairs conversations were not separated
from other "followers" when non-leaders. were com;pa.red to opinion
They contend that "opinion leaders 1IW.y not be doing much

leaders.

to pass on mass media news content and iI!i'luence to persons in the
less active sections of the population."

Public affairs opinion

leaders, they assert, seem to converse with persons just as knowledgeable as themselves.
Also looking at opinion exchanges, Wright and cantor (1967)
focused on the opinion leader, opinion seeker and opinion avoider
in a study of communication and personaJ. influence among graduate
students.
In their study, the researchers identity opinion seekers as

those individusls who play an active role in soliciting opinions;
opinion avoiders as persons who avoid, or at least do not seek other
people's views; and opinion leaders as influencers who affect the
deciSion or opinion formation of others.

Wright and cantor explain

tha.t opinion seeking and avoiding are, by definition, mutually exclUSive roles in the flow of ·communication ahout a topiC.

They see
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opinion leadership, however, as a role that can coincide with either
of these two.

For instance, an individual. may seek opinions on an

event and also be asked for his viewpoint.

Or, in contrast, a per-

son may not seek opinions about a topic, yet he may be asked for
his opinion on the subject.
In addition, they point out tha:t opinion seeking and avoiding

are not "all-or-nothing phenomena."

That is, a person may seek or

avoid opinions on one topiC, but this behavior may not carry over to
others.

The seeking and avoiding activities, therefore, appear to be

subject -bound.
Wright and Cantor also make comparisons of the degree of
interest in a topiC for opinion seekers and avoiders.

Resu1ts indi-

cate that respondents Who. seek an opinion about a subject are more
interested in it than those who are opinion avoiders.

Merest in.a

topiC, they assert, is re1ated to opinion seeking behavior.
Wright and Cantor note that this last finding indicates individua.1.s who seek opinions from an opinion leader p1ace themselves in a

position where influence can take p1ace.

This observation, they add,

also supports an earlier contention of Katz and Iazarsfeld (1955) that
interest in a topic is a condition conducive to the flow of personal
inf'luence.

Katz and La.zarsfeld suggest that:

It seems reasonable to inf'er that the flow of inf'luence
is not so much directed :from highly interested people to
people who are not interested at all, but from interested
people to people of equal, or perhaps very Slightly lower,
interest.
.

Impllcations of Previous Research
for the Present Study
Sociological studies of the suburban community suggest that the
style of life in suburbia differs from the style of life in urban centers or small town USA.

Little has been done, however, to study how

these differences in the suburban life-style affect the communication
behavior of suburban residents.
Communication studies of mass media and interpersonal behavior
provide in-depth looks at the amount and kinds of media and interpersonal sources used daily by the American public.

Little has been

done, however, to study the communication behavior of the commuter,
suburbanite or megalopolite speCifically.
This study started with the questions asked and answers provided by the Sociologicai and communication studies discussed above
and proceeded to ask similar questions :yet seek speCific answers for
the suburban community investigated.
Taking into account the earller findings concerning suburban
living and communication behavior, questions were then asked about
the effects of:
(1)

living in one community and working in another on the
communication behavior of the commuter and his wife;

(2)

accessibility to media emanating from levittown, New York
and Philadelphia on the number, amount and kinds of mass
media used;

(3)

employment location and former residence on the likelihood
of being an opinion leader about levittown, Philadelphia
or New York;

(4)

employment location of husbands on the opinion exchange
and social interactions between friends, fellow commuters
or co-workers;
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(5) employment location of husbands on interpersonal communication lletween husbands and wives.
Answers to these questions were sought in this investigation
and provide information about the mass media. use and interpersona.l

cOlIl!Ilunication of persons living in a suburban community as well. as
uncover information about the influences of the suburban life-style
on communication llehavior.

CHAPrERIII
THREE TYPES OF CCNMUNICATION BEHAVIOR

Studies

o~

respondents' use
usually contain a
o~

communication behavior often look

o~

a particullU" mass medium.
and description

de~inition

individual sources.

o~

o~

light and heavy users

Such an approach was initially taken in this
However, during the

the data analysis it became applU"ent that there also were

patterns in the way particullU" respondents make use
media.

patterns in

These investigations

study and the results lU"e reported in chapter V.
course

~or

o~

various mass

This discovery lead to a new analysis and provided a

di~~er

ent qualitative perspective Which is discussed in this chapter.
Looking at the data

~m

this point

o~

view uncovers a typolOgy

o~

communication behavior.
Development
During the course

o~

o~

the Typology

the qualitative analysis

o~

the data

gathered in this study, patterns in individual respondent's use
the daily, ephemeral mass media were discovered.

o~

That is, patterns in

a particullU" respondent's approach to the use of television, radio
and newspapers ,rere observed.
to exhibit simillU" patterns
behavior began to

o~

Groups

o~

respondents were then

daily media use, and a typology

~ound

o~

~orm.

After making this discovery, an attempt
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'WaS

made to see

i~

the patterns of use associated with the daily media carried over to
the use of the more permanent, less timely, mass media such as
zines and books.

~_

The result was the discovery that the patterns held

for both the daily and more permanent media, and what then developed

was a typology of media behavior.
At that point the line of inquiry was taken one step further
and an effort was made to discover if the patterns or styles of
media behavior which had emerged were related to respondents' use
of interpersonal communicatiOns.

It was found that use of inter-

personal sources (friends, co-workers, fellow commuters, neighbors,
spouse, other relatives) and the styles of media behavior were aligned
and complementary.
Therefore, the typology as it was :fully developed became a
typology of communication behavior and includes respondents' uses
of the daily media, the more permanent media and interpersonal
sources.

This chapter, therefore, discusses respondents' three dis-

tinct styles of using mass media and interpersonal sources studied
in this investigation.
Definition and Discussion of the Three T)rpes
Analysis of individual uses of mass media and interpersonal
sources suggests three major types of cO!llIllunication behavior.

These

three types are presented as models and are not descriptiOns of the
behavior of particular respondents, although there are some respondents who approach each ideal type.
appendix B.)

(See methodological note in

The typology was developed on the basis of three dimen-
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sions:

(1). the number and kinds of sources used, (2) the extent of

their use and (3) the reported "discriminatory use" of the content of
sources.

(Definition of "discriminatory use" appears below.)

For

purposes of this study, these three dimensions are considered as a
representation of the communication behavior of the respondents.
For this study, the three types of communication behavior are
labeled:

Saturation, Selection and AVOidance.
Those respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior obtain

masses of information and opinion :from many kinds of sources.

They

fill their lives with information :from television, radio, newspapers,
magaZines, books, and interpersonal sources.

They expose themselves

in large doses to a variety of information sources.

Theysaturate

their lives with the world presented by the electrOnic and print media
and the ideas of the people they meet and talk With each day.
Those respondents who exhibit Selection behavior pick and
choose among the sources and topics of information available to them.
They have preferences which not only guide their chOice of sources
and topics of information, but direct the amount .of time they spend
utilizing or enjoying the source and its information.

They expose

themselves to information they want :from sources they prefer in
quantities generally smaller than for those who exhibit Saturation
behavior.

They select :from the world of information made available

to them by mass media and interpersonal sources.
Those respondents who exhibit Avoidance behavior obtain very
little information :from any mass media or interpersonal sources.
isolate themselves :from information about what is happening in the

They

world which surrounds them. ' They expose themselves only to information which they find necessary to carry out their daily lives or
necessary for performing their work.

They avoid the world presented

by the mass media and the ideas of interpersonal sources they may
encounter.
These groupings according to communication behavior do not
appear to coincide with any deIlJDgraphic grouping Within the limits
of this sample.

That is, respondents who exhibit a particular type

of communication behavior can not be identified by any demographic
variable alone.

Although some deIlJDgraphic information about respond-

ents exhibiting each of the three types of communication behavior is
presented in later discussions, it is presented only as descriptive
information.

J\ny regularities noted should be viewed only as

suggestive of possible relationships between demographic factors and
communication behavior.

Validation of such possible relationships

would need to be the subject of future studies.

It was not the

'purpose of this study to determine correlations or tests hypotheses
concerning any relationship between demographic variables and communication behavior.

The purposive sample, containing limited vari-

ability in del;l1Ographic traits, does not permit such testing of
relationships or the drawing of generalizations beyond the sample
studied.
Distinction Between Use of Source and
Discriminatory Use of Its Content
Before continuing the discussion of these types of communication behavior and the respOndents who exhibit them, it may be help-
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fut to establish that for

pur-~Se6

of this study a distinction will

be made between the use of an information source and the degree of
discrimination associated with use of its content.
It is quite evident that if a source is not used, a respondent
is not exposed to· any of its particular content.

(That is not to say

that its content could not be obtained from another source, i.e.,
television news and newspaper accounts often overlap.)

In contrast,

however, if a particular source is used, we cannot assmne that every
respondent exposes himself to all its content.

That is, we can not

equate use of a source with use of its entire content.

We cannot

assmne that if a respondent claims to read a newspaper every day
that he reads every article and section in that paper.

Furthermore,

we cannot assmne that if two respondents report they read the same
newspaper every day that they read exactly the same articles in
that paper.
Respondents do vary in the degree of discrimination they
apply to source content.

Some expose themselves to almost all the

content of any information source they use; others are selective in
paying attention to only items of interest; and yet others avoid
all but the necessary information contained in the content of a
source.
Both use of a source and the degree of discrimination associated with use of its content were criteria on which the typolOgy of
communication behavior was established.

Therefore, the following dis-

CUSSion of the three types of communication behavior found in this
study includes a description' of use of sources as well as a descrip-

tion of' the "discriminatory use" or their content.
Saturation Behavior
Respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior rill their day
with a variety of' in1:ormation :from a variety of' sources.

Their daily

routine often centers around their use of' the mass media and discussions with interpersonal sources.

They watch television several

hours a day, they listen to the radio ror news and/or music some
time during the day, they read at least one newspaper and spend
over an hour doing so, and they :frequently read magazines and books.
During an average day most of' them also spend quite a bit of' time
conversing With their spouses, their co-workers or their :friends.
In sUlllll1&7, they use a variety of' in1:ormation sources daily, are

medium to heavy users of' these sources, and expose themselves to a
large amount of' in1:ormation coming :from these sources.

(Chapter V

contains a def'inition and discussion or heavy, medium and light
users or the various media.)
Prof'ile of' Respondents
Fifteen of' the siXty respondents in this study exhibit
Saturation behavior.

All three possible emplo;yment locations of'

the husband are represented ill", this group with six respondents
(f'our lnen, two women) associated With New York, six (three men,
thiee women) With Philadelphia and three (one man, two women) locally.

Both high school and college graduates are f'ound in this

group.

In addition, two sets of' married couples are included in
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tbe Sat=ation group. *
Those respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior are heavy
users of the mass media.

Not only do they spend more time watching,

reading or listening then many of tbe respondents in this study, they
also use a wider variety of media.

Respondents in this group do not

spend a large amount of time with just one mass media source.

They

use a number of sources and report spending most of their day saturating themselves With information from all these sources.

(Of

the eight men in the Saturation group, seven are commuters.

At first,

it seems plausible to assume that because commuters are in a position
to spend two or three hours a day (see chapter V) during their commute
reading newspapers, magazines and books that they would likely be
found in the Saturation group.

Remember, however, that time spent

commuting means less time at home and less available time for radio
and television, and that Saturation respondents inundate themselves
with both the print and broadcast media.)
The following is an example, based on data from one interview,
of how one man who exhibits Saturation behavior might spend his time
on an average day;
Mr. D., a New York commuter, wakens to the radio. He dresses
then spends time reading a newspaper at breakfast. As he heads
for the train station, he listens to news on the car radio-HI
like to know what I' m going to run into when I go into New York
in the morning. He arrives at the station, buys a paper and
then chats with some of his friends while waiting for the train.
The train ride usually includes a lot of newspaper reading and

*Tables showing the communication behavior types broken down
by couples (husbands vs. wives) and employment location association
appear in appendix A.)

S~7? continuation of the discussions started with his fellow commuters earlier. At his off'ice, he receives a number of magazines
related to his job which he reads during work. The trip back
home again includes reading an ai'ternoon paper and some talk nth
fri.ends • In the evening, Mr. D. spends time reading the local
paper and watching television--"1 don't know .... 1 guess I watch
twenty hours .... it's a.ll according to what ball games are on.
If' a game is on every night, I watch one every night." At eleven
o'clock he watches the news and then retire.s.

None of' the women included in this study work during the day
so their time is 'spent mainlY at home.

The following is an example,

based on an actual interview, of how one woman who exhibits Saturation
behavior might spend her time on an average day:
Mrs. M. beginS her day after her husband has left for Philadelphia and her children are off' to school. She then spends time
reading a newspaper bef'ore starting her housework. As she works
she often listens to the radio. During the day she finds time
to watch several game shows,--"During the day ... it's CBS ••• the
quiz shows." --time to catch the noon news on television, and time
to visit with friends or neighbors. She also spends time reading one of the seven magazines she receives and begins one of
the "dozen, at least," books she reads each year. In the late
afternoon she reads the local pa.per and then spends most of the
evening watching television with her husband. At eleven o'clock
she again watches the news and then goes to bed.
As these examples illustrate, those respondents who exhibit
Saturation behavior do not rely onlY on one mass media source for
their ini'ormation.

Neither do they rely on only mass media sources.

Those in the Saturation group also report obtaining ini'ormation f'rom
various interpersonal sources--from fellow commuters, co-workers,
friends and neighbors.

Some also report contacting specific know-

ledgeable individuals for needed information about schools, voting,

taxes, etc.
Iuterestingly, two of those in the Saturation group mention
a preference for the mass media over interpersonal sources when rid-

;ing the train-that is, they ;iould rather read the paper
during the ride.

t)-,ru!.

talk

One explains:

I hate people to sit dow alongside- me in the train and start
talking because I use that time to read the newsw,per. (29)(Respondent numbers explained in footnote below.) *
The other newspaper reader comments:
I never get into conversations, nor do I want to.

(1)

The above discussion has presented a general description of
Saturation behavior., In order to understand this type more fully,
it Will be helpful to look at how those who exhibit this behavior
use Specific media and their content.
Television Viewing
Respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior are medium to
heavy users of television.

That is, all of them report spending

over ten hours a week watching televiSion and almost half say they
watch:their set more than twenty hours during an average week.

One respondent in this Saturation group describes his teleVision vieWing this way:
,I'd say in an average week ..• I consume about an average of no
more than fifteen hours e. week. That's tops for mew-mostly
in the evening hours--mostly sport events on weekends--or we
run into good movies or plays. (31)
*Odd numbered respondents are men, even numbered respondents
are women. Respondents one through twenty are local workers and their
wives; twenty-one through forty are Philadelphia commuters and their
wives; forty-one through sixty are New York commuters and their wives.
A married couple has consecutive numbers with the husband having the
lower (odd) number, Le., #5 (male) and #f> (female) are husband and
Wife while #8 (female) and 119 (male) ~ not. (That is, ffr and #B
would be husband and Wife and 119 and '!flO would also be a married
couple while #B and 119 would not be husband and Wife.)
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PJ:!Other interviewee who is a heavy view;):;: e>"1?lains:
Our t.v. just goes all day. It goes on With the Today program
and it doesn't go off until the news. I think eight --ten hours
a day. It's just left on and nobody bothers to turn it off so
it just goes. I'd say 'We actually watch it maybe 50 percezrt of
the time. (42)

others in the Saturation group express the view that they may
sPend too much time in front of their television sets.

One man com-

mezrts on how long he w"Btches television each day by saying:
Too much. I'd say on the average maybe three or four hours
a night. I've gotten in to that rut. (3)
.

Another remarks:
I'd be embarrassed to tell you how much I watch television.
I watch it--whenI come home at night from the office and I
turn on the 5:30 news and then I .oatch until the seven o'clock
news is over at 7:30, and from there it depends on whether
I'm too lazy to get up off the chair and turn it to something
else--but I watch it quite a lot .... and I frequently watch
the Today program on channel 3 in the morning.<; while I'm
eating breakfast. (29)
This same man even a.dm.its:
Television has killed my book reading, I'm afraid. You can
see from the shelves up there that I've got quite a few books
and a lot of them are aw:fully good books. My taste in books
runs to history, biography, some historical novels_-but I have
to a.dm.it televiSion has certainly hurt my reading. (29)
Newspaper Reading
All the respondents in the Saturation group read at least one
newspaper every day and all but three report reading at least two
papers.

O:f those three izrtervie;rees reading only one paper daily,

two of them report reading a second paper .on Sunday.

Each respond-

ezrt in this group spends at least an hour a day with his newspaper
and several report reading a paper for two hours or more on an aver-

age dJ3.y.
When asked about which newspapers he usually reads, one respondent replies:
I read them all--the (Philadelphia.) Inquirer every dJ3.y. I
read on the train. In the evening I guess it's split between
the (Philadelphia) Bulletin and U.e (Philadelphia) News--and
the (Bucks County) Courier-Times, I have to (read it) because
my neighbor's the editor. IiOt really, I subscribed to that
paper long before I knew him. (35)
Another member of the Saturation group describes his dJ3.ily
ritual with his paper in this way:
I read the morning Inquirer going in on the train and I read
the Bulletin cOming home on the train until I fall asleep
I'd say--well, of course, when I get into the office I read
the Wail Street Journal--well, it's about forty minutes going
in the morning and forty minu:tes coming ou:t at night and I
probably spend, not consecu:tively, but spaced over half of
the day in the office, I read the Wall Street Journal--I
probably spend a liti;le over an hour reading that--at least
a couple of hours, total. (29)
Newspaper reading is not only a. daily habit for these people,
for some it appears to be an enjoyable pasttime as well.

One husband

coznments:
Of course I like the news.

I never read the sports section.
I'll read like Dear Abby or Ann landers or whatever it is.
I like to read the ads in the paper. (3)

Another respondent goes in to a lengthy explanation of what sections
she finds amUSing in the local paper:
The Courier-Times is kind of cute. They have all the divorces
pending. I don't think they should put them pending, I think
they should pu:t them granted--and people who have applied for
marriage licenses--it's really different--but it's cute--it's
not something that I'm used to. The obituaries--I get a big
kick out of the obituaries cause nobody dies down here. Did
you ever read the obituaries? Well, look at them next time.
It's really funny. Nobody dies down here unless they're over
seventy or eighty. lots of people of seventy-eight, eighty-
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two, ninety-four in the Courier-Times. Tnose are the only people
that die in the Courier-Times. It's really funny. They publish wills--who gets how much. It's really funny--a little
bit of Americana. (58)
This same woman also talks about her desire to read the New York paper
her husband brings home to her:
It's after dinner or sometimes later at night for the New York
Post--cause sometimes after dinner it gets kind of hectic with
t'ii'Elkids--but I always read it, I'll even stay up late to read
it. (58)
Newspaper reading for some of the respondents in the Saturation
group means a cover to cover examination of the paper's contents.

For

others, there are certain sections which demand more of their time
than others.

One woman describes her thorough reading of the paper

in this way:
I go through the whole thing.

I read it all.

(22)

Wl;J.en asked to comment on how long she might spend reading the paper
another woman replies:
It's hard to answer that because I read all the ads and I do
the crossword puzzles and I generally read everything in the
paper. It takes awhile. I start at the front page and go
through. (38)
When others are asked about which section of the paper they
usually read during the hour or more they spend with the paper, these
are some of their replies:
Well, I generally read the national news, the international
news and then the local news, sports and then the editorial
section. (31)
Sports, theater section--those are the ones I always read.
Then the general news--oh, yes, and the advertiSing section>
~ course, in the Times.
(41)
Well, you know, the regular news section, the local news .••
morbid as i t may be, the ·obituary--the sales--what events,

you know, they have a list of who's going to be in concert.
That type of thing. (6)
I buy the (New York) News for the sports pages. The Wall
Street Journal is my bUSiness. The New York Times is aconglomerate of everything--there's sports, there's certain
columns I like in that--and they carry the stock market, also.

(43)
In summary, those who exhibit Saturation behavior spend quite

a bit of time with a newspaper each day, and they appear to cover a
range of types of articles during their examination of its contents.
Magazine Reading
Every respondent in the Saturation group also reads at least
one magazine.

Only three persons in this group report reading just

one magazine and those three each comment that they read it from
cover to cover.

One of those who reads only one magazine explains:

Reader's Digest--that's my pocket book going back and forth
to work. I read that cover to cover. (31)
The other respondents in the Saturation group read various kinds of

magazines ranging from weekly news magazines to home decorating
periodicals to professional Journals with one man listing fifteen
periodicals that he regularly reads.
One respondent talks about hiS penchant for magazines this way:

I'U read any I can get my hands on.

I like to read magazines.

(3)

After listing the seven magazines she usually reads, one woman comments:
That's a lot of reading. I could have left a couple out, but
those are the basic ones that I remember. I'm a reader. We
get a lot of magazines. I love to read. (22)
Some of the respondents in this group say there are particular
types of articles they look for when reading various magazines, but
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most of them describe the thorough reading job they do.

When asked

what kinds of articles he might read in his favorite magazines one
man comments:
I would say sports, theater, advertising, anything that's
contemporary that keeps you up with the pattern of the times,
I would say. And if it's any of those graphic magazines,
there is really nothing special--you read the whole magazine
for what it contains. (41)
A woman who reads mainly women's magazines lists her article
preferences as:
The stories--most of the women's articles--those about how
to do specific things to your home--construction type things.

(6)
Most of the Saturation group, however, maintain they read
almost all the articles in the magazines they receive.

These are a

few of their comments:
Nothing special.

I start in the front and go through.

Everything really. I read them cover to cover.
read. I indulge it. (24)
Not particularly. Just the magazine in general.
zines I like the entire content of them, really.

(38)

I love to
Those maga-

(35)

Radio Listening
Another mass media source which each member of the Saturation
group uses on a daily basis is the radio.

Some listen for news, others

want only mUSic and still others prefer a station which has both music
and news.

stations emanating from LeVittown, Philadelphia and New

York City are tuned in by various members of the Saturation group.
Respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior enjoy listening
to the radio in their car and in their home.

Sometimes it is turned

on specifically for news, other times for background music or as company on a lonely or rainy day.

Sometimes respondents have a prefer-

ence for a specific station and other times they listen to whatever
comes on when the radio is turned on.

Ilelow are some of their comments

about their radio listening:
I listen to the radio probably more in the car then anywhere.
Well, weekends we'll listen to a lot of music in the daytime
on the stereo radio. (59)
Ch, yes, that's the first thing I turn on when I get up in
the morning. I light a cigarette first and then I turn on
the radio •••• Mostly for the news. The music's incidental.
(29)

I'd say I listen just to break the boredom of driving in the
car--whatever's on--usually the music. (3)

(1 listen) for the music--a couple of hours. It varies also
during the time of year--more in the winter--rainy days. (28)
We have a clock radio that we go to sleep with. Cleaning,
I always have it on--you know, it gives me a little more
zip. (6)
.
I listen to the local station. I have it on for an hour in
the morning, then two hours in the afternoon--maybe three
hours a day. (38)
I listen to the stereo--but I listen to--I don't even know
what station. I put it on every morning while I do the
housework, but what they're saying I simply don't know
because I'm upstairs--downstairs. It's just really music.

(58)

I couldn't tell you what station--whatever (Don) Imus is on.
In the morning I listen to John Gablin which is New York. In

the afternoon and morning when I'm driving to and from the
station I listen to WFIL. Also in the mornings on the ''eekends I listen to whatever she has the radio tunedto--whatever
Imus is on. (41)
Book Reading
Book reading is an additional pasttime enjoyed by nearly all
those in the Saturation grou,p.

Most of the respondents in this grou,p
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read more than five books a. year.
Only three interviewees mention that they do not read many
books and two of those three explain that they formerly did a lot of
book reading.

One says television has killed his book reading and

yet another explains:
It's terrible, but I don't have time to sit down with a book.
I used to read so much and now it's just magazines. (4)
M:>st of the respondents, however, express a desire to read
several books a year.

One man comments:

I read quite a bit. I'd say right now I'd average about ten
books a year--based on time limitations, not because of lack
of desire. (31)
Another interviewee who is an avid mystery reader even expresses some concern that the library is running out of new books for
her to read.

She comments:

I read a lot--two a week, sometimes more depending on what
I'm reading. If I'm reading mysteries, which I love--I'm
almost done here. In fact, I told them Friday they'd better
get some more. I'm almost done--then I read like four at
least a week cause ,you read them With one eye really. (58)
Another avid reader divides his time between professional books
and books for enJoyment.

He explains:

I guess (I read) about two hundred. I would say it breaks down
to about sixty-five-thirty-five in favor of the professional
books. My expenditure for books for the last two years has
been for a little over five hundred. (53)
Content of Mass Media
Respondents in the Saturation group use a variety of mass media
sources every day.

Their comments indicate they use these mass media

tor both their news and entertainment content.

That

is, they do

not use television, radio, ne,,-spapers and magazines solely ror their
news content, nor do they use them solely for their less serious
material.

They read a newspaper not only f'or its articles on the

latest news happenings, but also to enjoy the comics and Dear Abby.
They watch television not only f'or its variety of entertaining programs 1 but also for its news broadcasts.

They listen to radio f'or

both its music and new-s.
In summary, those who exhibit Saturation behavior use various

mass media as a source of' various kinds of' information about a variety
of' subjects.

(See L9.zarsfeld and Kendall (1948) and Wright (1959) in

chapter II;)
Interpersonal Associations
Although those respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior
rely a great deal on mass media sources for information, they do not
avoid interpersonal associations.

Such interpersonal interactions

with family and :f'riends serve two purposes:

(1) they provide a means

f'or Saturation respondents to dispense the information they have
acquired :f'rom the mass media and (2) they provide a means for Saturation respondents to gather information which could not be, or was
not, acquired :f'rom the mass media.
Before beginning a discussion of the interpersonal information-giving and information-gathering activities of' the Saturation
respondent, let I s first look at how this type of respondent assesses
his information gathering abilities via the mass media.

When asked i f there was someone he might ask about something
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happening in Philadelphia, one responQent who works locally aru;wers:
I think that being a reader of the Bulletin and watching the
0' clock news, I probably know just about as mucb as anybody •••• (If someone. would ask me ••• ) it depends on how deep
the question is really--what they want to know about. If
they want to know what Joe Blow in the third ward, 15th
district is doing, I couldn't tell you. But basic news, I'm
sure I could say something about it. (3)

6

Another respondent, a Philadelphia commuter, replies to the same qu.estion in this way:
I would say probably in 90 percent of the cases, I rely on
what I read in the paper or hear in the news and if there's
some particular situation that bugs me--I have people that
I can go to and ask--but 90 percent of the time I rely on
what I read. (29)
When asked if there were someone she could contact to find out about
a local happening, one woman's reply is: .
If we want to catch anything about problems with the schools,

we usually turn on WBCB on the radio, I think.
keeps you up--and the Courier-Times. (22)

That usually

As a result of having gathered a variety of information from

various information sources, the Saturation type respondent can in
turn serve as an information source for his various interpersonal
associates.

Several of the respondents meutioned passing on inform-

ation to their spouse when asked if they ever did talk to their mate
about various happenings in leVittown, New York City or Philadelphia.
One woman comments about the need for her to tell her husband about

local things:
Ch, yeah ... he doesn't know much.

(4)

Another woman meutions that she and her husband "discuss everything
and anything," but for local happenings, "I'm usua.l1.y first to know."
(22)
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The reverse situation was trullt i'or another Saturation group
respondent whose wife does not keep up on local news as well as he
does.

He explains:

She doesn't read the paper as thoroughly as I do sometimes
or she doesn't get a chance. I mentioned that the YMCA is
going to get an indoor pool and maybe it's worth joining
for the winter and so forth--things like that. Also, With
out taxes going up--she's not too i'amilar with things like
that--with that new reassessment that we got •. (43)
For another husband, bringing home news about Philadelphia is part
of his job as an information source for his wife.
I'm more
Anything
work and
is ii' it

He says:

likely (to tell her) working with Philadelphia.
of interest there they generally discuss it at
I bring it home and make her aware of it--that
is something significant. (31)

Other respondents have various ways of describing their role
as an information source for other interpersonal associates:
I have friends at work that I would talk to about a broad
spectrum of things. I have friends at work that I would
only talk to about work-a-day things. So it depends on
whom I'm talking to. All of those people would ask me about
Philadelphia because of the oddity of me liVing this far away
from New York. (41)
A lot of people know I'm interested in it (school system)
and I occasionally get calls from people wanting to know
what I think. (29)
Everybody calls me.
What's happened
(shopping) mall
closer to their
is going on and
ask. (3)

(38)

is that a lot of people because of the
have moved up here for the job--to get
working. I fill them in on what I know
where things would be--if they happen to

I would be the one who would be asked--everything related
to local planning and development •••• I'm generally the one
who has to research all the activities of Philadelphia. I
arrange for the sporting event trips. (53)
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Even though the Saturation type respondent gathers a large
amount of information from the mass media and is abl.e to pass it on
to his friends, co-workers and spouse, he stil.l. finds instances when
be gains additional. information from his interpersonal associates.
Be10w are connnents by the respondents concerning interpersonal sources
they find of help to them:
We've got someone a couple of bl.ocks from here--Mr. X. is on
the Pl.anning Commission for Bristol township. He's very
active in what's going on around here and I see him on the
train everyday. If I want to know anything, general.l.y he
knows. (59)
I usual.ly read the paper pretty much and find out for mysel.f
--and my neighbors and I discuss things that are going on
so if I don't catch it, one of them usual.l.y does. (24)
Working in the Philadelphia area and with people mostly primaril.y from Philadelphia, I get a lot of happenings about
Philadelphia activities through them and have discussions
of them. The mayor and city councilmen and their problems
and their law and order probl.ems--and many things going on
there. We discuss our travel.s there and back and forth.
We're aware of what the environment is in the Philadelphia
area. (3l.)
Saturation Behavior - A

S~

Those who exhibit Saturation behavior fill. their l.ives with
a variety of information from a variety of sources.

It woul.d be

erroneous to assume, however, that respondents in the Saturation
group are not somewhat selective about the information they assimilate every day.

It is assumed that there is some selective atten-

tion, perception, and retention on their part.

The evidence

suggests, however, that those in the Saturation group eXpose themselves dail.y to a greater and broader amount of information than
those in the Selection and AVOidance groups.

Their communication

behavior is typified by these dimensions:
(1)

use of va.rious mass media and books as well as interpersonal sources;

(2)

medium to heavy use of' mass media and f'requent use of'
interpersonal associates;

(3)

exposure to a va.riety of information includiog news as
well as entertainment content.
Selection Behavior

Unlike respondents in the Saturation group who inundate themselves with a va.riety of information f'rom a va.riety of' sources, respondents in the Selection group select f'rom lUlIOog sources and informa:tion in quantities generally smaller than f'or those in the Saturation
group.
Respondents in the Selection group exhibit two f'orms of' Selection behavior.

The f'irst kind of Selection behavior is typified

by a preference f'or one kind of' information source.

The second kind

is directed by a pref'erence for information about certain kinds of'
topics.

Both kinds of behavior involve a selection process.

In one

case, however, there is selection by.source, in the other selection
by topic.

Respondents who exhibit the first kind of Selection behavior
~

selective in their choice of' one kind of' source f'rom Which they

choose to receive most of' their day-to-day information.

That is,

they prefer one kind of information source over the others.

(For

purposes of' this discussion, sources will be classified as either
print media, broadcast media or interpersonal sources.
of each kind of' source appear below.)

Definitions

Interviewees who display the

second kind of Selection behavior are selective in the topics of information they learn about :trOll! various sources.

That is, they desire

information about selected topics and rely on more than one source to
provide it for them.
In both cases, respondents place self-imposed limitations on the

amount and kinds of information they expose themselves to each day.
Persons who prefer one particular kind of source limit themselves to
the variety and amount of information offered by that one source.

Re-

spondents who display topical preferences "filter in" information concerning preferred subjects, paying less attention to other available
information.
In summa.ry, persons in the Selection group pick and choose

either among sources or topics of information available to them.

They

have preferences for either one kind of information source or certain
topics which guide their selection :from the world of information provided by mass media and interpersonal sources.
Profile of Respondents
.

Of'the sixty respondents interviewed for this
eXhibit Selection behavior.

stu~,

forty

Of'these forty, eleven show a preference

for one kind of information source and twenty-nine indicate a preference for information about certain kinds of topics.
All three employment locations of the husband are represented
in the Selection group with fourteen respondents being associated with
<

New York City (six men, eight women), twelve With Philadelphia (six
men, six women), and fourteen with Levittown (seven men, seven women).
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Both .high school and college graduates are represented in the group.

. Selection group are eight married couples. *
Also included in the
Those respondents who exhibit a-preference for one kind of
information source limit themselves mainly to the content of that one
source.

It should be noted, however, that a respondent's preference

for one kind of source does not always indicate non-use of other
sources.

Rather it indicates a marked difference in the amount of

information obtained from one kind of source in relation to all others.
For purposes of this study, information sources will be classified into three groups:

print media (newspapers, magazines and bOOks),

broadcast media (radio and television), and interpersonal sources
(friends, co-workers, fellow commuters, neighbors, spouse, other
relatives).
Respondents who are selective on the basiS of content indicate
that there are certain kinds of topics to which they pay more attention.
They talk of reading certain articles in the newspaper because they
might be affected by the events reported there, of watching a certain
television show because the subject being discuss",d is of interest to
them, or of taking a certain magazine because its focus is on one of
their hobbies or specialized interests.

Respondents who exhibit this

second form of Selection behavior do not usually report reading a newspaper or magazine "cover to cover" or watching television from morning

until night, rather they talk of selecting what appeals to them from
~bles showing the communication behavior types broken down by
couples (husbands VB. Wives) and employment location association appear
in appendix A.)

the various content. available •.
The kinds of topics to which these respondents pay attention
fall into three, not necessarily mutually exclusive, categories--

(1) sUbjects Which respondents consider personally relevant; (2) topics
which respondents say are "of interest" or "catch their fancy" and

(3) singular topics which are aligned With hobbies, specialized interests or careers.

For information about these preferred topics, re-

spondents rely on various mass media and interpersonal sources.
The above discussion presents a general description of selec-

tion behavior and the respondents who exhibit it.

To better understand

this type of communication behavior, it is helpful to look at those
respondents who exhibit both forms of Selection behavior.
Selection-by-Source
Of the forty respondents in the Selection group, eleven exhibit

a preference for one kind of information source.

Five turn to the

broadcast media for most of their information, four prefer the print
media and two primarily use interpersonal sources.
The majority of the Selection-by-Source respondents have only
a high school diploma with nine saying they graduated from high school
and two reporting they graduated from college.

All three employment

locations of the husband are present in this group with the six reSpondents associated with Philadelphia (one man, five women) and the
four with New York (one man, three women) outnllJllbering the one re-
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spondent whose husband works in levittown. *
BrOadcast media preference
'rbose respondents who rely on the broadcast media for most of
their information spend little time reading newspapers, magazines or
books and very seldom rely on interpersonal sources for information
about local, Philadelphia or New York happenings.

All respondents who prefer the broadcast media report spending
several hours each day watching television and listening to the radio.
One of the three women in this group describes her television viewing

by commenting:
I watch it f'ull time--a11 the soap operas--everyone of them
that's on, just about. I turn them on--at 11:30 I start. (32)
later in the interview this same interviewee talks of watching
re-runs again and again and describes her passion-like interest in
viewing the Watergate sessions:
We sit and watch Ma.ry Tyler Moore .... Our daughter turns it on
and we sit and watch those same old ones over and" over. (32)
I just died. I couldn't miss that. I just sat here .... I
watched in the morning--I couldn't wait for it to come on.
I'd get my coffee, and I was sitting here waiting for it to
start. I really enjoyed it--not enjoyed it, but listening.

(32)
In addition to her daily routine of television watching, this

same respondent listens to the radio each day.

She cOlllIll<ents:

*Although, as stated previously, this study was not designed
to test relationships between demographic variables and communication
behavior, it should be noted that of the eleven respondents exhibiting Selection-by-Source behavior, nine are women.

In-between the soa.p operas I turn it on and I have it on WCAU
(Philadelphia) • (32)

Both men in the broadcast preference group mention frequently
watching sports on television.

One man estimates the number of hours

he watches t.v. each week and states:
At least twenty-five hours for me--with the football all day,
you can put another ten hours on that then. (21)
Both men also mention listening to the car radio each day.

One

says:

I listen to the radio in the car all the
the time. When I'm going to work in the
one station for the music and news both,
home I change it and put on the FM--just

time. It's on all
morning I listen to
and when I'm cOming
for the music. (21.)

The other explains:

I do a lot of radio listening cause I spend forty thousand to
fifty thousand miles a year in the car--about five hours a
day. (49)
In contrast, these same five broadcast media respondents report
spending little time with the print media.

All of them spend less than

a hal.f' hour a day with a newspaper, only one reports reading a magazine
and three of the five report reading no books while the remaining two
say they read no more than two books a year.
Interestingly, two of these same respondents report that they
do not read very much but their spouses spend a great deal of time
reading.

One spouse comments:

I'm a reader--he doesn't read--he might skim through something
I have. He likes to be working with his hands. He can't sit
still. (22) He adds: I just don't have the patience. (21.)
Another of the respondents says this concerning her and her
spouse's reading habits:
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I don't. He reads all the t:ime.
you'd let him. (32)

He would read forever if

P.espondents who prefer the broadcast media seldom rely on
izrterpersonal sources for· information about local, Philadelphia or

New York happenings.

Only one mentions an interpersonal source

that she sometimes uses for Philly news, and that source is her
husband who works there.

Another mezrtions she might pick up local

news via the gt"apevine, but she can not name any particular person
whom she frequently uses as a source.

Respondents in this category

indicate they stay with the broadcast media for their ini'ormation.
For examplEb one respondent comments:
If' we want to catch anything about problems with the schools,
etc., ,re usually turn on WBCB on the radio. That usually
keeps you up. (21)

Included in this gt"oup which prefers the broadcast media is
one married couple.

Because they seem to represent a unique, but

revealing, approach to the use of ini'ormation sources they Will. be
discussed in some detail.
Mr. and Mrs. X. are in their early thirties, and have two small

children.

He is a college gt"aduate and travels by car several thousand

miles each year in his job.
expecting their third child.

She is a high school gt"aduate and is
During the interview, it became clear

that the wii'e had recezrtly taken drastic steps to challge the reading
habits of the husband.

She had cancelled all the newspapers except the

local one, had stopped all his magazines, and requested a cut in his
book reading.

Her comment on cutting :from three to one newspaper is:

Steven says his dad does two things--he works and he reads
the paper--so we got rid of some of the papers. (50)

Ris comments reflect a desire to spend more time reading, but
he admits it cuts down on time spent on home and family responsibilities.

He says:

I would like to read magazines, but i f I. had them around
here I would spend my whole evening, every night, reading
magazines. I'm an avid reader--and she cancelled them all.
I could sit down every night and read from the time I get
home till the time I go to bed. (49)
I'd do more reading but the problem. is, as I memioned, that
if' I get into books I would spend all my time reading them
and not accomplishing anything else. (49)
As a result of'the actions of' Mi."s. X., both she and her hus-

band now rely on the broadcast media for most of their information.
They eXpress the view that they can take on necessary tasks around
home while watching television or listening to the radio.
Prim media pref'erence
There ere four respondents, all female, who exhibit a pref'erence f'or the print media.

They spend little time watching television,

when they do listen to the radio it's for background mUSiC, and when
they do inf':requently gain information about local, Philadelphia or
New York happenings from interpersonal sources it's supplemented by

what they read on their own.
These respondents who rely on the print media f'or most. of' their
daily information spend a great deal of time reading newspapers, magazines and books.

All of these respondents report reading at least two

newspapers each day and spending over an hour reading them.

All but

one say they read at least two magazines and the exception reads one
magazine thoroughly.

Each respondem aliilo claims to read over twemy
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Cv"Cks Eo ye:xr \lith one saying she reads

at least two books a week.

One voman explains her penchant for newspapers this way:

I'm a newspaper fan--yes, I read all the papers •••• I read
just about everything in the paper cause like I said I'm a
newspaper fan. (30 )
Another describes her methodical reading of Newsweek in this manner:
I read from the back to the front--which is the art, the music,
the education and religion before I get to the news in that
one. (26)
Two others reveal their book reading habits by stating:
I read any books I can get my hands on--a.t least fifty-two
a year--one a week. (28)
I read mostly fiction. Right now I'm on an Agatha Christie
kick. I'm constantly reading--it's hard to say--probably
two a month. (48)
In discussing their use of the broadcast media, these respond-

ents indicate they would rather read than watch television.

They

COlJllllent :
I'm really not a good television watcher--because I'd rather
read a book or something. (30)
I'm bad. I usually read while the t.v.'s on. I don't turn
the t. v. on for anything special myself. (48)
, I'm not a. television watcher •••• I don't usually tune the set.
(28)
Listening to the radio also isllOt a common pastt1me for these
respondents.

Two report they never listen to the radio and the other

two say they listen to only background music.

One explains that she

listens to music that "doesn't distract me from what I'm doing

(30)."

These respondents also indicate that they infrequently use interpersonal sources for information about local, Philadelphia or New York
happenings.

When they do taik with. friends or their spouse about
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current events, they of'ten also supplement that inf'orrnation with their

newspaper reading.
One voman talks of her news gathering about local happenings
and eXplains:
I find out most oi' it myself' from the nemspaper really and
Just :from conversation with people you talk to. (30)
Another respondent eXplains that there have been t:Lmes when

she might have asked someone about an event taking place in Philadelphia but adds:
Ordinarily, no, I would not--usually it's from the paper.

{26}

And a third interviewee eXplains how she learns of New York
happenings this way:
Now see he reads the New York paper and then I read it--so
both have the same knowledge about things. I read the
whole paper. I.'m nosey •••• If we discuss anything, it's
generally the front page i tams • (48)
.
~Te

Interestingly, three of the four respondents who prefer the
print media comment that they read the paper more thOroughly than
their husbands.

Their comprehensive approach to reading the newspaper

allows them to serve as an inf'ormation source for their husband.
eXplains:
We're pretty gabby. I f I spot something in the newspaper-cause I read the newspaper more thoroughly than he does-he's more inclined to read the financial ne;TS and sports news
and leave a lot of reading up to me cause he figures I' 11
read it anyway and tell h:Lm. (30)
Another says:
! 'm always finding things. He has to read so many technical
things •••• ! probably cover the newspaper closer than he does,
and I'll find something that I think will pertain to his field
of.' interest and point it. out to h:Lm. (26)
.

One
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IrrterperaonaJ. source preference"
Two respondents, both female, exhibit a preference for inter-

personal sources of information.

Althow;h they both use some print

and broadcast media, they rely mainly on information provided by
their friends and husbands.
Both women report that they seldom watch television during the
day or in the evening.

One explains:

I'd say (I watch) about a half hour a day during the \leek and
not at all on weekends and usually not in the evenings. (2)
The other comments:
I don't watch television during the day at all. I shouldn't
say that--rarely, very rarely--and during the evening it has
to be a good movie. (36)
In addition, neither of them expresses an interest in listen-

ing to the radio.

One of them explains:

My family likes it, but I don't. I don't like it blasting,
but my daughters have the music on all the time •••• I very

rarely listen to the radio.

(36)

These two respondents do not completely ignore the print media
but they spend little time reading each day.

Both women at least

glance at a newspaper with one doing a more thoroUgh reading
the other.

jOb

than

One respondent usually spends a total of a half hour a

day reading two papers and the other explains that the time she spends
with a paper differs from Winter to summer.

She says:

In the summer, not much time at all. In the Winter, maybe
a half hour--depending, some days I don 't even see it at
all, except I'll glance at the front page. (36)

The respondent who reads the newspaper more thoroughly also
spends more time reading magazines and books.

She enjoys women's maga-
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ziues and reports she does read books, but "not many, Of while the other
respondent reports rarely reading any magazine and claims to read no
books in a year I s time.
In contrast, both respondents indicate they rely on inter-

personal sources for much of their daily information.

A comment by

one of the respondents seems to explain their philosophy:
vlell, there are sources of information in everybody ••••
There's always somebody "ho knows somebody who knows about
what you want to find out about. (36)
.
One kind of interpersonal source mentioned by these two respondents is their women friends.

They mention various instances

when they discuss various topics during informal conversations.
When asked about what kinds of topics might be discussed among
her friends, one respondent replies:
011, very heavy on politics--very heavy on national news-what 's happening in the world. Sometimes we talk about the
children, although not too o1'ten~ We all have chil<ll'Ein.
we have a tendency not to talk about the. children more than
we talk about them. M:>stly we talk about what 's happened.

(2)
She !,,:oes on to explain about the most common topic related to
local happenings that they discuss:
'rhe schools. I would say that 's the biggest topic of conversation. (2)

And then she adds:
Two of the girls are from Philadelphia and they fill us in on
what would be happening in Philly and then a few of them are
from New York so we get the New York news too .... We kind of
talk about the way people live· there as opposed to the way
we live, and the way people used to live there as opposed to
the wa,:! we live here. (2)
- The other respondent who. prefers interpersonal sources men-

tiollS that she likes Broad-way lnusicalB and stage plays and on occasion
she goes to Nev York vith friends to attend one.

As far as keeping

current on vhat might be playing, hovever, she relys on friends for
that kind of information.

She explaillS:

You find out about them. You don't have to look them up
or read about them. There's plenty of people and plenty
of conversation. (36)
This same respondent holds a similar view tOW8J."d obtaining
neva about local happenings.

She cO!lllllents:

With the children and everybody around here, you usually
find out before it's in the nevapaper. (36)
She also obtains neva about Philadelphia or Nev York in a similar manner.

In each case she describes how she learns about each city

from friends who work or live there.

The following is her description

of how she has picked up information about Philadelphia:
My girl friends husband worked down here and some nights ve'd
sit down for an hour listening to stories that he would tell.
I would never want to work where he worked, really. You would
laugh all night cause he made it funny, but if you sat back
and thought about it you would say forget it. Shootings,
right where he worked, right in the neighborhood. He was down
on Walnut Street which I don't know anything about. I think
I picked up a lot just having a barrel of fUll- with him telling
the stories. (36)

Husbands of. both vomen serve as an :!lllportant information source
about happenings occurring at the work locations.

In turn, hovever,

both VOIDen mention serving as an important information source for their
husbands about local happenings.
One of the women explains why she orten tells her husband about
local happenings:
It's. just local interest things that he doesn't .hear. Obviously
he's not around as much in the day and he doesn't hear a lot of
the things. (2)
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Conversely, her

hUBban~!s

absence from the local scene most of

the day makes it possible for him to pick up information about outside
happenings which he can passon to her." Talking about the kinds of
information he might bring home to her, she comments:
He tells me about things he might find out at work. The
office building that he works in has real estate men and
insurance men and he hears things there that I wouldn't
hear. (2)
The other respondent appears to have a similar relationship

with her husband--she watches local happenings and he pays attention
to events in the city where he works.

She comments on the passing of

information between them:
I think he passes more on to me that might be happening in
the Philadelphia area, but I think I pass more on to him
about what might be happening in the schools. There's so
much--you know, when you have children--there's so much I
have to tell him just to be a,/8.I'e of what's going on. I
think that monopolizes things, especially when they're
teenagers and we discuss things back and forth about
their whereabouts and what's goiIi.g on with the children,
not only our own, but all of them--so we'll be aware. (36)
Selection-by-Topic
A second set of twenty-nine respOndents within the Selection
group exhibit Selection behavior through their preference for information about certain kinds of topics.

These interviewees form what is

labeled the Selection-by-Topic subgroup.
Respondents in this subgroup do not saturate themselves with
a variety of information from a variety of sources, nor do they rely
on one kind of source to provide most of their daily information,
rather from various sources they select information which they want,
need or enjoy having about certain topics.

Respondents report that they rrw.y gather information about some
topics over a period of years while other subjects rrw.y hold their
interest for only a short time.

They also indicate that they can

learn about some topics from only a single source while for other
topics they can gather information from several sources.

As a result,

Selection-by-Topic respondents pick and choose from among the content
rrw.de available to them by various sources.

Profile of Selection-by-Topic subgroup
College graduates rrw.ke up a rrw.jority of the Selection-by-Topic
subgroup, with siXteen respondents having college degrees, four having
attended college and nine having high school diplomas.

Nearly half,

or thirteen, of the respondents ere associated with employment of the
husband in levittown (seven men, six women), ten ere associated with
New York (five men, five women), and.siX with Philadelphia (five men,
one woman).

Also, included in this subgroup are seven rrw.rried couples. *

The characteristic common to all respondents in the Selectionby-Topic subgroup is not associated with the amount of time they spend
with each information source or the particular kinds of sources they
use, but rather with the selection process they employ as they gather
*Append1x A, table 26, indicates that fourteen of twenty-nine
respondents in the Selection-by-Topic subgroup ere husbands and Wives.
Of these seven couples, four are IDcal group respondents, two are New
York commuters and their wives, and one is a Philadelphia worker and
his wife. Findings of this study do not allow conclusions concerning
whether the topics of personal relevance or "interest" followed by
these Topic-Selective husbands and Wives ere the same or different
topics. It is suggested, however, that future studies of the information gathering of married couples might investigate that question.
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inf'ormation :from thesourc6s and content av-ailable to them •. Respondents in this subgroup differ from each other in the amount of time
they spend each day watching television, listening to the radio, or
reading newspapers, magazines or books.

Contained within this sub-

grou;p are light, medium and heavy users of each of the mass media.
(See chapter V,)

Included among these respondents are those who use

interpersonal sources frequently and others who seldom rely on friends,
co-workers or spouses for information about local, Philadelphia or
New York happenings.

Therefore, to describe these respondents in

terms of the "typical" sources used or "average" amount of time
spent with ·various sources would be inappropriate.

What distinguishes

these topic preference respondents and needs to be defined and discussed is the selection process they employ while choosing from among
the world of information available to them.
Findings of this study show that respondents in this subgroup
mention three kinds of topics to wIllch they frequently pay attention-(1) those they consider personally relevant, (2) those they label as
"of interest" or as "catching their fancy," and (3) those which relate to a hobby or specialized interest they have.

(These three kinds

of topics are not mutually exclusive nor exhaustive.)

Interviewees

report they follow some of these topics over a period of years and
others only for the short term.

Respondents also indicate that in-

formation about some topics appears in all sources while information
about others appears in only a few.
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Topics of personal relevance
A number of the respondents in the Selection-by-Topic subgroup
mention that they need or want to learn about events or happenings
that might affect them personally.

Some of the topics they consider

personally relevant include schools, taxes, local politics and zoning
laws.

Other kinds of happenings which they mention as having a

possible effect on them are job-related or related to events in
Philadelphia.
When asked about what types of local, Philadelphia or New York
happenings they might follow in the media or talk about with friends,
some respondents describe the items they look for in general terms of
"what affects them."

They explain:

I'm looking for things on schools, and really all during the
year I'm interested in things that would affect us more than
things that are necessarily news. (56)
Mainly it's the things that really directly affect us or our
friends. I think people basically have a fear of that--as
it will affect them. (19)
It's mainly stuff that's interrelated to our lives or what
we are doing. Something that might affect us personally. (1)
Others cite specific topics Which they consider of personal
relevance to them.

Their list of subjects include:

Ch, anything to do With school or anything that has to do
with decisions for busing or anything that would be a local
issue that really would affect us. (56)
We're interested in the news really as it affects us-Min
regard to sewer problems and the taxing problems, the
school problems. (19)
I'd say when it becomes election time or something like
that we're interested in some of the issues. Of course,
we're interested in the tax Situation because that eventually affects us too. (45)
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Only the city income tax because

we have to pay it.

(lKi)

Only those things that af'fect this area--zoning problems,
busing, etc. (47)
.
Another item which is closely followed by many of the respondents is the school situation.

During the time the interviews for this

study were being conducted, one of the local school systems was
threatened by a teachers' strike.

Comments of respondents reflect

their concern with how the strike might directly affect their children.
Right nO~T the thing we're primarily concerned with is the
school situation because of this impending strike that the
teachers are going to have. (45)
We have a son that's supposed to start to school, so in the
laSt couple of months we've talked a lot about the schools.

(5)

Well, recently we've been talking about the school strike in
Bristol township cause we got this guy going to first grade.

(39L
In addition, when respondents were asked about what kinds of

topics related to LeVittown, Philadelphia or New York City they might
discuss with their spouses or friends, their responses indicate topics
of personal relevance are frequently talked about.

A few of their

comments follow:
Those type of things that would af'fect us, my wii'e and I
would discuss. (55)
We only talk about things that have a direct effect on us.
It's very rare "hen·we have a general conversation about
local politics or local things. (47)
rle discuss different things that affect us. The meat situation, we always discuss that--food prices, movie prices,
just getting along, I think. (23)
We talk about the assessment, property values and there's
certain areas around that they're going to re-zone, we're
watching that. very closely--and we're concerned e.bout the
possibility of over building. (45)
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Once in a while, as it rela.tes to our situation, we'll
discuss something. One thing locally \1e discuss a lot
is what the houses are selling for around here cause
we're in a position where we're likely to get picked up
and moved. We always try to stay abreast of the prices.

(7)
At work, once in a while, if something affects someone personally in the store--someone had a daughter who just won
a scholarship or something--that' 11 come up, but just the
local news as it affects someone personally. (7)
Everybody seems to talk a little bit about something that's
affecting them personally--like with that business with
the school buses and their schedules. (48)
Some of the men respondents also mention gathering infomation
about topics related to their work.

They express the opinion that

information about certain job-related topics can be a necessity, or at
least an asset, for them.
One building contractor explains about how he keeps current on

the latest local news:
I don't know who had a baby last week or anything like that,
but I know what bUSinessmen are doing--who is doing what, and
basically what local groups are backing who, and who stands
where on what issue --who's lending money to whom, and what for.
I wouldn't say it's a survival type of thing, but when you're
dealing in this area in bUSiness, it's helpful. Everyday I
get a legal flyer of what properties are sold, who's going out
of business, what liens have been filed, what legal action's
been taken. It gives you a broad base of what's h8iJpened in
the last 24 hours. I read that every day or I'll catch up on
it if I let it go a day or two. I attend maybe one meeting a
month--school board or zoning board or planning commiSSion-cause ultilnately they either do have something directly involved
with what I'm doing or they will have in the :future or they
ought to have something for a client of mine. (1)
CollllJlents by a Philadelphia attorney indicate that he is aware
of various happenings in Philadelphia, but he really only takes an
interest in those which have legal or political :implications.
relates:

He
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11m a ..'8.re of Philadelphia happenings because I read the paper,
but I don It specifically follmT them •••• If I follow anything,
it would be the poUtica.1 issues. The last one would be Rizzo Is
spectacle with the lie detector. It would be that kind of thing
or something which affects me--some. type of legal battle--something which I find interesting and involves the law. (33)
~o

other businessmen state reasons for keeping up on job-

related news.

One comments:

I follow the New York City tax situation because of my
business. (51)
~

other says:
I follow the local sports Situation mainly because it IS something to talk about with the local people. (7)
One final kind of news which respondents express a concern for

folloWing relates to happenings in Philadelphia.

A few of the respond-

ents comment that because of the proximity of the Philadelphia metropOlitan area, they feel a need to know about Philadelphia events.

They

see the cityls problems as having possible consequences for them.

One

man states his position:
~ local problems of Philadelphia are my problems •••• The
thing you lye got to be concerned with is that all these
things happening in Philadelphia affect us--whether people
think so or not. (13)

Another respondent voices this opinion:
I guess the people around here are more concerned with the
effects on themselves than they are on Philadelphia, but
I think things that are happening in Philadelphia are indirectly affecting them--like the increase in population
is affected by the migration out of the bigger cities-and you do have a lot of people from Philadelphia, I think,
who are coming in to this area to shop, to live, to get
away from the city. (19)
Lastly, a third interviewee comments on what she follows in the Philadelphia news:

I ~lould say I f'ollow just about every happening that is of
major :IJIlportance because it is so close by and that's why
it would be of interest to us. (10)
Topics of "interest"
Respondents in the Selection-by-Topic subgroup often mention
selecting articles to read or programs to watch on the basis of whether
they consider them "of interest" or they "strike their f'ancy."

Members

of this subgroup report scanning the television listinoas, a magazine
index or the morning paper looking f'or items that they consider
"interesting. "

The following cOIlllJlents are respondent descriptions of

their own selection procedures:
I don't make it a point to watch drama specials unless it's
something that might strike my interest. (55)
In the Times they have this surmnary page and generally what
I do is that I scan that in the morning and I kind of' pick
out anything that kind of strikes my fancy and then I'll
scan the front page and if there's something earthshaking
like more Watergate or something along those lines, I'll
read that first. If not, I go right to the sports page
and I read through the sports page, and then I'll go back
and read the front page or any inner portion of the Times-- .
again depending u;pon what's in the surmnary. (55)
We subscribe to National Geographic and in all honesty I
don't read it very much. I do only i f I have time and i f
something strikes my interest. (55)
Time, I don't read completely. I just look through and
IUlYthing that catches my fancy I'll read. I don't read it
thoroughly. I read Nation's Business, Forbes, but again I
just kind of leaf through them and if something catches my
fancy I'll read that. (1)
I can't tell you exactly who's doing what (in Philadelphia),
but I will say thiS, there are things that catch my f'ancy. (1)
I just start at the front (of the paper) and scan it and i f
anything catches my eye--and then I end up with the comics
and crossword puzzle. (46)
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I generall.y look tbro=,)l the (magc.zine) index to see if'there's
anything of' interest to me. (47)
I usually start With the sports section, and then I go from
the :front to the back just looking for interesting articles
or anything that catches my fancy. My Wife accuses me of
picking it apart cause I always find little interesting
stories in the middle of the page that she never gets to see.
I glance through for the headlines, and if anything catches
my f'ancy, I read that. (27)
I'm a gl.a.ncer •••• I look at a picture and if' something strikes
my fancy, I'll read it. (27)
I do make an effort to watch (on television) something I'm
interested in. (23)
The rest of' the programs listed I would watch occasionally
because my interests are that varied--anything from the
Boston Pops Symphony to Kung Fu. The rest would be occasionally including educational programs depending upon my mood
or my own personal interest in relation to the program or
the subject matter. (51)
.

I try to scan the entire peper--leaving out the filler news.
I just try to get a view of' what's going on. (51)
I get the AAUW journal--which I don't really read thoroughly-just if' there's something interesting. (12)
Not only do these Selection-by-Topic respondents talk of' selecting items which are of interest to them, they also describe instances
when they choose to watch or read something that they f'ind "enjoyable"
or "appealing."

Some of' their comments include:

I don't read that often. I read stuff that I know I'll like.
Since I'm going to spend the time reading a book, I read something I know I'm going to enjoy. (1)
When I turn the t.v. on I don't bother with the station.
it's something that appeals to me, that's it. (16)
!>bst of' my (television) watching is movies--and it depends
on what they have that I like. (14)
.
I'll read the Inquirer and the Bulletin only if there are
special articles in there that I want to get to--but I
don't subscribe to them •. (9)

If'
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ft~though

in many

c~ses

the Selection-by-Topic subgroup

res~nd-

ents ta.lk of their "interests" in genera.l terms, when asked about their
newspaper and magazine reading and their news interests, many of them
list specific topics that they consistently follow.
For instance, each of the respondents in this study was asked
if there were any sections or types of articles in the newspaper that
they generally read.

Interviewees in this Selectioncby-Topic subgroup

often give a list of prefen-ed topics or sections.

Many even describe

the procedure they follow each time they read the paper.

Descriptions

of respondents' selective newspaper reading follow:
I read the sports section first, the comics second, then I
just l.ook through the rest of it for the national and l.ocal
news. (45)
Specifically, I read the comics first, the bridge hand second,
the lovelorn column-~bby or Landers--then I usuall.y start
with the front of the paper, the editorials and op ed page,
then general news. (33)
I like the local and national news, and I also like the
women's section, the weddings and the human interest stories.

(10)
My general habits are the front page news, financial news

and sports--then skim the rest.

(47)

I read the front page and the first couple of pages, and
the editorialS, and the sports. Then I go to the classified
cause I'm interested in that. (5)
I enjoy the--of course I immediately eliminate the murders
and so forth like tha.t--I enjoy the voman's page and the
food section, the shopping section, and anything that is of
interest around the vorl.d. (16)
I alvays look at the women's section quite thoroughl.y. I
usually read the editorials in the Inquirer and the Bulletin-I don't bother in the local. paper most of the time--and Dear
Abby. (14)

I always read the women's pages, you know, "11vingj' news,
editorials, funnies. (12)
I look ror the ads for our shopping centers, the food ads,
the clothing ads. I like the editorial features, the
women's page, the funnies--I like the :funnies. I never
look at the sports section. (20)
I like the sports section simply because I don't get in to
any murders and rapes and stu:rr like that. The editorials,
I like, and of course the main reature articles. (15)
I guess I go through the :front page I sports page and the
financial page. (37)
I like to read the whole paper, of course, I read the comics
first--have to have those--then the Color Roto section and
then we go into the news. (44)
In addition to having preferred sections and types of articles
in their newsp~rs, Selection-by-Topic respondents also mention sec-

tions of magazines that they like to read in each edition.

Illustrat-

ing their selectivity, respondents say:
I usually read the people column, the law column, I read, I
tend to think, the international news more than the local
nevs--and the general topic areas--behavioral SCience, modern
living--I'm not sure what the topic headings are, but the
general as opposed to the actual news portion. (33)
I like the human interest stories, the recipes and the
fashions. (10)
I'm especially interested in the mediCine and science. I
do sort of look for them first and then I go back and start
all over again. (40)
In Better Homes and Gardens I don't look at the cooking.

There's usually different projects to make.
in that. (7)

I'm interested

Of all of them I like Better Homes and Gardens the best and
that's the only one I'm going to renew--because I like the
ideas on decorating. r also like the food recipes. (20)

Humanistic articles, I like--the news too.
larly care for politics. (15)

I don't particu-
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Respondents in this study also were asked if they followed any
particular kinds of news items related to levittown, Philadelphia or
New York happenings.

Again, several Selection-by-Topic respondents

list specific news topics they often follow.

Their list of topics

includes:
We're kind of interested in local politics--not overly so-but I think as a normal citizen would be. We're . interested
in the school Situation. We're very concerned about the
township schools--teachers 1I!J3.y be going on strike. I'm
involved in our local school down here so I'm interested
in that type of thing in the newspaper. And 1'm interested
in general politics too so I do follow that. Around election
time I'm pretty busy in the paper looking to see what's going
on. (55)
We're interested in the school Situation, the police Situation,
taxes--because we Just went through this reassessment thing-we're interested in that. (45)
I'm from New York originally, and my father had been in parks
there so I would watch that kind of thing--recreation. Schools,
too, I have a lot of teachers in my family. (J2)
All the major races (in Philadelphia), the D.A., the mayor.
The problems they're having now with the fight for power in
the Democratic Party. (23)
I usually follow taxes, school board issues--and the smut
between candidates, I read up on. (5)
When there's election campaigns (in Philadelphia) I fOllow them.
The mayoral campaign, that I followed closely. The school
strikes and every once in a while there's other strikes going
on. I follow them. That's really what interests me. (7)
We pay more attention to state and federal news, national
news rather than local news. (37)
Not only do Selection-by-Topic respondents have specific topics
for which they look in newspapers and magazines, they also have specific
kinds of televiSion programs which they prefer to watch.

Preferred

program topics mentioned by these respondents cover a wide range of
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subjects •

. <>ne of the most frequently mentioned kinds of programs is
sports.

Botb men and women in the Selection-by-Topic subgroup talk

about the various sport events they look for and watch on television.
Their comments reflect the degree of interest they have in finding
sports programs, sometimes any sports program, other times a particular program:

The thing I like most on televiSion is the sports. It dlJesn't
matter so much who it is, I just enjoy sports. I look for
sports. (47)
In season I watcb New York sports •••• Like on the weekends,
I'll watch football during the football season and hockey
fairly comprehensively. But, like during the baseball
season, I don't follow that as much--not as much as I would
hockey or football. (55)
.

I like the Harlem Globetrotters--that's my show.
them tremendously. (44)

I enjoy

All the hockey games I like to watch. When hockey season's
on I watch them 1'requently, but other sports, I don't. (46)

I enjoy football. We come from western Pennsylvania which
is a big football area, so I understand football. But, you
know, when you get to know the personalities, like Joe Namath-I' d al~IB.YS watch him. My husband wasn't even home last night,
and I had football on. (18)
I don 't go out of my way to watch New York, but I w-atch any
live sports on television--Wide Horld of Sports, baseball
games, college football, tenniS, all that stuff •••• I watch
17 for Phillies baseball and 6 for Wide rTorld of S~ 6
for Monday Night Football, 10 for the college games. Yeah,
sports just about only. (39)
The New York Knicks. I watch them on televiSion when they
play. I love them. (54)

It depends on the sport. I enjoy swimming, tennis, golt-I guess that's all--oh, baseball--those are my favorites. (16)
I'm not too keen on watching the baseball, but I like to listen
to it. I love to watch football, and we like hockey. (2'0
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I'm a sport fan, but I am not an avid sport fan. I enjoywatching a good game 1 and I really don't care who's play-

(5l)

ing.

I don't like baseball on t.v., but I do enjoy football, and
I watch golf' quite a bit now. (l4)
Other respondents in the Selection-by-Topic Subgroup voice
preferences for programs which feature topics of interest to them.

One

interviewee explains that when she and her husband watch television together, she usually lets him decide what program they watch.

However,

there are certain programs which she feels are important enough to
fight for.

She comments:

I loved Henry VIII. I wouldn't miss any of them. We had some
fights over that .... And I like aU the situation comedies on
channel 10 on Saturday night. You can't pull me away from
that. You know what I especially liked was that America thing,
and I had to fight for that. (39)
other respondents in this subgroup mention other programs they
select to watch.

They comment:

I always catch Dick Van Dyke, he's my favorite.

(27)

What I like to watch is channels l7 and 29 where they have the
Safari and trip kind of thing. We're very interested in that.

(45)
There's only one game show I watch and that's let's Make A
~.

(5)

I like to watch documentaries and news special reports.
My soap operas.

That's my two hours.

(15)

(60)

Some talk shows I watch. Buckley, I like to watch--and this
other clown in Detroit, I watch--and David Susskind. (13)
Good music--I think it's on channel J2--the symphonies. A
couple of weeks ago they had a symphony on with a girl from
Brazil as a soloist, a pianist. She was just wonderful.. We
couldn't get over how she played. We were just tied to that
t.v. It was just gorgeous. It was just so beautiful. (16)

Topics of specia.lized interest
In addition to gathering information about subjects of personal

relevance and general interest, Selection-by-Topic respondents also
,;;::ek in:formation about topics related to their hobbies or specialized
interests.

To gather the in:formation they desire about these hobbies

and special interests, respondents turn to the media they know sometimes carries it.

They do this because these topics are not usually

associated with current events or news happenings and therefore do
not receive daily attention by the mass media.
One respondent who displays a topic preference enjoys lIlJ'Stery

stories.

She watches lIlJ'Stery shows on television and reads items

related to mystery in newspapers, magazines and books.

She follows

her special interest in a variety of media.
On Friday nights, she gets to follow her special interest via

television.

She explains:

Tonight my husband goes to play pinnochole, and we stay up
a little later so I watch AJ.f'red Hitchcock--that I s on at
II o'clock. That's on channel 17. I enjoy hiS stories.
I have a lot of his books. (44)
This same respondent also talks of following her interest in
the print media.

When asked about her book reading, she answers:

The last book I read--The Edge of the Chair--that's a mystery.

(44)

Although she subscribes to only one magazine--Reader's Digest--this respondent mentions that she always reads the "scary" things it carries.
In addition, she mentions that the newspaper she most likes to read is

the Sunday New York News and the one section in it she always reads is
the one .featuring unsolved murder cases.

She states:

I like to look at the "Justice" stories a lot in the

~.

(44)

.

Another respondent talks of the things he does to keep current
on his specialized irrterest--cycling.

He subscribes to "cycle maga-

zines" as 'Well as following motor cycle and mini-bike classified ads
in the newspapers.

In addition, he talks about cycles with those of

his friends who also are interested in them.

His son reports that he

"goes to the window and looks out as soon as he hears one go by the
house. "

Interestingly, the night of this responderrt' s interview was

the night Evel Kneivel was aired on television.

During the interview,

he and his son frequerrtly cheered or clapped for sturrts being performed on the t. v. screen.
In other instances, Selection-by-Topic responderrts talk of

USing various' media to keep informed about their specialized irrterests
or everrts, shows or fairs featuring their hobbies or pasttimes.

Their

comments include:
I read mostly craft magazines. I majored in irrterior decorating. Once in a while Good Rousekeeping--mostly for ideas
on decorating. (18)
We read about the flower show, and the auto show, and The Dell
musicals. And for IDngwood Gardens in West Chester--they have
an open air theater. I think it's this month they're having
the United states Marine 13and there. (15)
I might browse through some mans.gement textbooks. I have a
business managemerrt major, and I kind of like to keep up with
what's going on. The same with magazines. I do occasionally
browse through some management magazines--d.epending upon what
flies by me and what is in the particular magazine. I like
to keep up on what's new in the managemerrt field, and I'll
leaf through some general reading on that, textbook-wise. (55)
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Selection Behavior--A

S~

Those who exhibit Selection behavior choose :from among either
sources or information available to theI!l.

Unlike those in the Satura-

tion group who inundate themselves with a variety of information :from
a variety of sources, Selection group respondents expose themselves
to lesser quantities of selected information.

Included in the Selec-·

tion group are respondents who exhibit Selection behavior either by
(1) their choice of one kind of source :from which they receive most
of their daily information, or (2) their choice of topics of information about which they gather information from various sources.
Respondents in the Selection-by-Source subgroup exhibit a
preference for receiving information :from one kind of source--either
the broadcast media, print media or interpersonal sources.

:Because

of their preference for one kind of source, these interviewees limit
themselves to the variety and amount ·of information made available
by that source.
RespondeIIts in the Selection-by-Topic subgroup ere selective
in the topics of information they leern· about :from various sources.
:Because of their preference for certain kinds of information, they
"filter in" information about preferred subjects and scan passed
other available information.

Topics preferred by these respondeIIts

include (1) those of personal relevance, (2) those of general interest
and (3) those related to hobbies or specialized iIIterests.
The communication behavior of those in the Selection group is
typified by these dimensions:
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(i). use of one kind of source or selective use of sev.lral
sources;
(2)

light, medium, and heavy use o:f all sources or heavy
use of one kind of information source; and

(3)

exposure to a self-limited amount of selected information.
Avoidance Behavior

Respondents who exhibit Avoidance behavior·make little use of
either mass media or interpersonal sources.

They isolate themselves

from most sources of information and there:fore isolate themselves from
much o:f the information about what is happening in the world in which
they live.

However, AVOidance group respondents do expose themselves

to information which they consider necessary for carrying out their
daily lives or essential :for per:forming their work.
they sometimes receive information via their spouse.

In addition,
Generally, how-

ever, they tend to avoid the information presented by the mass media
and the ideas o:f interpersonal sources they may encounter. *
Profile of Respondents
Of the sixty respondents in this study, tive exhibit Avoidance

behavior.

Included in the Avoidance group are three men and two women,

all five of whom have college degrees.

Only two of the three employ-

ment locations are represented, three respondents being associated with
levittown (two men, one woman) and two with Philadelphia (one man,
*It is apparent from the interviews that the AVOidance behavior
exhibited by respondents in this group is not just a passive, non-use
of many information sources; rather, it is an active, intentional
shunning of most mass media and interpersonal sources.
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one woman).

*

All. three men included within this group hold managerial

or professional. positions--one is employed as an office manager,
another as an attorney, and the third as a physicist.
Avoidance group respondents do not completely shun all information sources, but they spend little time gathering information from
the mass media or talking to friends and co-workers.

They report read-

ing at least one newspaper each day, but spend less than a half hour
doing so.

All. of these interviewees indicate that they are light users

(See chapter V) of television, with each of them watching the set less
than ten hours a week.

Radio listening sometimes is indulged in by

these respondents, but they report listening mainly to the music.
Magazine reading occupies little of their. time, and the little time
they do spend With magazines is directed to the reading of articles
that are personally relevant or related to their work.

Three of the

five respondents also report reading no books during the past year
and the remaining two say they read them only when they can find the
time.

Little participation in neighborhood get-togethers also typifies

these respondents.

In addition, they indicate that they seldom dis-

cuss local, Philadelphia or New York happeningS with friends or coworkers.
When Avoidance group respondents do use the mass media, they
usually are looking for information they need concerning specific
topics.

They mention looking for information they need in order to

*'rables showing the communication behavior types broken down
by couples (husbands VB. Wives) and employment location association
appear in appendix A.

take care of their families or keep current in their professions.
They turn to the media only occasionally for information about subjects of personal interest to them.

(As noted previously, Selection-

by-Topic respondents also look for information about topics of personal relevance or "interest"; however, they do their looking during
their daily, routine use of various mass media and interpersonal
sources.

Avoidance group respondents, on the other hand, do not turn

to the media or interpersonal sources on a regular, daily basiS, but
look for information on topics of personal interest only when they
want or need it.)
When these interviewees do gather information from an interpersonal source, it usually is from someone they trust--generally
their husband or wife.

They report that the information is usually

passed from the spouse to the AVOidance group respondent.

(These

respondents also indicate that the incidence of someone in the
Avoidance group being asked for information about local, Philadelphia
or New York happenings is rare.

Only one interviewee in the group

considers himself "more likely" to be asked than any of his friends-and that is only for levittown happenings.) *
In order to more fully understand the communication behavior

of respondents in the Avoidance group, it will be helpful to consider
in greater detail how these respondents use, or avoid USing, various
information sources.
*See appendix C, table 32.
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Television Viewing
Respondents who exhibit Avoidance behavior watch television
less than ten hours a week.

Some report they watch only news broad-

casts; others mention they watch the entertainment programs.

None

of them, however, indicate that they "always" watch any program, and
those few programs which they do watch, they fail to view on a regular
basis.
One man comments that, "The news is probably the one thing

I'd look at,"

(41) but he also indicates that he does not \latch it

often enough to know the names of any of the broadcasters, nor does
he know whether the eleven o'clock news features local or network
commentators.

Another respondent reports that she listens to the

news broadcast depending on how she feels that day and whether or
not her children are watching something they like.

She states:

Ch, once in a while. If I'm tired, I watch the. news. If
I'm not tired, I don't watch the news. Sometimes the news
is on here around six o'clock. I'm in the kitchen and the
news is on. I listen to it, but I don't watch it because
six 0' clock is our dinner time. That is, I listen if the
kids don't have Hodge Poage lD~ae on. (34)
Another respondent relates:
I don't "'3.tch televiSion news •••• I don't even listen to
radio news •••. I could go three weeks, four weeks or longer
without watching anything. (11)
Two of the respondents report that they sometimes watch the

entertainment programs, but again they indicate that it's not a
nightly occurrence.

One man says:

I watch television seven or eight hours a week--mostly on
the weekends--usually sporting events. (17)
Another respondent states:

About all I watch is the movies or the evening drama-that would be tht:l :frequency of it, and it wouldn't be
that often. (8)
The following comment by one of the respondents seems to typify
the AVOidance group's view of television:
We really don't watch television that much.
care about television. (11)

We don't really

Radio Listening
Respondents who exhibit AVOidance behavior sometimes do listen
to the radio but they listen only for background music or to find out
about something happening locally that might affect them or their
family.

They comment:

The radio goes pretty much whenever I'm here if I don't forget it. I listen to WWSH for tht:l music. (25)
I have it on in the morning and then when I go to bed.
usually WWSH. Listen to that for music. (17)
I do have
about the
something
something

It's

it on if there's something special, like hearing
closing of the schoolS. I'll turn it on when there's
I want to learn about ..•• If the trains are late or
like that, they usually B.IJIlounce it then. (34)

Newspaper Reading
Although three of tht:l five AVOidance group respondents report
that they receive more than one newspaper, all five mention spending
less than a half hour a day, in total, reading newspapers.
dicate that their reading entails either a

SCB.lJIling

paper or a quick reading of a few sectiol1S.

They in-

of the entire

Those who do a quick

review of the paper report:
I scan it more than I read it.

(11)

I just breeze through to get off my feet.
like newspapers. (8)

I don't really
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I can go through the Courier so fast it's not even funny-while l'm making supper. (34)
others describe their less-than-comprehensive approach to reading their newspaper thiS way:

I usually look at the front page, the ads--I look through and
see what kind of ads are in there for the stores--and the
sports page. (17)
I read the funnies and the front page.

(25)

Magazine Reading
Avoidance group respondents also do not read many magazines.
Those periodicals to which they do subscribe are related to their jobs
or personal interests.

One respondent states that he tries to "get

through at least every other copy of Business Week,"

(59) and another

comments that he reads "scientific and professional jOurnals"
related to his job.

(41)

Another female respondent explains:

We get U.S. News & World Report. I don't read that cover to
cover •••• Those articles that relate to me personally, I like.

(8)
Book Reading

Avoidance group respondents are not book readers.
the five report reading no books in a year's time.
say that they read only when they have time.

Three of

The remaining two

One respondent COIJlIllents

on her hook reading this way:
That's another one of those things I do when I have the
time. (32)
In Sl.ml1nBry, those who exhibit AVOidance behavior spend little

time gathering in;f'ormation from the various mass media.

When they

do find reason to use the media, it usually is because they need or

want to learn about

somethi~

of personal in:terest to them.

Interpersonal Associations
Avoidance group respondents indicate that they seldom discuss
Levittown, Philadelphia or New York happenings with friends or coworkers.

When they do talk abot..'1; events

taki~

place in any of these

locations, they discuss it with their spouse--and at that time their
spouse usually acts as their information source.
Both women in the AVOidance group report that they do not
socialize much during the day with either friends or neighbors.

They

usually do not seek out other women to talk with, nor do they encourage
friends to stop in for a chat.

One of the respondents comments about

her desire to remain isolated:
••• Once in a great while I might have a cup of coffee with
one of them. That's once in a while--I try to keep it that
way. You have to be home all day to realize what a ru:t that
can get to be. It's not a question of habit. It's just if
they come once, they're like a stray dog. They're there every
day and after a while you have to be perfectly blunt and say
I'm sorry I'm busy ....1 stick to myself pretty much .
• •• As I say I don't have coffee with them--once in a great
while. I can't even tell you what we talked about •••• You
'Would be surprised at the ideas people have. I know one mother
now who is teaching her four-year-old son to read, so he won't
get behind. Now isn't that something, o-h-h •••• It seems to
me that those people are about to shove their opinion down
your throat. (32)
The other female respondent in the Avoidance group mentions

that she also socializes very little in her neighborhood.
describes her church associations as non-social encounters.

She even
She

relates:
Just an occasional over-the-back-fence session with neighbors-that's primarily it. In our neighborhood, maybe once a year
we get together. We see no friends on a regular basis. I
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thinl~

it's a vtay of life •••. He have obligations with our church,
but it's more a working relationship than a social one •••• Anything with church would be for some particular purpose. It
would have a purpose behind it which you don't have With your
neighbors. (8)

The three male respondetrts in the Avoidance group report that
they seldom talk about Levittown, Philadelphia or New York happenings
with co-workers.

Their cormnents also indicate that they prefer aVOid-

ing controversy.

One respondetrt commetrts:

Well, we get itrto politics a little bit, but some of the fellas
get pretty hot pretty fast so I usually try to keep it down. (17)
Another describes his conversations With his _work associates this way:
It's usually not opinion-seeking conversations, just chitchat. -(25)
Even though the AVOidance group respondetrts do not often have
conversations with friends or co-workers, they do talk with their
spouses and rely on them as information sources.

They describe this

relationship this way:
For New York, my husband tells me.
radio in the car usually. (8)
Because of his
knows a lot of
cetrter. He'll
be planning to

He listens to New York

job, he can learn something before I do. He
people, for instance, "ho work at the shopping
come home with rumors about what they might
do, and we talk about those. (8)

For Philadelphia, he's more likely to tell me.
anything of itrterest, he reads it. (34)

If there's

She tells me about local things she knows about. She might
have taJ.ked to someone during the day or she might have
gone out shopping or happened to see an advertisement. (17)
Interestingly, the wives of the three men in the Avoidance group
also provide accoutrts of how they serve as information sources for their
husbands.

(Husbands of the two women respondetrtsdo not provide s 1m!-
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lax accounts.)

They comment:

I tell him about different things gOing on. He doesn't
always get a chance to read the paper, so I'll mention it,
or I I 11 cut out something. Like if there's a softball
team for men, or a partiCular show that he wants to see,
or things that he would be interested in. (18)
I'm always finding things. He has to read so many technical things •••• I probably cover the newspaper closer than
he does, and I'll find somethiug that I think will pertain
to his field of interest and point it out to him.. (26)
rots of times I hear things that I tell him about. They
may not be too important things, but I hear some things
that he might not. (12)
Avoidance Behavior - A

S~~

Those who exhibit Avoidance behavior isolate themselves from
information sources, Which in turn isolates them from most information about what is going on in the world around them.

These respond-

ents gather little information from either the mass media or interpersonal Bources--other than what they receive from their husbands or
wives.· The information that is gathered is usually obtained for
specific reasons--normally to satiSfy personal needs.
Avoidance group interviewees report that they need information
about Schools, trains and strikes in order to take care of their
families.

They also mention that they need information about job-

related topics in order to stay up-to-date in their professions.
They talk of ,occasionally looking for articles or programs that focus
on subjects in which they have personal interests.
Respondents in the Avoidance group differ from those in the
Selection group in that the Avoiders ":filter out" more information
than they ":filter in."

They' avoid information more than they seek it
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out. P.;;.d finally, they gather in:formation more often out of need,
rather than desire.
The communication behavior of respondents in the Avoidance
group is typified by these three dimensions:

(1)

limited use of mass media and interpersonal sources;

(2)

light use of' any mass media and interpersonal sources
other than spouse;

(3)

exposure to primarily needed in:formation.

Communication Behavior Types and Opinion Leadership
After developing the typology, an effort was made to assess
and compare the opinion leadership qualities of' the respondents exhibiting each type of' communication behavior.

To make this assessment

and comparison, an index of' opinion leadership was developed.

Next

a judgment was made concerning whether deSignated in:fluentials were
"cosmopolitan" or "local" opinion leaders (Merton, 1949).
The index of' opinion leadership was developed on the basis of'
respondents t answers to questions about whether they have. been asked
about happeningS taking place in leVittown, Philadelphia or New York
and whether they consider themselves as "more likely," "less likely,"
or haVing the "same chance" as any of' their friends of' being asked
about events occurring in any of' those three locations. * According·
to the index, any respondent who says he either is "more likely" or
has the "same chance" as any of' his friends of' being asked about
*See appendix C f'or table listing (according to communication
behavior type) respondents t self'-designations of' likelihood of' being
asked about happenings taking place in Levittown, Philadelphia and
New York City.
.
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happenir..gs in one of the three cities and he reports a..-tually being
asked aOOm events in that location, is considered an opinion leader.
After assessing whether interviewees were opinion leaders or
non-opinion leaders for Levittown, Philadelphia or New York City,
respondents were separated according to communication behavior type.
Table 1 illustrates these relationships.
Respondents were then judged to be "cosmopolitan" or "local"
opinion leaders depending on the locations for which they were influentials.

Those who were opinion leaders only for Levittown were

considered "local" influentials.

Those who were opinion leaders abom

either Philadelphia or New York, or for Levittown plus Philadelphia
and/or New York, were labeled "cosmopolitan" influentials. * Table 2
shows the number of cosmopolitan and local opinion leaders for each
of the communication behavior groups.
Ten of fifteen (67%) Saturation group respondents are cosmopolitan opinion leaders while only five

om

of eleven (46%) Selection-

*The definition of "cosmopolitan" opinion leadership used in
this study is not, and is not intended to be, identical to the one
used by R. Merton, Patterns of influence: a study of interpersonal
influence and of connnunication behavior in a local community. (In
Communication Research 1948-49, pp. 180-219. Edited by P.F. Lazarsfeld
and F. Stanton. New York: Harper and Brothers, 1949.) J.<erton's use
of the term "cosmopolitan" is broader than the use of the term in this
study (See chapter II). It was not the intended purpose of this study
to investigate the information gathering of respondents for local as
well as national and international events. Rather, this investigation
focused on the information giving and asking of respondents specifically for local, Philadelphia and New York happenings. Therefore,
"cosmopolitan" opinion leaders, as defined in this study, are influentials for non-local (or local plus non-local) topiCS, but these nonlocal topics are related only to happenings taking place in one or
both of the metropOlitan centers asked about in this stUdy.
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TABLE 1

OPINION LEADERS ACCORDING TO COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR TYPE

Opinion Leader*
For:

Sat.

Communication Behavior Type
Sel-Source
Sel-Topic
AVOid.

_________ J. ____2 ______ 3 _____1 __

~y'i!.t~W!!. ~nlY

Levittown & Phila.
Levittown & N.Y.
Phila. & N.Y.
Philadelphia only
New York only

3
2

3
1

1

0

6

0

0

0

0

0

2

1

1

2

0

0

1

0

29

5

ifu~!!.·1.. !:.h!.l!:.1.. !'!'- - - - - - ~ - - - {- - - - - Total

15

11

ri- - - - -~--

*Respondent indicates that he is "more likely" or has the "same
chance" as any of his friends of being asked about happenings taking
place in that location and that he actually has been asked about events
Occurring in the locati~
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TABLE 2

COOMOPOLITAN AND LOCAL OPINION LEADERS ACCORDDlG
TO COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR TYPE

Connnunication
Behavior Type

Type . of Opinion leader·
Cosmopolitan*
Local**

Saturation
Sel...source
Sel-Topic
Avoidance

5
11

Totals

28

10
2

None

3
2

2

4

II

7
1

II
2

29
5

13

19

60

*Cosmopolitan - levittown & Philadelphia
levittown & New York
Philadelphia & New York
Philadelphia Only
New York Only
levittown, Philadelphia & New York
**Local - levittown Only

Total
15
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TABLE 3

COSMOPOLITAN AND LOCAL OPINION LEADERS ACCORDING
TO COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR TYPE·
(Percentages)

A.
Communication
Behavior Type

Saturation
Sel-Source
Sel-Topic
Avoidance

Type of Opinion Leader
Cosmopolitan
ureal

'fo

67

46
38

40

'f,
20
18
24
20

None

Total

%
13
36
38

40

N=l5=lOO%
N=1l=100%
N=29=100%
N= 5=100%

B.
Communication
Behavior Type

Saturation
Sel-Source
Sel-Topic
Avoidance
Totals

Type of Opinion Leader
Cosmopolitan
Local

%
36
18
39

7
N= 28= 100%

'f,
23
15
54

8
N=13=100'f,

None

Total

%
10
21
58
10

N=15
N=ll
N=29
N= 5

N=19=100%

NOl'E: Figures from table 2 are presented here in terms of percentages • It should be noted that use of percentages in this table is
for clarification purposes only and no attempt is being made to employ
them for pU2~oses of testing relationships.
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-by-Source respondents, eleven out of tiw-enty-nine (38%) Selection~by
Topic interviewees and two out of :five (40~) Avoidance group members
are cosmopolitan in:fluentials.

These f'indings suggest that those re-

spondents who exhibit Saturation behavior are more likely to serve as
cosmopolitan opinion leaders than interviewees who exhibit other types
of communication behavior.
Conversely, table 2 indicates that those in the Saturation group
are least likely

~

to be opinion leaders.

Of the :fifteen Saturation

group respondents, only two (l3%) say they are not opinion leaders,
while four of eleven (36%) Selection-by..source respondents, eleven of
twenty-nine (38%) Selection-by-Topic interviewees and two of five (1!0%)
Avoiders say they are not opinion leaders.
The findings· also indicate that seven out of twenty-nine (24%)
Selection-by-Topic respondents are local opinion leaders, whUe three
out of fifteen (20%) Saturation interviewees, two out o:f eleven (18\\'»
Selection-by-Source group members and one out o:f five (20%) Avoiders
are local in:fluentials.

In addition, seven o:f the thirteen (541)) local

opinion leaders are Selection-by-Topic respondents.

These :findings

suggest that local in:fluen:tials are more likely to be Topic-Selective
and that Selection-by-Topic interviewees are more likely to serve as
local opinion leaders than responden:ts who exhibit other types of
communication behavior.
In con:trast, however, the evidence indicates that non-opinion
leaders also tend to be Topic-Selective.

Of the nineteen non-opinion

leaders, eleven (58%) are Selection-by-Topic respondents while only
two (10%) Saturation and two (10%) Avoidance group members and :four

(21%) Selection-by-Source interviewees are non-opinion leaders.
Relationships between t:ypes of communication behavior and
opinion leadership suggested by the findings shown in table 2 are
summarized below:
(1)

Those respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior are

more likely to serve as cosmopolitan opinion leaders than are people
who exhibit other t:ypes of communication behavior.
(2)

Those respondents who exhibit Selection-by-Topic behavior

are more likely to serve as local opinion leaders than are people who
exhibit other types of communication behavior.

(3)

Regardless of opinion leadership role (cosmopolitan,

local, non-influential), Selection-by-Topic respondents were the most
common type of respondents (see row percentages, section B, table 3.

(4)

Those respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior are

least likely not to be opinion leaders--or stated positively, are more
likely to be opinion leaders than those who display other t:ypes of
communication behavior.

(5)

Those respondents who exhibit Selection-by-Topic communi-

cation behavior are more likely to be either cosmopolitan influentials
or non-opinion leaders.

(6)

Those respondents who exhibit Selection-by-Source or

Avoidance behavior present no distinct pattern of opinion leadership.
Summary - Three T:ypes of Communication Behavior
Respondents in this study display three t:ypes of communication
behavior.

Some saturate

the~elves

With a variety of information from
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a r..riety of sources.

others are selective in tbeir choice of sources

or kinds of info:rmation.

And yet otbers avoid most info:rmation except

that coming !'rom their spouse.
Saturation group respondents inundate themselves with info:rmation !'rom both mass media and interpersonal sources.

They spend their

days gatbering info:rmation !'rom teleVision, radio, newspapers, magazines, books and interpersonal sources.

They expose themselves to

masses of info:rmation !'rom all sources.
Selection group respondents choose !'rom among either the (1)
sources or (2) topics of information available to them.

Respondents

in the Selection-by.source subgroup gather most of their information
!'rom one kind of source and tbereby limit themselves to the informa.
tion made available by that source.

Respondents in the Selection-by-

Topic subgroup select information !'rom various sources concerning
subjects of (1) personal relevance, (2) general interest, or (3) special
interest to them.
AVOidance group respondents isolate themselves !'rom most information sources and thereby isolate themselves !'rom_most of the information available to them.

They seldom use mass media or interpersonal

sources, except for their husbands or wives.

They gather info:rmation

because they need it to perform tbeir daily activities at home or at
'II'Ork.

Respondents

~lho

exhibit these three types of communication

behavior differ in their opinion leadership.

Those respondents who ex-

hibit Saturation behavior are more likely to be opinion leaders than
those who display the other types of communication behavior; those who
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exhibit Selection-by-Topic behavior are more likeJ.y to be non-opinion
1eaders; and those who exhibit Selection-by-Source or AVOidance behavior present no distinct pattern of opinion leadership.
In summary, all sixty of the respondents in this study use mass

media and interpersonal sources; however, they differ in the particular
sources they use, the amount of time they spend using them, and the
amount and kinds of information they gather from them (See figure I).
They also differ in whether or not they serve as an information source
for others.

FIGURE I
THREE TYPES OF COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR
SATURATION

SELECTION

AVOIDANCE

SOURCES USED

Variety of YJ.8.SS Media
and Interpersonal

(1) One Preferred Kind
of Source, or (2) Selective Use of Mass Media
and Interpersonal

Limited Use of Mass
Media a..~d Interpersonal

EXTENT OF USE

Medium to Heavy Use
of Mass Media, Frequent Use of Interpersonal

(1) Heavy Use of One
Kind of Source, or
(2) Light, Medium or
Heavy Use of all Sources

Light Use of Any Mass
Media and Interperscmal
Sources other than
Spouse

USE OF SOURCE
CONTENT

Variety of Information

Selected Information

Needed Information
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Ca.lMUNICATION ORIENrATION OF LEVI'l'l'OWN RESIDENrS

Findings of this study indicate that the co=unication orien-

*

tat ion of respondents is primarily affected by residence in the
levittown community and the husband's employment location.

The evi-

dence suggests, however, that communication orientation is also influenced by former residence in Philadelphia or New York, contact
with friends or relatives knowledgeable about those two Cities, and
exposure to mass media which feature information about Philadelphia or
New York City.
Communication orientation, as used here, is determined by the
frequency with which respondents:
(1)

use the mass media emanating from leVittown, Philadelphia
or New York;

(2)

gather information about happenings taking place in
levittown, Philadelphia or New York; and

(3)

discuss topics related to levittown, Philadelphia or
New York with their husbands, Wives, friends or coworkers.

Respondents can be described as exhibiting an orientation toward
any one or a combination of the three locatiOns.

Comparisons are made

of those couples in which the husband works locally vs. those couples
*Respondents' use of mass media emanating from levittown, Philadelphia or New York City and their information gathering about those
three cities.
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in which the husband COIllllI'.ltes to Philadelphia, or to New York.
Husband Employed locally
The communication orientation of the ten couples whose hus-

bands are employed locally (referred to as local group respondents)
is primarily local, with only a secondary E!lIlphasiS on Philadelphia
and little E!lIlphasis
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New York City.

The twenty respondents in this local group mainly read the

local paper and report folloWing local happenings in the media as
well as talking about them lTith their spouses, friends and co-workers.
Several of these interviewees also read a Philadelphia paper every
day and most of them report reading a Philadelphia paper on Sundays.
Although most of these interviewees claini to be aware of Philadelphia
happenings, theY report not following them as closely as local events
and seldom discussing them with their husbands or Wives, :f'riends or
co-workers.

In addition, only a fell of these respondents indicate

any awareness or interest in what is taking place in New York.
Respondents in the local group have lived and worked in
leVittown :f'rom one to twenty-one years.

Of' these ten couples, one

was the first to buy a levittown home when the community was founded
twenty-one years ago.

All of the respondents have lived in the

Pennsylvania, New Jersey, New York area most of their lives.

A few

of them were born in Philadelphia or New York City, but none of them
report living in either of those two cities in the last twenty years.
Mass Media Orientation
local group couples indicate a preference for reading the
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local Courier -Times, supplemented by a Philadelphia paper.

All but one

of the local couples subscribe to the local newspaper, while four of
the ten take a Philadelphia peper every day, and all but one couple read
a Philadelphia newspaper on Sunday.
Some of the local respondents who take both a Philadelphia and
local paper indicate that they subscribe to the Philadelphia paper
because the local paper is an afternoon paper and they like reading a
paper both morning and evening.

One connnents:

I read the morning Inquirer because I like to read a paper
in the morning, and then I read the local peper in the afternoon. (12)
Another explains:
I usually read the Inquirer from eig.'lt to nine. I sit down
with my cup of tea and relax after everyone's gone. In the
evening, I can usually read the local peper about half an
hour before I have to start cooking. (14)
On Sunday, those who don't subscribe to a Philadelphia paper

during the week report going out and buying- one on Sunday.

Only two

couples mention that occasionally they buy the Sunday New York Times.
Respondents in the local group also indicate that they conSider the Philadelphia channels as their "local" television stations.
News programs originating from Philadelphia sometimes do cover happenings in the Levittown area as evidenced by their coverage of the local
school strike which occurred during the time of the interviewing for
this study.

(Six of the ten couples in this group have the television

antenna necessary to receive New York stations on their sets. *)
*Most of the homes in Levittown have the larger-than-usual outside antenna necessary for receiving both Philadelphia and New York
channels clearly. If the channel is changed from Philadelphia to a New
York station, a switch on the t.v. set is turned to rotate the antenna
toward N.Y.

u4
All but one of the IDeal respondents watch some television news
broadcasts.

Most watch the local news programs originating from Phila-

d.elphia, while less than half also mention watching a network or nationally televised newscast.
Those watching only news originating from Philadelphia report:
I usually watch only the ones about Philadelphia that are
local. (8)
.
Some of the Local respondents report watching both Philadelphia

. news programs and network broadcasts·.
Oh, yes,--both.

They explain:

I watch both network and Philadelphia.

(1.2)

Respondents in the Local group also report listening to the
radio, but mainly they listen for only background music.

Most of them

tune-in Philadelphia FM stations while a "few turn to the local
levittown station when they want local news.
News-Gathering Orientation
Most Local group respondents report following local events.
Some explain they are aware of Philadelphia happenings because of

their use of Philadel,phia media, but most of them disclaim a strong
interest in that City's affairs.

Almost all Local respondents say,

however, they never follow New York happenings.
Local group respondents are tied to the levittown cOllllllunity
in at least three ways:

(1) they own a home there; (2) their bread-

winner is employed there; and (3) their children attend local schools.
As a resuJ.t, Local group respondents indicate an interest in local

activities which might affect their homes, their employment Situation,
or the schools:

ll5
Really,. I'd sa.y I follow loca.l politics--a.nd the school
strike right now. (18)
I'm very interested in local thingS. I'm a director of the
Chamber of Commerce, and I'm very active, of course. I
don't think there's anything in particular. I'm just interested in everything that's happening. (15)
I guess I follow anything that might be in the local news
at the moment. Political things, the Situation with the
schools, etc. (2)
Yes, I follow local

hap~enings.

any of the issues.

(14)

I usually am interested in

Yes, we follow local things--the schools, and politics, and
the people. (12)
Yes, we follow very closely--the political, the human interest things in general. I just read about everything there
is to read. (10)
All the township news, zoning. There's usually some kind
of hassle going on all the time. (ll)
We follow the controversy about whether the new shopping
center should be put in or not, and they're currently doing
the planning for the township land, and the local electio!l.S.
Whenever there's some controversy, we follow it. (8)
Because Local group respondents watch news programs emanating
from Philadelphia and read Philadelphia papers, they are exposed to
information concerning Philadelphia.

These intervie,.'ees explain,

however, that they generally feel no strong attachment to Philadelphia news events:
It's interesting as far as Mayor Rizzo's (mayor of Philadelphia) problems and so forth, but it kind of goes in one
ear and out the other. It's not anything that I would get
on the bandwagon about. (18)
I follow Philadelphia just superficially. I don't get
involved. (15)
.
It's hard to avoid the Philadelphia news with the Bulletin.
But,- it's all sort of garbage. I don't really care that
much for most of it--just generally--maybe the downfall
of Rizzo. (16)
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You knov in reading the InquL.-er, )"Ou get a big whopping of
it. And I suppose as far as reading the Inquirer goes, I
do read it. But I don't seek it out on any other channel
or in any other media. (2)
There are things that catch my fancy •••• But unfortunately,
I can honestly say I'm not too concerned with--llke the
grass roots tJlPe of stuff, or what's happening in the school
board, or ,That's happening in the district attorney's office,
or what kind of crimes are reaJ.J.y being committed outside
of the ones they throw in your face. No, I guess maybe I'm
about a thousand miles away f'rom Philadelphia in that aspect. (1)
Well, I sort of foJ.J.ow PhiJ.adelphia, but not really. I
read what's going on in the paper, but I don't really get
involved in it. (14)
I can't think of BJlY specifics.
(8)

That's down there and we're

up here.

Those few Local respondents who mention paying attention to
PhiJ.adel;phia news events also mention that they have some present or
former tie With that city:
Well, I follow the education. I was a substitute teacher in
PhiJ.adel;phia. right after I got married. I llke to find out
what I s going on because their school system I s in sad shape.

(3)
I follow mostly social and polltical issues there. We ha.ve
a pretty active inter-city ministry which I support--and
I've been on the commission that's worked with Philly. And,
of course, working with the drug seminars keeps me in touch
with PhiJ.ade1phia. (9)
I follow it some, because I went to beauty school there.

(6)

Alluost all Local group respondents report that they do not
follow New York City happenings.

Those in the Local. group who do

claim to pay some attention to New York events, however, like those
who foJ.J.ow PhiJ.adelphia. happeningS, have a. special reason tor doing

so:

ll7
In a mild way 11m interested. in what f a happening there.
Hell, I'm from New York originally, so because my father
had been in parks, I would watch that kind of thing-recreation, schools. I have a lot of teachers in my
family. (12)

I read about things like the Argentine connection and all
that where they steal all the dope from the police department • One of my sergeants in the Air Force Reserve is a
New York City detective. I find out what goes on in 1,ew
York City from him. (13)
The only time I g~t exposed to it a little bit is when I
go upstate to visit my brother-in-law and sister who are
New Yorkers. Then I get a bit of the problems there in
regard to political problems and the food problems and the
difi'erent problems they have. (19)

In summary, however, the following corronent best typifies what

local grouP respondents say about their knowledge of Philadelphia and
New York City:
I know less about New York than I do about Philadelphia.

(1)

Conversational Orientation
Three factors determine the conversational orientation of
respondents:
(1)

whether respondents discuss Levittown, Philadelphia or
New York happenings with their spouse, friends and co'Workers,

(2)

whether intervie;lees know of anyone whom they could,
or do, ask for news concerning local, Philadelphia or
New York happenings, and

(3)

whether respondents consider themselves as likely
informstion sources for each of the three locations.

local group respondents frequently discuss Levittown-related
topics with their friends and co-workers.

They infrequently discuss

P'niladelphia happenings, however, and they rarely ever talk of New
York events.
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rihen asked about the topics which they might discuss when
socializing with other women during the day, local group women report
frequently taJ.king about their families and sometimes diSCUSSing
levittown happenings.

They connnent:

Right now the big conversation topics are buying homes,
getting the children ready for school, and taxes. ~'he
taxes went way up and everybody is quite upset about it.

(6)
We talk about whatever the local issues are. During the
school strike, that I S all we tal.lred about. The elections,
the hazards of living on Hood boul.evard--things of that
nature. (8)
The schools.

convers.ation.

I would say that I s the biggest topic of
(2)

We talk about local happenings or events--things that have
happened here. (4)
We talk about politics when the local elections come around-and registration for voting. (l8)
Women interviewees in the local group report that they-seldom
discuss happenings in Philadelphia or New York.

When topics related to

those cities are discussed, however, the person bringing the topic up
for diSCUSSion is usually linked with one of those two cities.

They-

explain:
TIlo of the girl$ are from Philadelphia, and they- would fill
us in on what ,lOuld be happening in Philly. And then a few
of them are from New York, so we get the New York nel.'S, too.

(2)
TIlo of the girls I husbands work in Phil.J.y, and they compl.ain
about how their husbands compl.ain about what 's· going on down
there. (6)
When asked about their discussiOns of topics related to local,
Philadelphia or New York happenings, men in the local group say they
do discuss news about local events with their co-workers.

Very few of
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the men in the wcal group discuss Philadelphia events, however, and
none report discussing Hew York happenings.

Some of the local topics

they mention include:
We talk about mostly local politics and the effect of the
growth that's taken place locally. (ll)

One of the things that comes up is the problems in the
U.S. Steel plant, and the politics as it affects this
area. Recently, we talked about the reassessment of the
properties and the increase in taxes, and the breakdown
in the sewage systems and the need for more. (19)
Once in a while I would say we kick around lIhat's happening, who's having a clam bake, or did you see the football
game, or are you going to go to the fire -house dance. Things
of that nature. Very rarely do we discuss politics or current
event type of things. It's more on a social basiS. (1)
wcal men seldom discuss Philadelphia-related topics at work.
Their comments describe those few subjects about which they sometimes
do talk:
Very seldom anything--outSide of the law-and-order issues or
a parsonality like Rizzo. (9)

Once in a while we discuss politics--only politics.

(ll)

Well, the big thing that comes up--one of the fellas I
work with has a season ticket to the Eagles (Philadelphia
professional football team) --so that comes up. (17)
When asked about instances when they might discuss happenings
in leVittown, Philadelphia or Hew York with their husbands or wives,
respondents in the weal group report that they frequently discuss
local happenings and seldom talk about Philadelphia or New York news
events.
Those topics related to local happenings which they discuss
include:
Oh, yes--concerts, school activities, politics.

(11)

Yeah, we discuss any number of things really. Anything tha:'c
would be happening. Anything that we might be concerned with.
A couple of things right now would be the teachers' strike
and the number of robberies we've been having in the area. (17)
J<!ost things are involved with people we know.
and educational problems, we discuss. (15)

Church people

Anything that has to dO with children, the school situation,
and we get into politics a little--every once in a while. (2)
Things we're discussing right now are the ecology problem, the
assessing problem and the taxing problem. (19)
011, nry, we discuss pOlitics, anything that might come up,
things that have happened to people, and so forth. (12)
011, boy, yes--political things. In Falls township, there's a
political hassle going on right now--and just everything in
general, really. (10)

Neither Philadelphia nor New York news events receive much
attention in the daily· conversatiOns between husbands and wives.

Local

group respondents say the following about their discussions of Philadelphia:
We don't discuss Philadelphia things as much as local things-just our opinions on things in the paper and on television.
(8)
We discuss Philadelphia only if there are issues that come to
the surface in the newspapers or on t.v. (9).
Every once in a while ,Te discuss Philadelphia, but not frequently. I would say it's anything from the news, to shows,
to o.inner. (1)
Not unless it f S something really major. We might talk about
Frank Rizzo or something like that, but not usually. (2)
Not that we have any lengthy discussions, but we discuss the
school board action down there. That's about it, though. (15)
Concerning New York news events, Local group respondents explain that they usually only learn about happenings taking place there
which receive national prominence.

They comment:
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Only i f it's something that's re&lly newsworthy, we might
discuss it. (14)
NO, it's not too likely we'd discuss it unless there'd be
some big problem--something of national importance that's
tied in to New York City. (19)
We don't discuss it unless something major happens that we
may read about in the paper. (1)
Not unless a bomb fell on New York City, then I might say
something. But other than that, New York City, to me, is

like another world.

(2)

It comes up only if it comes up in the news, like i f a
hotel burned--a major catastrophe or a major news happening. (3)
Although the Local group respondents say that they are aware
of things taking place in Philadelphia and New York City, they indicate that they are less ipterested in those events than in local
affairs.

They also mention being exposed to Philadelphia news events

on a daily basis because some of the mass media they use daily originates there.

They admit, however, that their interests and follow-

ings remain close to home.

The following comment by one Local group

respondent best describes these Local interviewees:
People who live here seem to talk about themselves and their
own local problems. People don't seem to have too much of
a world beyond four or :five miles. (7)
Af'ter having looked at the interpersonal diSCUSSions engaged in
by the Local group respondents, it is interesting to note whether these
interviewees report knowing someone whom they can turn to for information about Levittown, Philadelphia or New York, and conversely, whether
these respondents consider themselves as possible information sources
for each of the three locations.

LevittO'llll
When asked if there was someone who keeps current on local
happenings whom they might ask for information, lllDst IDca.l group respondents could name an interpersonal source they might consult.

A

few of the respondents, however, report that they usually rely on the
local newspaper to provide them with any local information they want.
Some of those respondents who mention having an interpersonal
source whom they haYe consulted or might consult indicate that they
have. a specific person in mind.
persons.

others say they might consult several

They comment:

I would probably ask some of the people at VTork who have
lived in this area longer. (17)
My husband belongs to the Chamber and goes to Rota..-y, and
so he keeps me informed. Or school-wise, I have quite a
:fe,; grandchildren in schools in the area. (16)

I guess I'd ask my in-laws who live in langhorne. Guess
they'd be as good of people as any about keeping up on
things. (3)
There's no one particular person or one particular place.
I might call up the township building to see when there is
going to be a meeting next, or I might call the CiYic
Association to find out if there is going to be a meeting.
I'd contact the source of any needed information. (1)
Mrs. X., a neighbor, I'd say that she's the reporter for
our area. She knows everything. (20)
Well, I would say that generally we get some information
from the neighbors and some from the relatives around in
this area. (19)
I have a friend of mine who knows about every sale that
ever happens. (14)
I could always call X., the editor of the (local) newspaper,
if I wanted to know anything, or people like Y., there's
no problem. (13)
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I wo-..lld say that my contacts are sufficient in the community
that there probably wo-..lld be a mnnber of people to contact.
If' I needed information, I've got the ne,.'spaper editor right
in back of me here, the Chamber of Commerce executive director
is a friend of mine. There are different people at various
points of influence and power--I wo-..lld go directly to them.

(9)
There's a fella at work that keeps up on the news .... If' I
want to know about something, I could ask him. If' he
doesn't know he'll tell me somebody else to see. (7)
The guy I work for is one of the supervisors for the to~~hip.
The other partner is on the school board. They're both good
sources of information. (5)
Only a few local group respondents report that they seldom

rely on any interpersonal sources for local information:
No person, no.

Only the newspapers, I would say.

(12)

Anything going on in levittown by itself is usually covered
in the paper--which is usually how I find out about it. (18)
When questioned about whether anyone has ever asked them for
information concerning Levittmm happenings, about one-third of the
Local group respondents reply that they have never been asked.

The

remaining two-thirds of the local respondents report having been asked
about local events, some citing specific topics about which they were
asked, and others not remembering the exact items about which they
were consulted.
Those respondents who report being asked about leVittown happeniugs say:

Well, since I've been in education all my life, I guess those
are the kinds of things that they usually direct questions to.

(15)

People ask me all the time--because they know I've lived here
a long time. (2)
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I might have someone call me up and say is there a zoning
meeting next Tuesday or when is the planning board meeting,
or something like that. (1)
.
Yes, I have a friend who works so she doesn't read the paper
very thorou.ghly--she usually asks me. (14)
People ask me about things about the YMCA.

(13)

Just recently someone asked me about a hair stylist.

(10)

Yeah, sure, all the time. I am probably in the position
of being a good referral source. (9) (minister)
When asked if they would rate themselves as "more likely,"
"less likely," or as having the "same chance" as any of their friends
of being asked about Levittown happenings, seven of the twenty Local
respondents label themselves "more likely," four say they are "less
likely," and nine see themselves as having the "same chance" of being
asked.
Philadelphia
When asked i f there was someone who keeps up on Philadelphia
happenings whom they might consult, only a third of the Local group respondents could name an interpersonal source with whom they might confer.

A third of the interviewees say they don't know anyone they

would ask, and the remaining third of these respondents mention that
they usually rely on the media for their information about Philadelphia.
Of those who name an interpersonal source they might consult,
o

some mention a specific parson while others claim there are several
people llhom they might ask.

They relate:

I really don't have anyone indivio.ual that I would turn to •
... I would take the issue and then try to find someone who
might know about that issue and then turn to them. (9)
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Yes, I would ask a friend who works in Philadelphia.

(10)

I've got friends in Philadelphia. I might go in and have
lunch and get some information i~ I was interested in a
certain thing--like when we were looking around ~or builders
~or the y •••• I checked with some people I knew in Philadelphia
in the construction bUSiness. (13)
Well, that information I would get through my son-in-law
and my daughter. They go in to Philadelphia ~or the drug
shows, and they do some shopping down there. Anything
about the Philadelphia area, we usually get from them or
his parents. (20)
M;y partner lives in Philly.

He's Philadelphia oriented. He
goes to the shows, and he goes to dinner a lot in Philadelphia. (1)

M;y neighbor in back is from Philadelphia, and her whole

revolves around Philadelphia.

She keeps up.

li~e

(2)

Several local group respondents mention that they keep up on
Philadelphia happenings via the media rather than consulting interpersonal sources.

They commeIrt; about their information gathering this

.way:
I really can't think

o~

any incident when I would want to

know something that I couldn't find out, say through a paper .•••

I don't recall any Situation when I called somebody to
out about something there. (18)

~ind

I suppose I'd ~ind out about it through the radio since we
don't have friends down that way. (16)
. I think that being a reader of the Bulletin and watching
the six o'clock news I probably know just about as much as
anybody.

(3)

I usually find out from the newspaper or the radio.

(12)

When questioned about whether anyone has ever asked them for
information related to Philadelphia, most local respondents report they
have never been consulted.
asked are usually asked
They explain:

~or

Those ~ew interviewees who report being
directions or restaurant recommendations.
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I'm asked just if they -want to get somewhere--like C'nildren'g
Hospital. (6)
I get asked how to get there. Somebody will say have you
heard about this place in Philadelphia, and I may have
heard of it :from my partner or maybe I've been there-and they say, "How do you gat there?" (1)
When we have :friends visiting :from other than this immediate
area, they might ask about where to go to have a nice meal,
or where to go out for the evening. (17)
Ten of the local group respondents label themselves "less likely"
than their :friends of being asked about Philly, and nine evaluate themselves as having the "same chance" as any of their :friends of being
asked about the City.

Belatedly, only one local group respondent con-

Siders herself' "more likely" than her :friends to be asked about Philadelphia, and she grew up on the outskirts of Philadelphia, attended
beauty school there, and her father is still employed there.
New York
Hhen asked if there was someone who keeps up on

Ne~1

York City

happenings whom they might ask for information, half' of the local group
respondents say they know an interpersonal source they might consult.·
Over a third of the local respondents, however, could not name anyone
they might ask about New York, and

t~1O

of the local respondents men-

tion that they rely on the media for New York information.
Those respondents who mention knowing someone whom they might
consult about I1"ew York usually have specif:!.c persons in mind, hOOfever,
some of them report that it would be a rare occurrence for them to
actually consult that source.

Their cOlJllllents follow:
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I'd ask the guys my husband used to work with becalWe they
do quite a few jobs out of New York or naturaJ.ly my hus-

band's father who wcrks there.

(6)

My brother who lives in New York--he'd be interested.

follows it pretty closely.
see him. (7)

He

I would ask him--if I ever

I'd ask Mr. X., this friend of mine who lives here. He's
got some business connections in New York City. (l3)
I have one friend who grew up there.
quite a bit. (14)

She keeps up on that

Now I really can't remember the last time I asked anybody
what was happening in New York City. Most cf my relatives
live in New York, but it's only infrequently that we see
them. When we do talk, it's nct what's happening or what's
Lindsay dOing, but more how's the weather been, how's the
family. It's more a social type of thing, than iSSues. (1)
Taking into consideration the lack cf interest about New Ycrk
displayed by the Local respondents, it is not surprising that all but
two of these interviewees report never being asked about New Ycrk City.
Most of the Local group interviewees also report that they are "less
likely" than their friends tc be asked about New Ycrk City.

Four

deSignate themselves as having the "same chance," and only one reSpondent evaluates himself as "more likely" to be consulted.

He

explains:
I would say I'm. maybe a little more likely, not too much,
but scme, because of my relatives there ancl because I worked
there at lOne time. (19)
S~

- Local Group ReSpondents

Those couples whose husbands are employed locally are primarily
oriented locally.

They are aware of Philadelphia happenings because of

their use of Philadelphia-based mass media, but they indicate that they
have little involvement or interest in the events actually taking place
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thel'e.

They express even less awareness or interest in things happen-

ing in New York.
Husband

Enrp~oyed

in

Phi~de~phia

The communication orientation of couples whose husbands are
employed in Philadelphia (referred to as Philade~phia group respondents)
is

loca~

as well as directed toward Philadelphia, with little empha-

sis on New York City.
Respondents in this group read both the local and

Philade~phia

papers and report following both local and

Phi~de~phia

the news.

respondents mention in-

In addition, these

Phi~delphia

happenings in

stances when they discuss levittown and Philadelphia-related topics
with their friends, fellow commuters and spouses.

They rarely however,

pay any attention to what is happening in New York.
Phi~adelphia

group respondents whose breadwinners work in

Philadelphia, but live in levittown, have resided there from two to
twenty-one years.

Two of these couples have been reSidents of

Levittovm since its founding twenty-one years ago.

All but one of

the couples lived in Philadelphia prior to moving to Levittown, and
seventeen of the twenty interviewees are native Philadelphians.
Mass Media Orientation
Phi~delphia

group respondents read both

newspapers. *" All of the

coup~es

~oca~

and

Philade~phia

subscribe to the local paper, although

*See L. Bogart and F. Orenstein, Mass media and community identity in an interurban setting, Journalism Qu.a.rter~y, 42, 1965, for a
diSCUSSion of their findings that former residence in a city and
employment of the husband in that City are associated with a family's
readership of that particular City's newspaper.
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two of the men report seldom reading it.

Except for one women, all

these respondents report reading a Philadelphia newspaper during the
week, and most of them also mention reading a Sunday Philadelphia
paper.

Only two of the respondents report ever buying a Sunday New

York Times.
Four of the ten men who commute to Philadelphia each work day
bring home a Philly newspaper to their wives.

The remaining six couples

report subscribing to a home-delivered Philadelphia paper.

Interest-

ingly, one couple receives both the Philadelphia Inquirer and Bulletin
at home, ;yet the husband reports buying those same two papers each
day at the ·train station in order to read them during his trip to
work.
Of the two Philadelphia men who report not reading the local

paper, one reports that he receives whatever local information he
needs from his wife.

The other comments:

I've gotten more or less out of the habit of reading the
local paper. I think it· s a very poor excuse for a paper,
even though it does carry a certain amount of local information. (29)

Respondents in the Philadelphia group report thinking of the
Philadelphia channels as their "local" television stations.

When

they do tune-in New York channels, it is only to watch specific programs not shown on Philadelphia stations.

Yet, six of the ten Phila-

delphia couples report having the antenna necessary for receiving
New York television stations.

When asked about their daily viewing of news broadcasts, all
but one Philadelphia group respondent say they tune-in news programs
originating in Philadelphia--and that one exception prefers to watch
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network broadcasts.

Half of these Philadelphia respondents also men-

tion watching network produced news programs.
Those who watch only news programs originating in Philadelphia
comment:
I just turn on the Philly one.

(28)

I usually avoid watching the network news.
The eleven

0' clock

(27)

Philadelphia news is what I catch.

(39)

Those in the Philadelphia group who watch network news in
addition to the Philadelphia news program describe their viewing habits
this way:
Vie get the local news at 6:30 and then we get the national
news at 7. Vie start with channel 6,. and when that's over,
we go to channel lO--which comes out .01' Vlashington and
New York. (32)

I listen to the local news, and then John Chancellor, and
then I switch over to channel 10 and get Vlalter Cronkite.
I'm a creature of habit. (29)
I'll watch from 6 to 7: 30 •
then CBS at 7. (35)

I watch channel 10 local ne.1S

The single respondent who prefers to watch only national news
presented by the network explains:
I don't really go out of my way to turn on the local news
unless there's something that's going on that I want to
hear about. I do go out of my \fay to put on the national
news. (40)
All but three Philadelphia group respondents report listening
to the radio.

Of those who do listen to a radio, some do so in order

to hear the news while others want only to listen to the music.

Ex-

cept for four wives who listen to the local station, most Philadelphia
respondents listen to Philadelphia radio stations.
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Several of the men who commute to Philadelphia each work day
say that they listen to the Philadelphia news each morning before
leaving home or while traveling to work.

They explain:

That's the first thing I turn on ,Then I get up in the morning. I light a cigarette first, and then I turn on the
radio for the news--the music's incidental. (29)
I listen for the news and the time schedules.
news in the morning on the way to work. (31)

I want the

When I'm going to work in the morning, I listen to the
music and news both. (21)
In the morning when I drive to work I listen to the news
on the radio. (39)

The four women respondents who report listening to Levittown's
radio station say they tune-in that station to keep themselves upto-date about local news events.

They relate:

I turn on the local station to hear the latest strike news.
It's on from about six to seven, although during the strike I
turn it on every hour to hear the latest news. (40)
I do have it on if there's something special, like the
closing of the schools. I'll turn it on when there's
something I want to learn about ••.• If the trains are late
or something, they usually announce it. (34)
News-Gathering Orientation
Although use of mass media originating from leVittown, Philadelphia and New York provides some indication of a respondent's
communication orientation, it is also helpful to look at what these
interviewees say about following news happenings taking place in
those same three locations.
All the Philadelphia group respondents indicate they pay some
attention to local news happenings, and all but two women interviewees
report that they are aware of Philadelphia news events.

Only one of
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the twenty Philadelphia group respondents, however, ever mentions
listening to a news broadcast originating in New York--and that happens,
as that respondent explains, "very rarely."
Philadelphia group respondents have ties both locally and in
Philadelphia.
local schools.

They own homes in levittown and their children attend
In addition, however, these respondents look to

Philadelphia for their livelihood and most of them possess considerable
knowledc~

about Philadelphia because of their prior reSidence there.

It is not surprising, therefore, that these interviewees exhibit
interest in a variety of both local and Philadelphia news events.
Although all Philadelphia group respondents report being somewhat knowledgeable about local affairS, they differ in the degree of
interest they exhibit in levittown happenings.

Some report following

the local news in detail, while others claim only a general a,lareness
of what is happening locally.
Those who follow the local news more closely are long-time
reSidents of levittown--all having lived there over 17

~ars.

They

describe their news interests thts way:
We follow local things hands down. We follow politics--we
used to be involved, but we're not involved now, but we do
still follow it. (38)
011, ~ah, we're right on top of the local news. lie know
everybody. The schools would be number one. (37)
.1 follow politics here--actually all the news of the area,
really. It's just the total local news, I'd say. (35)
I follow pretty much anything--the township news, naturally.
It involves us, taxwise and other ways, and.the school
things. (28)
Oh, yes, I follow local politics, very definitely--and the
local schools, that becomes political too. (26)
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Well, my husband was on the school board so we're still
interested in schools. We're more than active in church and
community affairs here. When you have five children, it's
always a challenge to knoY' what's going on so you're interested in everything. (30)
Those respondents who profess only an awareness rather than
a strong interest in local happenings have resided in Levittown from
two to four years.

They describe their feelings this way:

I try to follow things, but I'm still not really familiar
with most local politicians--but I do have a strong desire
to read about the area here •••• I do try to keep up with the
township school Situation. (23)
We followed when they had the
miSSioner, and especially now
school strike--but I guess ;''e
nose in Philadelphia really.

race for the township comwhen there's a chance of a
basically still stick our
(21)

I don't follow local things like some people •. A lot of
people around here are on the cable, and there's a
Levittown station that they alllays watch. I have to
force myself to read the local papers so I'll be up-todate. I follow mainly school things. (40 )
When asked about their following of Philadelphia news happenings, most Philadelphia group respondents indicate a knowledge of
what's happening there, but again their degree of interest in that
City's activities varies.

Some respondents express a strong interest

in a variety of happenings, while others follow only those items of
personal relevance and yet others indicate only an awareness or mild
interest in what's happening in Philadelphia.

Length of residence

in Levittown, however, is not associated with degree of interest in
Philadelphia as it was with degree of interest in local events.
Those who follow Philadelphia happenings closely Foay:
Ob, certainly, I follow all the major races for I).A., mayor,
and the problems they're having now with the fight for power
in the Democrat party. (23)
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Yes) r follow practically everything because I read the
Bulletin every night. So I follow the mayor, and schools,
and everything really because of our family being there.
(24)
We watch all the school strikeS, the bills they have out,
what Rizzo's going to do. We just keep a close watch on
city government •••• 1 think the main reason we follow Philly
is because we're :from there, we lived down there. (21)
Ch, yeah, the pol1tics-..a.bsolutely. It's:run to follOW
Rizzo. It's:run to see where he's going to stick his foot

next.

(35)

I follo'l;'ed the school strike last year very closely--and
the happenings of Mayor Rizzo. (26)
llecause my husband works in Philadelphia,. and we both are
1'ormer Philadelphians-..a.nY\'ray, we are interested. We
follow ,the mayor, and we're always interested in school
issues. (30)
I 1'ollow what's happening. You can't help but follow when
Rizzo takes a lie detector test or something like this.
(39)
Those wllo express a ,lesser degree of interest or only an
awareness of Philadelphia news events comment:
I don't 1'011ow Philadelphia in any great detail.

(27)

Rizzo is about the only major issue in Philadelphia I
1'011o~T.
I get very discouraged with Philadelphia. (28)
I watch Philadelphia reasonably, without getting embroiled-the rhubarbs, RiZZO, the city council, the labor situation.
(25)
I'm aware of them because I read the paper, but I don't
specifically follow them. (33)
Those respondents who follow Philadelphia-related news which
is of a personal relevance to them explain:
I follow the tax problems because somebody there affects my
pocketbook. I pay taxes there and live here. (31)
I follow only the city income tax because we have to pay it.

(40)
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I try to follow Philadelphia, b1.<t I'm allergic to paying the
Philadelphia wage tax, and there's a lot of things about it
I don't like. I'm interested in their overall problems
because, whether or not you like it, Philadelphia's problems
affect the suburbs. (29)
Of the two Philadelphia group respondents who say that they

seldom follow Philadelphia happenings, one indicates that she follows
no news events very closely--whether they take place in Philadelphia
or elsewhere.

The other mentions that she moved out of Philadelphia

two years ago and is just "glad to be out of that mess."

(34)

No member of the Philadelphia group regularly follows news

events originating in New York City.

The single respondent who men-

tions that he has on occasion tuned-in a New York news program says
that he does so "sometimes if there's nothing else good on t.v."

(21)

The only time Philadelphia respondents report learning about
New York City happenings is when those events command national attention.

Explaining their poSition, they say:

I see it only if it's a big major thing, and it gets a lot
of write-up. (24)
I don't follow it unless it comes on the national news.

(31)

It would have to be something major--they're having something
specifiC, but not their every-day news. (36)
Conversational Orientation
Respondents in the Philadelphia group indicate that they sometimes discuss local or Philadelphia happenings with friends, fellow
commuters, or co-workers.

Their comments indicate, bowever, that

discussions about Philadelphia events are more COlll!llOn among the men
than among the women.

Fe\! of the respondents, however, mention ever

discussing New York City happenings •

l'lomen respondents

vhos~

husband.s commute to Philadelphia

report that they frequently engage in "woman talk" related to their
husbands, children and homemaking and that at times they discuss
local or Philadelphia-related topics.
Topics related to local happenings which the women in the
Philadelphia group mention discussing include:
Oh, it could be anything, you know. If we read about a
robbery in the neighborhood, schools, sales--just about
anything at all. (24)
We discuss local things many times, but nothing in particular. It could be many things--schools, the stores, prices,
etc. (36)
Well, the school district is the big topic, but anything
locally. (38)
We discuss things like when we're upset with trash collection or potholes in roads. (26)
}Ie discuss local politics frequently, nursing home conditions
and all sorts of things come up. (30 )
Although their husbands work there and most of them previously
lived there, Philadelphia group women report seldom talking about
Philly with friends or neighbors.

Balow they describe those few

instances ,Then a topic related to Philadelphia might come up in a
conversation:
Except for politics, I really can't say there's too much-maybe the human interest things you can pick up by reading
the newspaper, but that's about all. (30 )
Sometimes we talk about the schools, the differences in the
schools. That's about the only thing. (34)
Sometimes I meet somebody who's from Philadelphia, and we
talk about old neighborhoods. (22)
We t.alk about politics and how safe it is to walk the streets
there--things like that. (28)
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011, we might talk about anything that would have been in
the news the night before. (26)
When asked if they ever talk to their fellow commuters or
co~workers

about happenings in levittown, Philadelphia or New York

City, Philadelphia group men report discussing levittown and Philadelphia-related topics but say they rarely talk about New York City.
Interestingly, seven of the ten men who work in Philadelphia say
that they spend time reading as well as converSing during their
commute back and forth to the city.

One respondent mentions that

he prefers not discussing anything during his train ride.

He explains:

I hate people to sit down along side me in the train and
start talking because I use that time to read the news ~
paper. (29)
Those respondents who do discuss local happenings with other
commuters or co-workers describe their conversations this way:
Prior to election time when everything is pretty hot and big
issues come up we'll discuss those and the candidates. Or,
like construction of the mall--whether it is good or bad,
how's it going to affect the area, the amount of police protectionand traffic control that is required. (31)
We discuss schools, local sports. Some of the guys go to
all those county football games, couple· guys are in the
Y.nights of Columbus. We talk about roads, barber shops,
places to eat, just about anything you can name. (39)
We usually discuss taxes or the schools--schools are the
main topic. (37)
The people at work ask me what kind of home I have, what's
it like, how's the mall cOming along, is. it nice up there?

(21)
Although the amount of time spent discussing Philadelphia-related subjects mB.y vary, all but one Philadelphia commuter report disCUSSing Philadelphia happenings.

They relate:

riC only discuss Philadelphia things if it happens to be
. in the news--a particular item like this Rizzo thing-then there's a lot of talk. (27)

It' there are any conversations it's about some interesting
happening that might be taking place in the city--either
sports or political. (35)
We talk about taxes and our representation, sometimes the
schools. It's politics, taxes or schools. (37)
We talk about the wage tax problem, or Mayor RiZZO, or
sports sometimes. (31)
The friend I sit with is a city employee, so we discuss
particularly problems with Rizzo or with the city administrationwhich is always making neW!> in Philadelphia. (33)
Both Philadelphia commuters and. their wives say that they
rarely discuss New York City happenings with friends or co-workers.
When asked about those t'ew occasions when they do talk about New York,
they say:
We talk about it only maybe if someone's going to a show
there. (21)
Only as a comparison to something. Even then the car pool's
knowledge is limited about New York City. (37)
Only it' something drastiC has occurred--something major.

(31)

This one particular friend--her parents live in New York, so
she keeps me ini'ormed, but I don't have any reason to discuss it. (38)
When asked whether they discuss local, Philadelphia or New York
happenings with each other, Philadelphia group husbands and wives report frequently talking about LeVittown, sometimes discussing Philadelphia and rarely, i f ever, mentioning New York.
Levittown-related topics discussed by the Philadelphia couples
include:
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Each election we'll discusli voting, the school situation.
We are Roman Catholic, and we do think once in a while of
sending our kids to parochial school, and we'll talk pro
and con for that. (23)
We discuss sports events or sales in the stores, movies that
are playing. (24)
I would say we follow incidents involving the young adults.
We have some daughteI's that age. (35)
We discuss the prices of homes, taxes and politics. ·(36)
We discuss a great variety of subjects of local interest
I think. Through the church we hear of problems and discuss them. (29)
We're always discussing it. The news .Te discuss every day.
If anything comes up, the minute he comes in from work I
start with what I heard during the day and this whole big
thing starts. (32)
Philadelphia group respondents also report discussing items
related to Philadelphia.

Interestingly, their comments indicate h9W

frequently the subject of Philadelphia comes up and reflect how
different respondents view Philadelphia's influence on their lives:
Anything that causes newsprint, I follow. We discuss
Philadelphia politics, Rizzo or Joe Worth--whatever
happens to be on the front page of the Bulletin. (39)
We discuss it only i f some particular thing t.akes place,
not the normal every-day politics. If some event happened
to be going on or some dignitary is in Philadelphia and I
happen to see it, that we would discuss. (27)
I guess it's infrequently, something in the news. It's
just passing knowledge. There's nothing serious about it.

(37)
We discuss the plays, the restaurants, the historicals-and Mayor Rizzo. (25)
I assume we discuss it only in relation to how it might
affect· him in his job or his commuting back forth. (26)
Just. casually in conversation, we discuss what's in the
paper or on the t.v. news. (33)
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Well, once in a while we kid about Rizzo.

(34)

Two Philadelphia respondents actually state that they discuss

local events more often than Philadelphia happenings.

Their comments

are:
Philadelphia doesn't come up as often as local things.

(29)

If' it happened in leVittown, I think we'd be more interested. (36)

New York happenings, according to Philadelphia group respondents, are rarely discussed.

When asked about what they talk about in

those few instances when they do discuss New York events, they say:
Nothing. other than visiting up there, or Mayor Lindsay
(former mayor of New York City) and the governor of New
York, or something of national prominence. We don't have
any real need for it. (31)
We discuss it rarely,. except when they had the primaries
there. (37)
No, we don't except i f my husband were to go there in
connection with business. (26)
Very rarely there might be a comment about something we
saw in the paper. (33)
levittown
When asked i f they know someone who keeps current on local
happenings, about half of the Philadelphia group respondents could
name someone who is knowledgeable about local affairs whom they might
ask for information.

Two iuterviewees in the group claim they know

no one whom they might consult, and one-third say that they generally
use the mass media rather than an interpersonal source for local
informat ion.
Some of those respondents who name an interpersonal source

-"hom they might ask about local events have a particular persoll in
mind.

others say they might ask several people.

They explain:

He have a neighbor down here who knows everything.

(23)

r would call a local politician or one at the county level
or state level, depending on what it was about. (26)
I have numerous sources that r can call on i:f I want to know
about something happening here. (29)

r ride to .'Ork With a car pool, so I can pick up a lot from
them. (39)
The lady next door generally knows everything.

(40)

My wife would be familiar with the school situation.

She

keeps advised of that, in my opinion, more advised at
least than I do. (33)
.
Those in the Philadelphia group who rely on the mass media
rather than interpersonal sources for local in:formation describe their
in:formation-gathering this way:
I usually read the paper pretty much and find out for

myself.

(18)

If we want to catch anything about problems with the schooLs,
we usually turn on WBCB on the radio. That usually keeps you

up--and the Courier-Times.

(21)

My primary source is the "newspaper, I guess.

(35)

I find out most o:f it myself from the newspaper, really.

(30)

Over half o:f the Philadelphia group say they have been asked
about happenings in levittown.

The topics they are most of'ten ques-

tioned about involve either directions :for getting to certain locations
or the local schooLs.

They comment:

Usually it's just people wanting to know how to find something.

(21)

They ask about shopping," where to eat, something of that
kind. (28)
"
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They ask about places to go or places to see, you know, points
of·interest in the area. They're usually people who are newcomers to the area, or visitors. (35)
I have certain neighbors .that ask me all the time--about
political things or schools. (26)
Generally they ask about things related to the school system.
A lot of people know I'm interested in it and I occasionally
get calls from people wanting to know what I think. (29)
In the church, I know what's going on there--andabout
school things. In years by I was interested in everything
that was going on, so I would be asked--especially when
my husband was on the school board. (30)

r/hen requested to designate whether they would be "more likely,"
"less likely," or have the "same chance" as any of their friends of
being asked about local events, siX of the twenty Philadelphia respondents label themselves "more likely" .to be asked, seven say they
are "less likely," and seven evaluate themselves as having the "same
chance" as their friends of being consulted about levittown happenings.
Philadelphia
All but four respondents in the Philadelphia group report having some interpersonal source whom they might contact for information
concerning Philadelphia.

Three of the exceptions, all men, are

employed in Philadelphia and they say they always rely on themselves
rather than aSking anyone else for Philadelphia information.

One

explains:
I always thought that I was pretty much up on the situations that would interest me in Philadelphia. (23)
The fourth exception is a woman who says she relies on television and
neuspapers for her Philadelphia information.
Several Philadelphia ·group women mention that tbey rely on

their husbands for information about Philadelphia.

They describe the

relationship this way:
He knows about Philadelphia. In his bUSiness, he hears
about it. He's a hairdresser, and he always hears what's
going on. He hears more than he should hear. (22)
My husband works down there, and he knows more people.

I don't bow anybody from Philadelphia to speak of--only
a few people he works with. (36)
For Philadelphia, I would consult my husband about it.

(30)

It's mostly through him that I hear about Philadelphia
because he's in touch with people there. Whatever he
hears, he passes it on to me. (32)

Several of the Philadelphia men say that they learn about Philadelphia happenings through their contacts at work.

They describe how

they gain information this way:
Working in the Philadelphia area and with people from Philadelphia, I get a lot of news about Philadelphia activities
through them, and I have discussions with them--the mayor
and city councilmen and their problems, and their law-andorder problems, and many things going on there. (31)
At work--there's a lot of people from Philadelphia there.
Much of the conversation is about Philadelphia and Philadelphia happenings--sporls, politics or ;Thatever. (39)
Anything going on in Philadelphia is usually discussed among
my bUSiness associates. If someone sees something of note,
it is discussed. (33)
others in the Philadelphia group say they know one or several people whom they might consult about Philadelphia happenings.
Most often, they mention friends or relatives living in the city.
Their comments include:
I have relatives living there. I have one nephew who works
for the City, and I could get information from him. He's
been trying to get us to go to a few of the things in Philadelphia, but he hasn't made it yet. (27)
I guess our one son who lives there keeps up on things.

(38)

Oh, my husband's mother. There's a fighting woman if you
ever saw one. Honest to God, she knows, she knows. (;34)
I would ask friends or relatives there.

(24)

Some Philadslphia group respondents rely mainly on the mass
media as their source of information about the city.

Describing those

few occasions when they might use an interpersonal source, they say:
I use the paper and the television--primarily, I guess,
the newspaper. Once in a while at work I hear something,
too. (35)
I remember during the (Philadelphia) school strike getting in
touch ~lith somebody and saying, "Hey, what are yeu doing about
this?" or "What is your son going to do?" And when Jlayer
Rizzo was running, I did ask my Republican friends down there
who they were going to vote for since he was on the Democratic
ballot; But ordinarily, no, I don't ask anybody, usually I
just use the paper. (26)
I would say that probably in 90 percent of the cases I rely on
what I read in the paper or hear in the news. And if there's
some particular Situation that bugs me, I have people that I
can go to and ask. But 90 percent of the time, I rely on
what I read. (29)
Half of the twenty Philadelphia group respondents report being

asked about Philadslphia happenings.

The questions which they mention

being asked, however, are not usually designed to solicit their
opinions or gather information about news events.

They report oeing

asked about the following topics:
I've l:>een asked about how to get to places in Philadelphia..
We know the areas down there. (24)
Someone who lives here asked about shopping and where to
eat. (28)
The only thing people have asked me about Philadelphia are
directions, otherwise nothing. (38)
Infrequently 'Te've l:>een asked about our experiences, the
Sights or something like that. (25)
..
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;''e might discuss a situation in Philadelphia, just as normal
conversation, "ROlf long do you think the (school) strike is
going to laSt7" "Did you hear about the cab strike?"--but
not really asking for an opinion. (26)

I've had people here ask me about particular shops in Philadelphia, or locations, or how to get some place. (30)
Although half' the Philadelphia group respondents say they have
been asked qusstions about Philadelphia at some t:Une, only eight of
them evaluate themselves as "more likely" than their friends of being
consulted about Philadelphia happenings.

Five label themselves as

having the "same chance" of being asked and seven deSignate themselves "less likely" than their friends of being asked about events
taking place in Philadelphia.
New York
Half' of the Philadelphia group respondents could name someone whom they might contact if they wanted ini'ormation about
City.

'~~

York

The remaining respondents either say that they know no one to

ask, or explain that on those rare occasions when they do seek ini'ormation about New York, they get it from the mass media.
Interestingly, those respondents who do know someone from whom
they might seek knowlecJse about New York give the impression that they
seldom consult those sources.

Similarly, they express little real

need or desire to keep up on New York happenings.

Substantiating this

point, these respondents say:
I haven 't had too many occasions to even be concerned about
New York, but I have one friend who still lives up there
and commutes to work down here. He stays down here during
the week and goes back there on weekends. (23)
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We have a neighbor &cross the street who goes to New York,
but we haven't become acquainted yet. (38)

r have twofr1ends

who are He;1 York oriented. They lived
close by when they lfere growing up, and they still tend to
go to New York. (26)

I talk to people in New York every day on the phone about
the stockmarket. If there's anything I'm curious about I
could ask them. (29)
Those Philadelphia respondents who can name no interpersonal
sources whom they might consult about New York express no interest
or need to learn about what is happening there;

'J:nose who mention

occasionally hearing about something taking place there, say they
learn about it usually through the mass media.

Reflecting their

I>ttitude toward that city, these respondents say:
I have no interest in New York or anything like that. I
never asked anybody, .and I don't know who the heck around
here would know anything about New York City. (40)
I only get the general New York news you can get out of the
major Philadelphia papers or Time m.a.gazine--on the
plights of Lindsay or something to that effect. (33)

t~!O

I f we wanted to know about Uew York, we'd probably go to
some information place--rather than any person or persons
we know. (39)

other than when it's on the national news we generally don't
get much of the New York news. (3l)
Only two of the twenty Philadelphia group respondents say they

have ever been asked about New York City, and those two, both PhiladelJlhia commuters, say they have been asked for directions on finding
places in New York.

l'ot surprisingly, only one Philadelphia respond-

ent evaluates himself as "more likely" than his friends of being asked
about New York, and that respondent is one of the two who say that
they have been asked for directions.

Fourteen of the interviewees
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associat.ed with Philadelphia label themselves as !fless likely!! to be

asked about New York and five evaluate themselves as having the "same
chance."
Summary - Philadelphia Group Respondents
Those couples whose husbands are employed in Philadelphia yet
reside in levittown are oriented locally as well as to Philadelphia.
They use both local and Philadelphia based mass media and report hav-

ing some interest in ne,IS events taking place in both locations.

None

of the Philadelphia group respondents, however, report following New
York happenings to any extent.
Husband l!illlployed in .New York
The communication orientation of couples whose husbands are
employed in New York (refer-.red to as New York group respondents) is
directed locally as well as toward New York, with only a slight
emphasis on Philadelphia.
Almost all respondents in the New York group read the local
oo,lspaper and report following local happenings as well. as discussing them with their spouse, friends, and fellow commuters.

While

most of the New York interviewees say they read a New York ne;.'Spaper
during the week, only a few say they read a Sunday New York newspaper.

In addition, New York men display more interest in New York

happenings than their wives, yet both husband and wives report talking about the city with each other, friends or fellow commuters.
Concerning P'niladelphia, NefT York respondents report some use of
Philadelphia-based media and'some awareness of what is happening there.
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T'.aey make it quite clear, however, that they have little interest or
involvement in Philadelphia activities.
Respondents in the New York group have lived in levittown f'or
one to four yem-s.

All but three of' the couples are natives of' New

York City who resided there until the time they moved to levittown.
The remaining three couples moved to levittown :from Pm-k Forest,

Illinois; Boston; and MetucheoD, New Jersey.

Of' the six respondents

who m-e not natives of' New York City, two m-e f'ormer reSidents of'
Philadelphia suburbs and one is a f'ormer reSident of Westchester
County, New York.

The remaining three interviewees are not origin-

ally :from the Philadelphia-New York m-ea.
Mass Media Orientation
Almost all the respondents in the

~Iew

York group read the

local paper; most of' them read a New York paper; and a f'ew of' them
read a Pl1iladeJ,phia paper.
The only two liew York respondents, both men, who report seldom

reading the local paper explain that they rely on their ,lives to inf'orm them about local news events.

Neither expresses any desire to

f'ollow local happenings except f'or those that might af'f'ect him
directly.

One explains:

I :follow only things that have a. direct af'f'ect on us.

(25)

'The other comments:
I don't cm-e anything about levittown. This is merely a.
place to live, and it's f'orher and the kids that we live
here, not :for me. I'd live closer to New York i:f I had the
choice. (41)
All but one o:f the New York men report reading at least one New
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York newspaper during the week, and siX of the ten wives say they read
the New York paper that their husbands bring home each night.

Only

three of the coup1.es, however, mention buying a New York paper on
Sunday.
In contrast, on1.y three of the New York couples subscribe to

a Philadelphia newspaper and read it during the week, yet about half
of the respondents report that they buy a Philadelphia paper on Sunday.

One New York couple explains that they subscribe to the Philadelphia
Inquirer because the wife wants to read a morning newspaper.

Although

each evening she reads both the New York pa:per that her husband brings
home from work and the local paper, she also enjoys reading a newspaper each morning.
New York group re.spondents, like respondents in the Levittown
and Philadelphia group, consider Philadelphia television channels as
"local" stations.

All. but three of the New York couples, however,

have the antenna necessary to bring in New York stations.
~lhen

asked about their watching of television news broadcasts,

all New York respondents report watching television news.

All. but

two of the New York respondents watch news broadcasts originating in
Philadelphia rather than New York, and about half' of the Neif York
interviewees view both a Philadelphia neifS program and a national news
broadcast.
When questioned about why they do not watch news broadcast from
New York City, New York commuters and their wives explain that they
generally gather all. the information they desire or need concerning
New York from the Ne,T York neifSpapers.

HOfrever, New York respondents
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also say that during the evenings they usually watch P'niJ.a.delphiabased stations because (1) they do not have to rotate the antenna,
(2) reception of Philadelphia stations is sometimes better (depending on weather conditions), and (3) New York and Philadelphia stations
usually ca;rry the same programs.
eleven

0' clock,

Thus, when the news comes on at

rather than switching the antenna and, changing the

station, they normally just watch whatever nem, appears on the station they have been watching.

One of the respondents explains his

nightly viewing habits this way:
There's not one station I watch in particular. Whenever
whatever I'm watching is over, than I usually watch the
news on that station. (46)
In addition, New York respondents indicate that they listen

to Philadelphia news broadcasts not because they particularly want to
hear about Philadelphia happenings, but rather because they want to
hear the state, national and irrternational news also covered in those
broadcasts.

One additional respondent also has his own unique reason

for watching a Philadelphia news program:
When the news comes on we're always upstairs. The televiSion
in the bedroom doesn't have the New York antellc"la like the one
downstairS, so I'm locked in to the Philadelphia stations. (43)
Two of the New York commuters who sometimes listen to 10caJ.
news broadcasts via New York stations explain their reasons for tuningin the broadcasts originating from New York.
Sometimes I'll watch the earlier ten o'clock news from New
York, but generally I watch the eleven o'clock news on the
Philadelphia stationsj but even then it's not that frequent.
It depends on what's on televiSion and how tired I am. I
don't make it a regular practice to watch television news.
Most of my news information comes through the ne,rspaper as
opposed to radio or television. (55)
.
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Sometimes I
New York or
esting that
York news.
sometimes I

watch Ne'"w York, sometimes Philly-either 4. in
6 in Philadelphia. If' there's something interhappened in l-rew York that day, I watch the New
You see the sa.meworld news on either, but
look for the flavor of local news. (59)

Almost all of the eleven New York respondents who report that
they watch both a Philadelphia news program and a network or nationally
broadcast news program, report that they generally watch the network
news earlier in the evening and the Philadelphia program at eleven
0' clock.

One reason for this is that most New' York commuters arrive

home around 7 p.m., too late to watch the local Philadelphia nevIS programs, but in time to see the network originated broadcasts.

The New

York commuters describe ho'fT their late arrival affects their news
watching activities this way:
If' I get home in time, I watch the one at seven
I usually don't see that. (41)

0

'clock, but

I watch the seven o'clock net'fTork news and then larry Kane

(Philadelphia newscaster) at eleVen

0' clock.

(53)

Usually, if I'm home, I can catch the 7 to 7:30 news. That
is if I get the early train. Then I always catch the 11 to
11: 30 ne;IS. (47)
I watch the eleven o'clock news and subsist on about five
hours sleep a night. (49)
Not only do the New York commuters arrive home late in the
evening, they also leave for work around 6:30 in the morning.
times, therefore, they do not stay up and watch the eleven
news.

Some-

0' clock

One New York wife explains:

My husband gets up very early. He gets up at 5:30.
Occas ionally we do watch 'the eleven 0' clock nelIS, but not
all the time. (56)
All but two Ne'fT York respondents report Ustening to the radio.

1-52

Some listen to Philadelphia FM stations for music; others listen to
New York stations for the news.
Three New York cOllllll1Xters say that they listen to New York news
on their car radio.

They describe their radio listening with these

comments:
In the morning and afternoon, driving to and f'rom the station, I listen to John Gablin on WNBC (in New York). Also
in the mornings ou weekends, I listen to whatever Imus is
on in NelT York. (41)

I listen to HNEW (in New York) on the car radio back and
forth to the station. I like to know what I'm going to
run in to when I go into New York in the ·morning. (43)
I do a .lot of radio listening because I drive 40,000 to
50,000 miles a year--that's about five hours a day in
the car. }/hen listening to the radio in the Philadelphia
area, I listen to WFLN; and in New York,· I listen to liOR.
(49)

Two New York men report that they listen to the local Levittown
stEttion on their car radios:
I listen to the radio probably more in the car than anywhere.
I listen to the local station HllCB. (59)
I listen to the local news at home and in the car on HllCB.

(53)
News-Gathering Orientation
New York group respondents report thEtt they pay attention to
New York happenings as well as local events.

Wives of New York

cOllllll1Xters, however, do not exhibit as much interest in 1<e"w York affairs
as their husbands.

New York interviewees also mention that they are

aware of Philadelphia news events because of their use of some Philadelphia-based media, but they hold little interest or involvement in
lThat takes place there.
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New York group respondents have ties both locally and to frew

York City.

All but one couple own homes in levittown, and all of

them have children who attend, or will attend, local schools.

In

addition, all New York respondents pay New York City and New York
state income taxes.

As a result, they follow both local and New

York news.
Although most New York respondents express interest in local
happenings, some are interested in only things that directly affect
them, while others follow a variety of local activities.

The follow-

ing comments reflect the disparity in their local news gathering
activities:
Yeah, I follow things, but not much •. Vie have a civic
asSOCiation, of lrhich w-e're members, --and I ride on the
train with the preSident, so I always ask him what's
cooking--like if a builder'S going to put homes up over
here and we're going to stop it. Things like that. (43)
We're kind of interested in local politics, not overly so,
but as I think a normal citizen would be. We're interested
in the school Situation. ~le 're concerned about the to;mship schools. T'ne teachers may be going on strikf:, and I'm
involved in our local school down here, so I'm interested
in that type of thing in the newspaper. And I'm interested
in general politicS, too. I do follow that. Around election time I'm pretty busy in the paper looking to see what's
going on. (55)
We're interested in the school Situation, the police situation, taxes--because .~ just went through this reassessment thing. (45)
Only to the extent that local events affect the area. Zoning
problems, bUSing, reassessment, the board of education and
teacher problems over salaries--those things. (47)

I follow politics, school affairS, organizational affairs-things like that. (52)
I don't follow it unless it affects Drexelwood (housing
development) directly. (48)

Oh, anything to do with school, or anything that has to do
with decisions. for busing, or anything that would be a
local issue that really would affect
(56)

,lB.

We're very interested in what goes On here as far as
political gOings on, the school boards, zoning meetings-anything with respect to what's happening in the area. (59)
I follow everything primarily because I'm chainnan of the
Planning Commission and I have to. I get involved in
everything. (53)
The school board and anything the commissioners do, I
usually follow. I've gone to about siX meetings of the
board of commissioners. (57)
More than anything, I follow local things. I live here •
.•• 1 follow the re-zoning, the roads, the hOUSing because
I live here and I would like it to stay the way it is.
People here don 't realize how nice i-I; is. I wish they
knew how nice it is and would try to keep it that way.

(58)
Only one couple in the New York group says that they do not
fOllow local happenings.

Unlike the other couples, this man and' wife

do not own a home nor do they yet have school age children.

In

addition, the couple has lived in levittown only one year and plans to
move from levittown in. the near :future.

The wife comments:

I guess I'm a prime example of being removed from the whole
thing. I think it would be different i f we had a house. (42)
The husband adds:
I'm not too community oriented whether it's here or New York.
Ne.i York can survive by itself. I'm just in there working,
and here I guess it's the fact that I live in an apartment.
If I had a house here, maybe P d take more interest in
community affairs. (41)
New York commuters display SOllle interest in New York happenings; but again, as for loca:;' events, they differ in the degree of
interest they exhibit.
York news:

Here is what they say about gathering New
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I llOuld say I follo'<... fine..ncial things because I have to,
not because I want to. (41)
Oh, definitely. I follow the mayor, the police, the firemen, the recial problems, the stock exchange--every1;hing.
That's strictly through the papers and in the mornings on
the radio. (43)
No, not with a great deal of interest; more with a great

deal of disgust.

I only follow some of the major issues.

As an example, when they uncovered corruption in the police
departmerrt--I was interested in that. And again during

the election for mayor--things like that, you can't help
but feel interested in. But, I'm interested only as an
outSider, because I can't vote. But, you know, I do read
and follow some of the issues--but not llith a great deal
of interest. (45)
I have a little more interest in New York than Philadelphia,
mainly because of working there. I don't have a strong
interest. I just read about things in the paper. During
the primaries for mayor, I might follow that. It's not
a strong interest. It's just something that there's so
much of, you can't escape it. (47)
In a laughing sort of way, I follow it. I have concern
with the taxes because of business; but because of Ma.yor
Lindsay, among other reasons, I moved out. (51)

I follow New York more so than Philadelphia. Not religiously,
but we ,;ere originally from New York so I know the people
~lho are running for office.
I don't know them personally,
but from the vie'1pOint of their being in the news. I follow
tha.t more than I would local politics. (55)
I get my New York news out of the Times. There's nothing I
can single out as being especially interesting. If there's
local elections or some mayorality or something like that,
I'd probably follow them. The rise in crime that just took
place, something like that. (59)
In an offbeat sort of way, I follow New York because I'm
up there all the time. I hear them on the radio all the
time so I know what's going on there, but I don't really
follow them. All the excitement's gone Since Mayor
Lindsay decided to retire. (49)

I follow Nell York extensively. I watch the general problems
with development and planning, politiCS, education, crime.

(53)
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I follow mainly the city elections.

(57)

Wives of New York cormnuters follow New York news less closely
than their husbands.

Generally,they gather news about New York from

their husbands or from the newspapers their husbands bring home from
work.

They comment:

I can't really say that I honestly follow New York things,
but my husband does. When the fare goes up or things like
that, I hear it from him. (44)
I try to follow New York--the political aspects of things.
Whenever my husband brings home a Nevr York paper, I still
try to look through it for vrhat the liew York stores are
selling, fashions and things like that, and the. shows and
theater. (52)
.
I don't go out looking for Nevr York news.
everything to my attent ion. (48)

My husband brings

I only followed this PATH (subvray bet'Ween NeY1ark and Manhattan) business--vrhen it 'Went on strike. (60)
I follow the stocks, economics, as much as I can, but only
because my husband vrorks with them. I try to find out.
I'm not particularly interested,but I force myself' to
read everything in the new. (58)
Respondents in. the Nevr York group say they are aY1are of Philadelphia happenings because the mass media they use sometimes originate
in Philadelphia, but they state that they really care very little about
'What takes place there.

The cormnents 'Which follo,,. reflect their apathy:

No, I can't think of anything.
make that big an impact. (42)

You listen, but it doesn't

Like Mayor Rizzo and t.he racial problems, I sort of follen,
them. On the local news and in the newspaper, I find out
who said vrhat, vrho's denying it now. (43)
No.

(48)

Hit's on, you see it, but I don't go looking for it.

.

Problems of Philadelphia I would follow but not.politics or
issues. For example, let's say the (city) bu<4>;et--I would
follow that only because it's constantly on the news. (41)

h
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Philadelphia; not closely. Pd say when it becomes election
time or something like that we're interested in some of' the
issues, the election and the candidates. Of' course, we're
interested in the tax situation because that eventually
af'f'ects us too. And we're interested in the crime Situation,
truces, and just general things. (45)
I don't really follow Philadelphia--only out of curiOSity,
only Rizzo's latest. (47)
Not really. During election time I did, but only in a cursory
manner more than details. I was interested in Rizzo and Iongstreth (losing candidate f'or mayor of Philadelphia), but not
religiously or anything. I really only follow it from the
viewpoint of what's in the Courier-Times, and only then if
it's very major. I don't· 1'01101, it every day. (55)
I followed this latest fiasco of Rizzo, and Shapp (Governor
of Pennsylvania) as far as stateWide news. (59)
I follow the general problems of' development, and education,
and I suppose to a limited degree the crime. (53)
Conversational Orientation
Almost all respondents in the New York group report that they
discuss both local and New York-related subjects with their friends
and f'ellow commuters.

These same respondents say, however, that they

rarely discuss Philadelphia-related topicS in such conversations.
Women in the New York group report that they often engage in
"woman talk" when socializing With neighbors and friends, and at these
gatherings they also discuss local happenings.

The list of' local

topics discussed includes:
I can 't name any one certain thing, but anything that happens
to be in the paper the night bef'ore, then we usually discuss
it the next day. (46)
.
The schools, the rash of' fires across the street here, kids
going back and forth to the bus, sales. (48)
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Local events, social activities, social planning tor a weekend, plans tor the new mall. (52)
A bazaar at somebody's church or something in the school
that's planned. (56)
The schools, and we're waiting tor them to do something abottl;
a new pool for the Y. (60)
Local issues, shopping, gossip, organizations, business as
well. (54)
We talk abom what's going on locally.

(58)

In addition to local topics, New York women also talk abom

the

tollo~Ting New

York-related subjects:

The theater or sport events.

(42)

We talk about housing or New York happenings, violence.

(44)

A play we had seen, but nothing like .politics or anything.

(46)
We talk about New York because our husbands travel back and
torth. They're alway.:l getting these ads for massage parJ.ors.
That was a big joke for a~lhile. (48)
Particularly around the holiday.:l we talk abom going in,
spending some time, having dinner, the theater. Mainly we
talk abottl; the theater or sport events, really. (52)
We talk about planning to get together and go to a show.
The only other things that would be discussed would be like
train schedules or the shops we used to shop in. (56)
Sometimes we talk about what's happening in New York-what we see on television. We sometimes discuss the taxes
that affect us because our husbands work in New York. (58)
Women in the New York group indicate that they rarely, if ever,
discuss Philadelphia happenings.

As one \loman put it:

NObody's interested in Philadelphia.

(48)

New York men report that in addition to .their daily ritual of

reading a newspaper, they alllo sometimes have discussions with fellow
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C01l!!!!llters.

Topics which a..--e discussed include work, sports and other

local or Ne;r York-related subjects.
local topics which the New York men indicate that they might
discuss during their commute include:
We might discuss something that's coming up locally--like
we had this big hassle about a year ago with this builder
who was coming up to put homes all along the parkway (local
roadway). That ,ras a topic of' discussion f'or everybody.
And the assessments--"How much are you paying?" and "You
have the same house as me, why are you assessed much lower
than me?"--things like that. (43)
The school Situation, law enforcement, taxes.

(55)

Taxes, schools, entertainment--restaurants we've gone to
loca~.

(47)

Politics, sales, problems with the house.

(53)

The schools are the main topic{ and household improvements
come up f'airly regularly. (57)
New York men also mention talking about subjects related to

New York:

We discuss New York only to the extent, of' saying we're glad
we're out. (43)
.
Construction of' a new building, pornographic IllDvies, anything.
People coming in tend to read Nel, York papers. We talk about
llhatever happens to be in them. (47)
Mainly the sports scene in New York, and then occasionally
the crime situation, the deterioration, and how we hate to
commute to the city, crowded conditions--that type of' discussion. (55)
It's the kind of' thing in the paper where ,16 '11 all be
reading it, and we'll comment on it. (59)
Just restaurants or a good place to have a bUSiness luncheon-something like that. (57)
New York respondents rarely discuss Philadelphia happenings
with their f'ello;l conmruters.

One commuter explsins:
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That never comes irrto the conversation.

That's a lost city.

(43)
When asked i f they discuss local, Philadelphia or New York
happenings with each other, New York husbands and wives report that
they discuss local and New York events but rarely talk about Philadelphia.
Although allllost all the New York responderrts say they are
irrterested in local happenings, the degree of interest displayed by
these responderrts varies considerably.

The folloVling comments re-

flect these couples' desire to talk about IevittoVTn-related subjects
with each other:
We only discuss things that have a direct affect on us. It's
very rare when we have a general conversation about local
politics or local things. (47)
Yes, allllost nightly we discuss local things. Well, right
now the thing we're primarily concerned with is the school
situation because of this impending strike that the teachers
are going to have. We talk about the assessment, the propert y values, and there's certain areas around that they're
going to re -zone. We're watching that very closely. And
we're concerned about the possibility of over building.
It would be those sorts of things more than personalities.
Very seldom do ,re discuss personalities as far as local
Situations are concerned, it's more SituatiOns. (45)
We talk about school issues mostly.

(44)

Generally school related activities, occasionally politics
at the particular time that it's happening, high prices,
taxes, We Vlould discuss those things that would affect us,

(55)
rie discuss local things especially when there's some local
issue that's really critical at the moment. (56)
Quite often we discuss Bristol township and the schools,
But, very honestly, there's nothing in the IevittoVTn area
that really excites me, (49)
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To a limited extent It"e discuss Ievittown things, major activities or developments that are occurring in the township. (53)

Well, we talk a lot about national as well as local things,
but I guess local would be more important. We talk about
'What's going on, what's going to happen to the land around
here, taxes and schools. (58)
New York commuters and their wives also discuss happenings

taking place in New York.

Some talk abotrt current news events while

others discuss more personal topics.

In the rollo.dng comments, they

describe wbat they discuss in New York-related conversations:
We talk about the congestion on long Island, the condition
o:f the roads, the school problems, the price o:f rent in
New York. (57)
We talk about New York politics.

(53)

Occasionally we talk about New York, .because I run into
things when I'm up there, and I come home and we talk about
them. (49)
We talk about what's going on with the :family.

(60)

Yeab, we discuss New York Since he's there everyday. We
talk about the general atmosphere around the city and how
things have changed since we were there. (56)
We talk about politiCS, but not that frequently. Crime
more than anything else and the deterioration of the city.
We lived in Brooklyn and every time we go back and visit it
seems to get worse and worse, so that's usually the general
topic for my wife and r. O:f course our relatives live in
Brooklyn too. That plays an important factor, too. We'll
discuss that. (55)
We talk about things in the newspaper, mainlr pOlitics, and
events that we might want to go to see. (52)
I:f we discuss an;>1;hing it's generally the :front-page type
items. (47)
We talk abotrt the political situation. l-la talk about the
deterioration of the city. We talk abotrt the terrible
transportation system in the city. (45)

My husband doesn It worry about New York any-w.Ore.

The subway fare goes up, this or that thing, what can he do about
it? He just doesn't get excited over it. (44)

Oh, yeah we talk about New York--"Aren't we lucky we moved?"
"look what's going on there now," etc. (43)
I would say we discuss anything having to do with the theater
or the arts. We talk about general news about New York because we lived in New Jersey near New York, and so we are
New York oriented. I am from a New York suburb, and because
of my association with New York, we discuss New York generally.
(41)
We talk about how glad we are to get out. There's just no
where to go now in New York. It's sad. (58)
Philadelphia happenings, in contrast, rarely are discussed by
the New York couples.

They mention only talking about major events

occurring in Philadelphia which make national headlines.

They describe

their attitude toward PhiladeJ.,phia and its news events this way:
Very seldom do we talk about Philadelphia.
some big issue. (45)

Only i f it's

The only things we really discuss about Philadelphia are
the front-page news items that appear in the local papers
or the headline stories on t.v. (47)
We're really not involved in Philadelphia per se. We would
only talk about Rizzo or something that might be in the
paper. (54)
It's fUnny. I mentioned it to my wife just the other day.
We really don't take an interest in Philadelphia a;t all.
We don't have anything against it. We've been down there a
few times and we're seen the historical Sites, but that's
about it. Our attention is more toward New York, I guess.
We grew up there. (55)
Levittown
When asked i f they know someone who keeps current on Levittown
happenings whom they might consult, most New York respondents could
name an interpersonsl source ·they might ask about local events.

Some
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mention a particular person, others name several. possible sources,
They rel.ate:
One girl. in the apartments across the street is very good.
She keeps up very well with a l.ot of things. (42)
My best man has been l.iving here for l.6 years.

Brooklynite.

He's an ol.d

(43)

My neighbor across the street used to be with Wel.come Wagon.
I could always find out anything I need from her. (44)

I have one friend who is very active in the Bristol. township
pol.itics, and one of my closest friends keeps up with the
l.ocal. pol.itics very, very cl.osel.y. We discuss things. (45)
local. news seems to just go through the grapevine. There's
no particular person, but there might be a number of peopl.e.
I'd have to say it's through groups of girl.s that I woul.d
hear various things or through the fire house. Ny n.e ighbor 's
a vol.unteer fireman so it would be through that. (52)
We've got someone a coupl.e of bl.ocks from here on the Pl.annlng
Commission for Bristol. township. He's very active in what's
going on around here, and I see him on the- train every day.
If I want to know anything, generally he knows. (59)
I'd ask my husband.

He's a good source.

(54)

We have on occasion asked this fella we know who's on the
Pl.anning Commission. I've called X. who's our representa.tive and I cal.led a fella's wife just the other day. He
was running for school. board. I wanted to know if the
school.swere going to be open. I called her B~d she filled
me in. (58)
A few of the New York respondents report that they mainly rely
on the local ne.'Spaper for their l.ocal information.

They explain:

Generally I rely on the n.ewspaper. I can't think of anyone
who would have more information than I would get generally.

(55)
Anything I find out going on l.ocally I usually pick up from
the Courier-Times. (5'r)
One New York respondent expl.aius that he asks no one for local
information because:
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I 'Would be the one who would be asked.

(53)

Of the tventy ~lew York respondents, fourteen say they have been

asked for information concerning Ievittown.

Below they list the topics

about Which they have been consulted:
People in New York ask me it there are houses for sale.
There are siXteen of us living here now who work for the
same company. I was the first one here, and I brought
a dozen of them down here. I should have had a deal with
the real estate man. (43)
.
My neighbors wanted to know when there was bingo at the
church and how much it cost. That's the only thing really.

(44)
For rezoning, I ~las one of the people who took around the
petition and I got asked questions about it. But, other
than that, nothing. (47)
When it comes to the activities that have been going on in
our Temple, they'll check with me. (52)
I'm not a big fact gatherer, but I'm invol\~d with the
schools, so sometimes somebody will say, "Have you heard
about this?" If.a.inly it's related to schools when they ask,
but sometimes it's about the community. (55)
Most of them on this block come to me because my husband is
friendly with a fella on the Planning Commission.· They ask
when there's a meeting or something. (60)
Common things they would ask about would be things they would
think I know about like schools, the bUSing, or such and such
an event. (58)
When asked whether they would be "more likely," "less likely,"
or have the "same chance" as any of their friends of being asked about
local happeningS, seven of the tw-enty New York respondents rate themselves as "more likely," five label themselves "less likely" to be
asked, and eight say they would have the "same chance."

New York
Almost all the women respondents in the New York group report
that they know someone whom they might consult about New York happenings.

The New York men, however, state that they keep themselves up-

to-date on New York happenings through their own personal experiences
and by use of the mass media.
The wives who mention knowing an interpersonal source whom
they might consult usually name their husbands or a relative presently
living in New York.

They explain:

I'd ask relatives or friends there.

(54)

My husband keeps up with it--everybody callS him at work-or my relatives. (60)

I guess I'd ask my mother.

(56)

My family is still living there.
No one other than my husband.
source. (46)
Oh, sure, I have sisters there.

(52)

He would be the most likely
They work there.

(44)

My husband tells me things that I haven't even read in the
pa.per. (58)
The New York colIlllIUters who report mainly relying on themselves
and the mass media for New York info:rma;tion describe their information
gathering this way:
Since I work there everyday, I'm pretty well abreast of
what's going on. (57)
I don't ask anyone because I work in New York.

(53)

I think from rea.ding the papers I generally get my information. (59)
I think most of the information I would get from the newspapers.
Although i f there is specific information I want, I'd ask

someone at work. I work in New York and a lot of people
at work live there, so I'd ask people at work more so than
anyone else. (55)
It's my own reconnaisance and learning from an exterior
source like the newspaper. (41)
Abom a third of all New York respondents report never being
asked about New York happenings.

Those who report never being asked

about New York give two reasons they believe they have not been consulted:

(1) most of the friends they have in levittown are also

former Ne" Yorkers and therefore have no need to ask about New York,
and (2) most of the friends they have in levittown are long-time local
residents who have no interest in New York and therefore, have no
desire to ask them about too city.
Those respondents who have not been asked about New York
comment:
I find that the people here who are not New Yorkers are not
interested in 1'ew York. (58)
Most of the friends I have made all come from New .York so
they know about New York, too. (44)
Most of my :friends are from New York so they have their own
contacts. (54)
Most o:f this block is :former 1'ew Yorkers so they don't ask

me.

(51)

Those thirteen New York respondents who have been asked about
New York report often being asked :for directions or :for recommendations on places to go.

They explain:

They ask about sporting events or recreational activities.

(53)
They ask where a good restaurant is after the theater, the
best ,ray to go to Madison Square Garden, i8 it better to
drive or take the train •. (57)

Tb£y ask what the cow.uuting is like. They ask what the
job opportunities 8J:'e in New York. They ask where there
might be some good places to go if they go in to New York.

(59)
They ask about a restaurant or a show or directions to get
somewhere. (56)
They ask about sports, the general conditions of the city,
crime. Occasionally they ask s:oout :Broadway shows or
things like that. (55)
They ask for directions on how to get there by car--to
certain stores and 8J:'eas. (52)
Not news, but transportation instructions as far as subways go. (4'{)
.
When asked to evaluate themselves as information sources for
New York, seven of the New York respondents label themselves "more
likely" to be asked than their friends,

.Only four interviewees

evaluate themselves as being "less likely" to be consulted about
New York, and nine say they would have the "same chance."
Philadelphia
Eleven of twenty New York respondents say they know someone
who is knowledgeable about Philadelphia, seven say they know no one
whom they might ask about that City, and only two say they rely on
themselves and the mass media for information about Philadelphia.
Those who report that they know someone who keeps up on
Philadelphia happenings whom they might consult, name either friends,
neighbors or relatives as that poSSible source,

They comment:

I have a friend who knOllS about Philadelphia because he went
to Villanova, and he's a hot shot on sports and clues me
in on Philadelphia, (41)
I'd probably talk to m:s in-laws llho live there. T'neY ..lould
probably know anything that ,Ie would be interested in. (42)
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We have a neighbor who is a native Philadelphian and stays
on top of things there. We discuss it with hiln. (45)
I have some friends who originally came from ¥niladelphia
who live here now who would be able to fill me in on it.

(52)
There's a neighbor in back of us that used to live there.
I guess I would probably ask her. (56)
My brother lives in Cherry Hill{ (N.J.) and works in Philly.

I talk to hiln quite often.

(59)

One of the guys I'm in a car pool with knous something
about Philadelphia. He used to live there, and he gets
the Inguirer all the time. (57)
Only six New York respondents report .ever being asked about
Philadelphia happenings, and four of those six were asked about
Philadelphia by people living in New York.

They explain:

My work associates have asked me about Philadelphia because

of the oddity of my liVing this far away from .Hew York.

(41)

Occasionally, at work someone will come up with something
knowing that I live down by the Philadelphia area. .... During
the political campaign with Rizzo there was some interest
in New York. (55)
There have been occasions, particularly"r.en Rizzo was
running for mayor, when someone in New York knowing that I'm
from the area, might ask me, "How's he doing?" or "Do you
think he's going to help the Situation in Philadelphia?" (45)
When I am in New York or north Jersey I sometilnes talk to
my customers about Philadelphia. They ask where I live, and
then we get involved in a conversation. (49)
Only one of the six respondents who say they have been asked
about Philadelphia considers himself "more likely" than his friends to
be asked about PhiladelPhia.

He says he is often consulted about pol-

itics and sporting eveuts in Philadelphia, and claims to be the organizer for any Philadelphia trips planned by he and his friends.
explains:

He

I'm generally the one who has to research all the activities
I arrange for the sporting event trips. (53)

in Philadelphia.

This same respondent also labels himself as being "more likely"
to be asked about local and New York happenings.

He is the only New

York respondent, and the only respondent in this study, to evaluate
himself as "more likely" to be asked about all three locatiOns.
Of the twenty Nevr York group respondents, thirteen say they are
"less likely" than their friends of being asked about Philadelphia and
six label themselves as having the "same chance. II
Summa.ry - New York Group Respondents
Couples whose husbands are employed in New York yet reside in
levittown are oriented locally as well as toward Nevr York.

They use

both local and New York mass media and report paying attention to
happenings in both these locations.

The men, however, exhibit a

greater interest in Nevr York news events than the women.

Both New

York husbands and wives use some Philadelphia-based mass media, yet
they express little real irrterest in Philadelphia or the events taking
place there.
Sports Orientation

The discussion above focuses on respondents' information gathering about news happenings taking place locally, in Philadelphia or New
York.

In this section, the focus is directed specifically to respond-

ents' (particularly male responderrts) following of sport events taking
place locally as well as in the two metropolitan centers.
Sports fans in levittown can watch teams shown on either the
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llew York or. Philadelphia channels.

Most of the respondents who have

the New York antenna (see . footnote p. 113) admit they watch new York
television channels primarily for the sport events and those respondents who can not, but would like to be able to watch New York channels,
say they would watch those statiOns primarily for the sport events
they broadcast.

A few of the respondents relate:

That's why I got the antenna--so I can follow the Giants,
Jets, Mets and the Yankees, and hockey and basketball-whatever happens to be on that time of year. (43)
The only time I watch New York channels is for a sporting
event that isn't on Philadelphia, but otherwise we watch
the Philadelphia channels. (35)
The only reason I would get the New York antenna is so I

could watch the sports.

(49)

We don't get New York. We just get Philadelphia.
band wishes ,,'e did for the sports. (24)

My hus-

Comments by commuters indicate that their watching of sports
programs otten covers a range of sports and teams, but their rooting
interests are generally aligned with their work locations.

local

workers say they also watch a variety of teams, but they otten root
for either Philadelphia or New York.

All three groups of men say

they follow local high school teams only if they have children who are
attending or did attend that school.
Talking about their interest in all sports, but emphasizing
their allegiance to either Philadelphia or New York, commuters explain:
I watch any sports that are on. I don't care if it is New
Orleans that's on. But, I still have an allegiance to the
New York teams. (41)
The thing I like most on television is the sports. It
doesn't matter so much who it is. I just enjoy sports •
But, most of my rooting interests are in New York--but I
do watch Philadelphia teams. (47)
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I follow the New York teams first, in other words, they would
be my favorite teams, and then I follow the Philadelphia

sports only secondly.

(55)

I watch any live sports on te1evision--Wide World of Sports,
baseball games, college football, tennis, all that stu:IT.
And, I follow all the Philadelphia teams to some extent.
I don't go out of my way to watch New York,though. (39)
I think I'm like most husbands I watch whichever pro team
games are on that weekend, but I was born and raised in
Philadelphia so I do follow the Philadelphia teams more.

(33)
As far as I'm concerned there's only two Philadelphia teams
of any consequence and that's the Phillies and the Eagles.
I follow the New York teams, but there's no partiCular interest in them. (29)

Once in· a ~lhile I watch the New York teams { but no where
near the extent I watch Philadelphia. (35J
Men who are employed locally talk of following a variety of
sports and teams this way:
I watch the Mets, the Giants for football and I follow the
Knicks and Rangers. I'd say I follow them more than r do
Philadelphia but r have gone in to the Spectrum (Philade1phis sports arena) to ~latch the Flyers. (7)
I follow the Phillies and the 76ers. My interest in the Mets
has waned since their record isn't as good. (9)
I watch the New York teams when the Philadelphia teams aren't
on. (19)

I happen to like Los Angeles and I like to go see them
play when they're in Philadelphia. I like the Flyers,
too. I also like the Knicks and Rangers. r go up to
New York and watch them play whenever I can get tickets.
(1)
I follow the Eagles and Phillies and I watch how the New
Yo;c'k teams stand in the league. (15)
Following of the local high school teams seems to generally be
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limited to the parents of students.

Some fathers comment:

We follow the Wilson teams because our oldest son went to
Wilson. We follOl{ the football and wrestling team, in
particular. (45)
We're avid sports fans of Neshaminy high school where our
kids go. lve go to see every one of their games. (31)
We go to all the local high school games, including their
soccer games. We definitely follow them. Our one daughter
is a senior this year and all our children graduated from
there. (37)
Although wives express less interest in sports than their
husbands, some of them do have favorite sports or teams that they
follov.

They CO!llIllent::

I enjoy hockey.
that. (46)

I follow both Nev York and Philadelphia for

I like the Mets for baseball and I like to watch the Jets
for football and roy husband is interested in the Kilicks,
but I don't particularly like basketball. (56)
The hockey I'm interested in--as much as I can be interested in any sport. (42)
The New York Kilicks--I watch them on t.v. when they play.
I love them. (54)
I've watched a few Phillies games and a few basketball games,
but foe'.hall and the rest of them, forget it. I read about
them too. I like to follow up, but not as enthusiastically
as roy husband does. (22)
.
Sports I watch, especially the Olj'lllpics or skiing.

(36)

I ,retch the results of the Phillies, the Flyers and the
Eagles. I don't pay any attention to basketball. (26)
I like the gymnastiCS and in the winter ,lhen they have skiing and ice skating championships, I watch them. (6)
Baseball is on the top of roy list--if I have a top of the
list. (10)
.
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Communication Orientation and Opinion Leadership
Evidence gathered in this study suggests that communication
orientation is aligned With opinion leadership.

Findings discussed

below indicate that Local group respondents (non-commuters) who
generally are locally oriented in their communication behavior tend to
be opinion leaders only for Levittown topics.

Correspondingly, commu-

ters and their wives who generally are oriented locally as well as
to;mrd the metropolitan centers in their communication behavior tend
to be opinion leaders about Levittown and either Philadelphia or New
York City.

An

index of opinion leadership was developed from respondents'

answers to questions about whether they have been asked about happenings in Levittown, Philadelphia or New York and whether they are "more
likely," "less likely" or have the "same chance" as any of their
friends of being asked about events taking place in any of the three
locations.

Any respondent who says he is "more likely" or has the

"same chance" of being asked about happenings in any of the three locations and reports that he actually has been asked about events occurring
in those locations is considered to be an opinion leader.

(Also see

use of the index in chapter III.)
Employing the index, table 4 shows the number of opinion leaders
about Levittown, Philadelphia and New York according to the husband's
place of employment.

(Figures in table 4 are not mutually exclusive.)

Twelve of twenty Local group respondents are opinion leaders about
Levittown while only four are influentials about Philadelphia and one
about New York.

Of the twenty Philadelphia commuters and their wives,
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TABLE 4
OPINION LEADERS AB01Jl' LEVITTOWN, PHlIADELPHIA OR NEW YORK
ACCORDING TO EMPLOYMENT LOCATIQN ASSOCIATION

Opinion Leaders *
About:

Employment Location Association
Levittown
Philadelphia
New York

Levittown
Philadelphia
New York

12 (of 20)

9 (of 20)

4 (of 20)
1 (of 20)

10 (of 20)

Totals

17
NOl'E:

1

(of 20)

13 (of 20)
3 (of 20)
13 (of 20)

20

Figures in this table are not mutually exclusive.

*Respondent indicates that he is "more likely" or has "same
chance" as any of his friends of being asked about that location and
that he actually has been asked about that location.
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nine are opinion leaders about levittown, ten are influentials i'or
Philadelphia and only one is an opinion leader about New York.

01' the

twenty New York commuters and their wives, thirteen are opinion leaders
about leVittown, thirteen about New York and three about Philadelphia.
These i'indings suggest that respondents in the Local group are more
likely to be opinion leaders about levittO"lm only while Philadelphia
and New York commuters and their wives are likely to be opinion

leaders about levittO"lm and/or their respective work locations.
The evidence presented in table 4 also shows that twelve
leVittown, nine Philadelphia and thirteen· New York workers or their
wives are opinion leaders about levittown.

This suggests that respond.

ents representing all three ellIJ?loyment locations are almost equally
likely to be 1nfluentials about levittown.
01' the seventeen respondents who are opinion leaders about

Philadelphia, ten are Philadelphia ccinnnuters or their wives.

Simi-

larly, o:f the fifteen interviewees who are opinion leaders about New
York, thirteen are New York workers or their wives.

These :findings

suggest that opinion leaders about Philadelphia or New York a;re more
likely to be respondents (or their wives) employed in those cities.
Continuing to employ the index o:f opinion leadership, respondents neA;; were classi:fied as "cosmopolitan" or "local" opinion leaders
(Merton, 1949)* depending on the emplo~nt locations :fOl' which they
are 1nfluentials.

Respondents who a;re opinion leaders only :for

levittown are considered "local" 1nfluentials.

Those interviewees who

:*See discussion in chapter III o:f differences in Merton I s use
of term "cosmopolitan" and use of term in this study.

..
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are opinion leaders for either P'niladelphia or New ';Cork, or for
levittown plus Philadelphia a:nd/or New York are labeled as "cosmopolita:n" opinion leaders.

Table 5 shows the number of respondents who

are opinion leaders for levittown, Philadelphia or New York.

Table 6

presents the n\lJJlber of cosmopolitan, local and non-opinion leaders.
Looking at the evidence presented in table 5, twenty-one of
twenty-eight cosmopolitan opinion leaders are influentials for
levittown as well as for Philadelphia or Ikw York.

Only seven cosmo-

politan influentials say they are opinion leaders for Philadelphia or

New York only.
Findings cited in table 6 show that local opinion leaders are
more likely to be (local workers or their spouses) while cosmopolita:n
influentials are more likely to be commuters or their wives. * Those
respondents who are not opinion leaders are distributed almost evenly
among the employment location groups.
The main findings concerning opinion leadership for re-vittown,
Philadelphia and New York suggested by the evidence gathered in this
study are listed below:
(1)

Local opinion leaders are more likely to be IDcal group

respondents.
(2)

Cosmopolitan opinion leaders are more likely to be Phila-

delphia or New York group respondents.
Appendix A, table 28, indicates that siX of the ten New York
couples are cosmopolitan opinion leaders as opposed to on~J two of the
ten Philadelphia group couples.
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TABLE 5

OPINION LEADERS ACCORDING TO EMPLOYMENl' LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Opinion leader *
For:

Employment Location Association
levittown
Philadelphia
New York

Levittown only
10
LeVi'ttowll"& Phllilaelphia- - - I
Levittown & New York
0
Philadelphia & New York
0
Philadelphia only
2
New York only
0
Levittown Phila. & N~Y.
. 1

None- -

Total

!!J -

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

2

- - - - - - -6- - - - - - 0
0

3
0
1

1
-0- - - -

9
0
1
1

3
b - - - - - - -8- - - - - - - -5- - - -

20

20

20

*Respondent indicates that he is "more likely" or has "same
chance" as any of his friends of being asked about that location and.
that he actually has been asked &bout that location.

TABLE

6

COSMOPOLITAN AND LOCAL OPINION LEADERS ACCORDING TO
EMPLOYMENT LOCATION ASSOCIATION

~e

of
Opinion Leader

*

Cosmo~1itan

Local
None

Employment Location Association
LeVittown
Philadelphia
New York
10
2

14

10

6

8

5

20

20

20

4

1

*Cosmopolitan - Levittown & Philadelphia
Levittown & New York
Philadelphia & Ne~T York
Philadelphia Only
New York Only
Levittown, Philadelphia & New York
**Local - Levittmro Only

7
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,

'" local group respondents are more likely to be opinion
( oJl
leaders for Levittown than for Philadelphia or New York.

(4)

Philadelphia group interviewees are more likely to be

opinion leaders for Levittown or Philadelphia than for New York.

(5)

New York group respondents are more likely to be opinion

leaders for Levittown or New York than for Philadelphia.

(6)

Respondents in all three employment location groupS

are almost equally likely to be opinion leaders about Levittown.

(7)

Respondents in all three employment location groups are

almost equally likely to be non-opinion leaders.
Communication Orientation

S~

The communication orientation of respondents in this study is
determined primarily by where respondents live and where they work.
Evidence shows, hOvrever, that communication orientation is also in,fluenced by prior residence in New York or Philadelphia, exposure to
mass media which feature those two cities, and contact with relatives
or friends associated with either of those two metropolitan areas.
local group respondents are oriented locally with only a
secondary interest in Philadelphia.

Because they use Philadelpbia-

based mass media, they are aware of Philadelphia happenings, yet display very little real interest or involvement in what takes place there.
local respondents exhibit almost no interest in New York happenings.
Those respondents who do express some interest in Philadelphia or New
York do so· because of their former res idence or employment there, or
because they have friends or relatives who live or work there.

lSo
Philadelphia group respondents are oriented locally as well as
toward Philadelphia.

T'ney use both local and Philadelphia mass media

and express some interest in happenings occ\U'Z'ing in both places.
Philadelphia couples maintain; an interest in Philadelphia not only
because their husbands are employed there, but also because most of
them are native Philadelphians and have friends or relatives who still
work or live there.

Philadelphia respondents voice little interest in

liew York City.
New York group respondents are oriented locally as well as

toward New York.

They use local and New York mass media and express

some interest in events taking place in both places.

Although tiew

York respondents use some Philadelphia-based mass media and exhibit
some awareness of Philadelphia happenings, they express little interest in that city.

New York couples maintain an interest in New York

not only because their husbands are employed there, but also because
most of them are native New Yorkers and still have friends or relatives who work or reside there.
looking specifically at the sports orientation of respondents,
husbands watch and read about a variety of sports and teams but the
commuters root for the teams located in the city where they work and
the local workers often follow both New York and Philadelphia teams.
The communication orientation of respondents toward Levittown,

Philadelphia or New York City is aligned with their opinion leadership.
Local workers and their wives who generally are oriented locally in
their communication behavior tend to be influentials only for Levittown
topics.

Commuters and their wives who generally are oriented locally
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as wel.l as toward Philadelphia or New York in their cOmmunication behavior tend to be opiilion leaders about levittown and either of' the

metr"I'Olitan centers.

MASS MEDIA USE AND mERPEFSONAL INTERACTIONS

OF LEVITl'OWN RESIDENl'S

The approach taken for discussing mass media use and interpersonal interactions in this chapter differs from the more novel
approaches taken in chapters III and IT.

Chapter III introduces

a typology of communication behavior developed from an analysis of
patterns in. individual respondents' uses of mass media and interpersonal sources of information.

Chapter IV discusses respondents I com-

munication orientation based on their use of leVittown, Philadelphia
or New York mass media and their informetion gathering about those
, three locations.

This chapter takes a more conventional approach to

the diSCUSSion of mass media use and interpersonal associatiOns and
considers similarities and differences in all respondents I use of
each mass medium as well as describes their informal interactions
With friends and co-workers.
More speCifically, the discussion which follows points out

differences in mass media use between commuters and non-conmru:ters,
men and \lomen, husbands and wives.

In addition, it defines and de-

scribes light, medium and heavy users of the various media and talks
about respondents I attitudes toward the kinds of content presented by
the mass media.
Also featured in this chapter is a description of interper-
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SOllS].

interactions of respondents.

This interpersonal section focuses

on the daily exchange of opinion between respondents and their friends,
fellow connnuters and co-workers as well as their evening and weekend
socializing with neighbors and friends.

In addition, the voluntBJ:y

organization membership of respondents is discussed.
TeleviSion
All siXty respondents report watching some television although
they vary greatly in the amount of time they say they watch it.

Nine-

teen of the interviewees report ,latching televiSion ten hours or less
a week, twenty-seven say they watch from eleven to twenty hours a week
and fourteen report Viewing teleVision over twenty hours each week.

One light user of television (for purposes of this study,
respondents who watch television ten hours or less a week will be
considered light users of televiSion) says that he watches no television news programs and finds few reasons to ever turn on his set.

He describes his viewing this way:
I can go three weeks, four weeks or longer without watching
anything; but averaging it out, I watch television maYbe
fifteen minutes a week ••••
• • •Drama specials are the only thing I watch except for
something they cover live, like a moon landing or an inauguration. (ll)
More respresentative of the light users, ho.rever, are these
respondents who say:
I probably watch television five to ten hours a week--mostly
in the evenings. It's not something I watch every night or
that I sit dmm to watch from 7:00 to ll:OO p.m. (7)
Generally my televiSion is the eleven O'clock news and perhaps
Johnny Carson or a special feature, or sports, or something
like that. So we're talking about, I'm sure, less than ten
hours a week. (9)
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I'd say I watch about a halt' hour during the day, usually not
in the evenings, and not at all on 1<Jeekends except for something like the tennis clasSics. (2)
I don't look at it very much.
maybe. (16)

I might watch an hour a day,

Medium users of television (those respondents who watch television from eleven to twenty hours a week) talk about their viewing
this way:
I'd say in an average v.'eek, I COUSUlllfl about an average of
no more than fifteen hours a week. That's tops for me.
It's mostly in the evening hours, mostly sport events on
weekends, or we watch good movies or plays. (31)
In a non-football season I'd say I ,ratch a dozen hours a
week, in season, tack on another eight hours for football.

(57)
We watch the news both at six and eleven O'clock. Occasionally we watch a show--so let's see--an hour and a half at
Six, a half hour at eleven, and I would say three times a
week we catch either a nine o'clock or 11:30 show. (20)
Respondents who are heavy viewers (respondents who vie,,' television over twenty hours a week) describe their television rratching
this way:
I watch it full-time--all the soap operas--everyone that's
. on, just about. I turn them on-oat 11:30 I start. (32)
lilien I come home at night from the office, I turn on the
5:30 news and I watch until the seven o'clock news is over at
7:30; and from there it depends on whether I'm too lazy to
get up off the chair and turn it to something else. But,
I rratch it quite a lot. (29)
I'd say I watch maybe three or four hours a night.
gotten in to that rut. (3)

I've

Our t.v. goes all day. It goes on with the Today program and
it doesn't go off until the news. I think it's on eight to
ten hoUrs a day. It's just left on, and nobody bothers to
turn i f off--so it just goes. I'd say,re watch it maybe 50
percent of the time. (42)

When looking at the employment location association of light,
medium and heavy users of television, most local group respondents are
light users while the largest number of interviewees relsted to Philadelphia and New York are medium users of television.

The f'indings

(table 7) indicate that co=uters and their wives appear to watch more
television than do their local counterparts.
The evidence also indicates that there is little dif'ference in
the total number of' men and women in the three categories, although
some differences do appear when emplo;,oment location groups are broken
.down by sex.

Table 8 illustrates these differences.

Although television watching is often a shared experience f'or
husbands and wives in this study, four couples displsy major diffel'ences in their viewing habits.

(For purposes of this study, a major

difference between two respondents in their use of the same mass
medium occurs when one respondent is a light user and tlie other a
heavy user, or one is a non-user and the other a medium user.)

In

all four cases, the husbands are heavy viewers while their Wives

report only light usage of televiSion.

Of the four television-watching

husbands, two commute to Philadelphia, one works in New York, and the
fourth is employed locally.
Tiro of the wives report that they prefer to read while their
husbands watch television.

They explain:

Myself, I'd rather read anytime. My husband's the television
watcher. Most of the time sports are on and I'm reading. I
prefer to read most of the time. (30)
I'm bad. I usually read when the t.v. 's on. My husband is
the television watcher. r watch just a few hours a week. (14)
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TABLE

7

TELEVISION VIEWING ACCORDING TO EMPLOYMENT LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Television Vie1{ing

Light

Medium

Employment location Association
Levittolm
Philadelphia
New York
J2

5

5
9

Heavy

3

6

Total

20

20

2

13
5
20

Totals

19
27
14

TABLE 8

TELEVISION VIEWING ACCORDING TO SEX AND
EMPLOYMENl' LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Sex

Employment Location Association
Philadelphia
New York

~vittown

Men Women

Men

Women

Light
Medium
Heavy

10
13

9
14

7

7

7

Total

30

30

Men Women

Men Women
l

1

4
4

5

8

2

4
1

2

1

5
4

10

10

10

10

lO

lO

1

5

2

3
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Another of the 'Wi"es explains that she seldom watches television unless she sits down to watch with her husband just before they
go to bed.

She comments:

I seldom watch it.

I do sit down with him once in awhile before

we go to bed and watch fifteen or t.renty minutes of Johnny

Carson, but that's about it.

(34)

.

The fourth wife also remarks that when she watches television
it often is when she and her husband enjoy watching a program together.
She relates:
We watch all the tennis classics on the weekends. If something like that is on, then I do watch it ;rith him. (2)
Newspapers
Although almost all the respondents in this study report reading at least one newspaper each day, they differ in the total amount
of time they spend reading newspapers.

Fifteen of the respondents

report reading newspapers a half hour or less each day.

Twenty-two

say they spend from over a half hour to an hour each day reading newspapers, and twenty-three of the interviewees spend over an hour a
day with newspapers.
Light newspaper readers (for purposes of this study, those ;rho
spend a half hour or less each day reading newspapers) describe their
behavior this way:
When I read them, I read the local paper and the Inquirer.
I spend fifteen or twenty minutes, primarily in the morning.
That's when I have the most time for the newspaper. (1)
I just breeze through to get off my feet.
like newspapers. (8)

I don't really

I find out more from the news on televiSion, bU'G for local
news I'll look at the front page of the local paper i f I
don't get a chance to read it. (36)
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I spend :fii'teen minutes reading a paper--a.nd not every day •
•.. 1 can go through the Courier-Times so fast it's not even
i'umly. While I'm making supper, I read in-between. (34)
Respondents who are medium users of newspapers (those \Tho
spend from over a half' hour to an hour a day reading newspapers) talk
about their reading habits this way:
I'm a newspaper fan •••• I guess I spend an hour reading them-probably twenty minutes with the morning paper and then the
rest of the time with the evening paper. (3D)
I go through the front page, sports page and :financial page.
It probably ends up taking forty-five minutes. (37)
I read the paper at bedtime. That's the only chance I get.
I usually read it about an hour. (24)
I'd say I spend an hour. I'm pretty faithful a.t reading a
newspaper. I have to read a newspaper or I don't feel as
if I I m alive. I wish the local paper came in the morning
because that's when I'd rather read it. I've always read
a newspaper. (40)
Heavy users of newspapers (respondents who spend over an hour
a day with ne,;spapers) describe the:Lr reading habits with the following comments:
I read the paper during the whole trip home, at breakfast
in the morning, and in the evening. In total, I spend probably
two and a half hours. (43)
I usually read it from front to back.
hour, two hours even, maybe. (48)

I guess

r spend an

I read the New York Times about a half' hour in the morning,
depending upon what's in there and what's happened. And
then when I pick up the Post I'll read that for about fii'teen
or twenty minutes coming homc{ and then I'll read the Courier
about a half' hour or so. (55)
I spend quite some time ,lith the Courier. I just sit dovm and
It takes .:>ver an hour. (60)

go through it.

r

read the !fe.va in
Quite a contrast.
really hot liberal
It takes about two

the morning and the Post in the evening.
I'm a right-winger iilth'e morning and a
at night. I also read the local paper.
and a half' hours altogether. (57)
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Oh, boy, I like to read. a ne;."!;paper. I would say I spend an
hour to an hour and a half, maybe two hours. (10)
I read the paper at least an hour. Some nights I do find a
lot more to read than others - -especially V,onday a:f'ter Sunday's
sporting events. I spend most of the time on the sports page.

(27)
I'll get one read before dinner and probably the other one
ai'ter dinner. It could take as long as one and a half hours.

(26)
Light, meditun and heavy users of ne;1Splli)ers not only differ in
the amount of time they spend reading newspapers, but they also differ
in the number of papers they report reading.

Over half of the heavy

newspaper readers say they regularly read three or more papers while
only one light and one medium user remark that they regularly read
that many papers.

In contrast, more light and medium readers than

heavy readers say they regularly read only one paper.

Table 9

illustrates this point.
When looking at the employment location asSOCiation of light,
medium and heavy newspaper readers, most Local group respondents are
light to medium users while most interviewees asSOCiated with Philadelphia or New York are meditun to heavy newspaper readers.

Table 10

details these findings.

Taking into account the number of ne;Tspapers read, most respondents associated with levittown read one paper, most Philadelphia
group respondents read two papers and all but four respondents associated with !iew York read two or more newspapers.

Table 11 shows the

ntunber of newspapers read by each of the groups.
Findings of the study indicate there is a difference in the
n1JJllber of men and women in each of the ne;Tspaper reader categories.
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TABLE

9

NEWSPAPER READING ACCORDING TO NUMBER OF
NEWSPAPERS READ REGULARLY

Newspaper Reading
One

11=15
11=22
11=23

Number of Newspapers Read Regularly
Two
Three
Four or more

Light
Medium
Heavy

6
9

12

1
1

0

2

9

9

3

Total

17

29

II

3

8

0
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TAllLE 10
NEV1SPAPER READING ACCORDI1U TO EMPLOYMEl'IT LOCATION ASSOCIATION

. Newspaper Reading

N=l5
N=22
N=23

Light
Medium
Heavy
Total

Employment Location Association
Levittown
Philadelphia
New York

6

4
5

9
5

5
8
7

II

20

20

20
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TABLE 11

NUMBER OF NEWSPAPERS READ ACCORDING TO
EMPLOYMENT LOCATION ASSOCIATION

No. o:f Newspapers

One
Two

Employment Location Association
Levittown
Philadelphia
New York
12

1

4

Three
Four

5
3

o

16
3

o

8
5
3

Total

20

20

20

:rne largest number ot men are heavy newspaper readers while the largest
number of women are medium users of newspapers.

However, when both sex

and employment location assoCiation are considered, half the men employed locally are light users of newspapers while half or more of the
Philadelphia and New York commu;j;ers are heavy newspaper readers.

In

addition, about half of the levittown and Philadelphia wives are medium
newspaper readers while the largest number of New York wives are medium
or heavy newspaper users.

Table 12 illustrates these relationships.

Ten of the couples in this study exhibit major differences in
their newspaper reading habits.

In half of the cases, the wife is a

light newspaper reader and the husband a heavy newspaper user.

In the

other five cases, the husband is a light newspaper reader and the wife
a heavy newspaper user.

.01' the ten men who differ from their wives in

the newspaper reading, two are employed locally, three work in New York
and five commute to Philadelphia each work day.
One of the wives who is a light newspaper reader describes her
and her husband's heavier

ne~lspaper

reading this way:

He reads the paper right after dinner until about eight O'clock.
That is, unless I say a little bit sooner, "Say something to
then he might put the paper down. But most of the time
from dinner right on till about eight 0' clock, he has the paper
in front of him. I read the paper sometimes late at night
when he's gone to bed and I can't sleep, or else I read it
during the day. (32)

me,"

In contrast, one of the Wives who is a heavy ne;,'Spaper l"eader

talks about her penchant for newspapers and her husband's disinterest
in reading this way:

He doesn't read. He can't sit still. He likes to be working
with his hands ..•. I'm the reader. I love to read .••• I go
through the whole paper. I read it all. It takes a couple
of hours for both the Inguirer and Courier-Times. (22)
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TABLE 12

NEWSPAPER READING ACCORDING TO SEX AND
EMPLOYMENT LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Sex

Light
Medium

Employment Location Association
Philadelphia
New York
Levittown

Men

Women

9
7

15

6

Men Women

5
3

Men Women

Men Women

1

2

3
5

2

7

2
4
4

10

10

10

10

Heavy

14

9

2

6
3

Total

30

30

10

10

3
5

2
1

Magazines
A fifth, or twelve, of the respondents included in this study
read no magazines.

Fourteen interviewees reguJ.a.rly read one magazine,

tw-enty respondents read two to four periodicals reguJ.a.rly, and fourteen interviewees regularly read five or more publications.
Those respondents who read no magazines regularly talk about
their non-use of periodicals:
We're not very much for magazines.
don't subscribe to any. (45)
I have a new born infant.
for magazines. (54)

As a matter of fact, we

I really have

very little time

No, I don't read magazines.

We get National Geoeraphic as
a gift, but there isn't usually time to spend reading it.
(ll)
.
Light magaZine readers (for purposes of this study, those who

indicate a preference for only one magazine) describe their reading
of their favorite periodical this way:
I like Good Housekeeping very much. That's the one magazine
that I really like to read jU$t straight through and it's
really the only magazine that I can say that about. For
some reason, it's just set up the way I like it. (56)
I get the Philadelphia M§gazine and my wife gets quite a
few that I don't read •••• I generally read it pretty much
cover to cover because I find it sometimes quite controversial. I try to read everything that's in there. (29)
I don't like too many magazines. I read Reader's Digest.
That's my pocket boolt going back and forth to work. I
read that cover to cover. (31)
I get McCalls. I usually page through that.
interesting. (34)

I read what's

We get U.S. News and World Report. I don't read that cover
to cover, but I pick out certain things. (8)
Interviewees ,Tho are medium users of magazines (those ,Tho read
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two to fOUl'magazines regularly) describe their magazine reading this
way:

I read Good Housekeeping and RedbOOK.
two that I bother with. (60)

That's about the only

We don't get a 1i'hole lot of magazines. We get National
Geographic which I don't really read. I look at it, but
I don't really read it. The Anglican Dig;est 1fhich is an
Episcopalian magazine, I read it. And the !02iscopalian,
I read. I also get alumni things and the AArNjournal which
I don't read thoroughly, just if there's something interesting. (26)
I read Time and if I can pick it up I like to read Business
Week. It's an off and on thing. I used to look at it a lot
when I was in college, but I'm too cheap to buy it now. I
also get this magazine called M.B.A •. I'll read anything I
can get my hands on. I like to read magazines. (3)
I buy Good Housekeeping and McCall's and my husband gets
Golf Digest and Newsweek. (38)
Heavy readers of magazines (those who regularly read five or
more periodicalS) talk about their magazine preferences this way:
I read Ne,/sweek, Time, Communication Arts, Graphics USA,
Advertising Age, Printing Age, BUSiness Heek and Fortune.

(41)
What I enjoy reading and what I read are different things.
I read profeSSional magazines and journals like Annals of the
Association of American Geographers and ~gressive Architecture,
and then in terms of overall magaZines, I read about fifteen.
They run the gamut--like Sports Illustrated, National ReView,
True. And i f there happens to be a particular article that
I'm interested in in a publication, then I'll buy that, too.

(53)
I read the Philadelphia MagaZine, Better Homes & Gardens,
Good Housekeeliing, ladies Home JOQ'('nal and about half of
Newsweek. (l)
.
I read Sports Illustrated, Philadelphia Magazine, Fly Fisherman,
Field and Stream, Newsweek, National Geographic, and I always
read "Can This Marriage Be Saved?" in Iadj.es Home Journal. (13)
I read Better Homes and Gardens) Redbook, Good HouseY..ceping,
ladies Home Journal, Reader's Digest, and then they bug me
for more and I say, "Buddy, that's plenty." (20)

I read T.V. Guide, Ladies Home Journal, Playboy--we both read
that--Better Homes and Gardens, U.S. News, Modern Screen, and
True Story. (22)
When looking at the employment location association

or

readers, most local group respondents are medium to heavy users

magazine

or

mag-

azines, most interviewees associated with Philadelphia are light to
medium magazine. readers and the largest number of New York respondents
either read no magazines or are light magazine readers.

(Comparing

magazine reading with newspaper reading, (table 10, p. 192) the evidence suggests thai:; Philadelphia and New York commuters and their
Wives tend to read more newspapers but fe,rer magazines than their
local counterparts.)

Table 13 shows the magazine reading classifica-

tions for the three employment location groups.
When looking at the differences between male and female magazine readers, the findings show that men are almost evenly distributed
among the :four magazine reader categories while almost hali' the women
are classified as medium users.

A further breakdown according to both

sex and employment location association shows that the largest number
of New York commuters either read no magazines or read five or more
periodicals while the levittown and Philadelphia men are more evenly
spread among the categories.

This same breakdown indicates that the

largest number of ,romen associated with each o:f the employment locations are medium magazine readers.

Table 14 illustrates these rela-

tionships.
Nine o:f the couples interviewed for this study show major
dif:ferences in the magazine reading habits o:f the husbands and wives.

In three cases, the wives are medium readers o:f magazines while their
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TABLE 13

MAGAZINE READING ACCORDING TO EMPLOYMENl' LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Magazine Reading

None
Light
Medium
Heavy
Total

Employment. Location Association
Levittown
Philadelphia
New York
2

3
9

3
6
7

7
5
4

6

4

4

20

20

20
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TABLE 14
MAGAZINE READDK} ACCORDDK} TO SEX AND
EMPlOYMENr LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Sex

Employment location Association
levittown
Philadelphia
New York
Men Women

Men Women

Men

Women

8
8

4
6

2
2

0
1

3
3

6
3

1

4
3

10

10

10

10

None
Light
Medium
Heavy

6

14

8

6

Total

30

2

4
3

1
2

Men Women

4
2
0

3
3
4

4

0

10

10
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husbands read none.

In another three instances, the wives are heavy

magazine readers and the husbands read only one magazine.

And in the

last three cases, the husbands are the heavier magazine readers with
their ,.,ives reading either no magazines or only one periodical.
Of those nine men who differ :!.'rom their wives in their maga-

zine reading, two work in New York, three are employed locally, and
foW work in Philadelphia.
Iooking at the kinds of magazines read by the local, Philadelphia and New York group respondents also reveals differences in their
maga.z;ine preferences.

Eight of the Philadelphia and eleven of the

weal group interviewees say they read a news magazine while only

three New York respondents report reading a. news periodical.

On the

other hand, fow New York commuters, in contrast to only one Philadelphia commuter and one local worker, say they read professional or
Job-related magazines.

Almost equal numbers of women in all three

groups report reading women's magazines like Ladies Home Journal,
McCall r sand Better Homes & Gardens.

Table 15 outlines the kinds of

magazines read by local, Philadelphia and New York couples.
Books
Findings of this study show that respondents tend to have read
either fewer than five or more than ten books this past year.
interviewees read no books during the past year.
read five books or less.

SiXteen

Fifteen respondents

In contrast, twenty-two respondents read more

than ten books in the last year.

Only seven intereviewees reported

reading .between siX and ten bool'"..s during the year.
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TABLE 15

KIIIDS OF MA.GAZINES READ ACCORDING TO SEX AND
EMPLOYMENT LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Kinds of *
Magazines

News
General Interest
Women's
Men's
.Journals
TV GUide
Religious
BUSiness
other

Employment Location Association
Levittown
Philadelphia
·New York
Y,en

Women

6
5

2

3

5

7

1

Women

Men

Women

4

4

2

2

2
1

1

4

1

1

3

1

3

1

6

7
1

4

1

1
2

Men

1
1
1
2

2

*News = Time, Newsweek, U.S. News & World Report, etc.
General Interest = Readers' Digest, National C~ographic, etc.
Women's = McCalls, Ladies' Home Journal, Better Homes & Gardens, etc.
Men's = True, Field & Stream, Pla~ etc •
.Journals = professional or job.-related
Religious = church periodicals
Business = Business Heek, Fortune, etc.
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'l.'"nose respondents who report reading no books in a

~oear' s

time

describe their disinterest in books this way:
I read no books.

I'm not a reader.

(7)

I don't read books as such. I only read whatever book comes
in the magazines like Redbook. I don't ever go out and buy
books. (8)
I haven't read a novel,
years. (20)
c

r

would say, in maybe three or four

I don't read books very often.

Oh-h-h, I'm real bad.

I know I don't read a book a year.

(52)

(37)

Interviewees who are light readers of books (for purposes of
this study, those who report reading between one and five books a
year) comment on their book reading this way:
This year I read 2001, Chariot of the Gods, The Godfather
and The HapPY Hooker. (5)
I'd like to read more.
in a year. (12)

I'd say

r read four or five books

Most of the books I read are related to my work.
I read five or so a year. (15)
It's rare that I read books an:ymore.
more than two books a year. (33)

I guess

r don't think I read

Respondents who are medium users of books (those who read six
to ten books a year) talk about their reading habits below:
I generally don't read for pleasure, but rather to become
informed about a particular person or philosophy or theology.
I'd have to say r read ten a year, anyway. (9)
I'd say right now I'd average about ten books a year. That's
based on time limitations, not because of lack of desire. (31)
I read about six books a year. Sometw9s more, sometimes less
depending on how much work I have to do. (45)
Heavy book users (those who read over ten books a year) describe
their penchant for books in the following comments:
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r read a lot.
month. (18)

I would say probably an average of three a

I try to read one book a month.

I've pretty much kept to it.

(23)
I read any books I can get my hands on.
year, one a week. (28)

At least fifty two a

I read constantly. I'm an avid reader. I guess I must read
two books a week--sometimes more, sometimes less. (30)
I read a lot. ~,o a week, sometimes more, depending on what
I'm reading. (58)
I usually read popular novels more than anything deep.
say I read ten to fifteen in a year's time. (55)

I'd

I read a lot at night.

(46)

I suppose I read four a month.

When looking at the employment location association of book
readers, differences between employment groups appear.

The largest

number of local group respondents are light book readers "hile the
largest number of Philadelphia and New York group respondents are
heavy users of books.

H01,ever, almost half of both the Philadelphia

and New York respondents are non-users or light users of books.

Table

16 detaj.ls the book reading of the three employment location groups.
fure women than men in this stUdy are heavy users of books
while more men than women read no books at all.

Almost equal numbers

of men and women, however, are contained in the light and medium
gories.

ca·~e-

When looking at both sex and employment location association

of book readers, the greatest number of men employed locally and in
Philadelphia are non-users or light users of books while half of the
New York commuters are heavy book readers.

For women, the largest

number of Philadelphia and New York Wives are heavy book readers while
LeVittown Vlives show no distinct trend in their book reading habits.
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TABLE 16

BOOK READING ACCORDING TO EMPLOYMENr LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Book Reading

None
Light
Medium
Heavy
Total

Employment Location Association
Levittown
Philadelphia
1~w York

4
5

5

6
3
4
7

10

20

20

20

6
7
2

1
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Table 1.7 illustrates these relationships.

Twelve couples in this study show major differences in their
book reading habits.

In nine cases, the wife is the heavier book

reader while her husband is a non-user or light user of books.

In

the other three instances, the opposite is true.
Of the t'felve husbands who differ from their wives in their

book reading habits, one works locally, three commute to New York and
eight travel to Philadelphia each work day.
Differences Between Husbands and liives
in Their Use of Mass Media
Nine couples in this study show major differences (see definition on page 185) in their use of more than one mass medium.

Five of

the nine couples· differ in their use of three media while four couples
differ in their use of only t,<lO.
In one case, the difference occurs because the husband is a
heavy user of televiSion while the wife is a heavy reader of magazines
and books.

In another instance, the husband spends a great deal of

time both watching television and reading newspapers while his wife
prefers only reading books.

For the remaining seven couples, the

husbands and wives differ in their use of the print media--they differ
in their reading of newspapers, magazines or books.

Table 18 shows

the major differences between husbands and wives in their use of television, newspapers, magazines and books.
Control of Radio or Television Dial
.Although husbands and wives may differ in the types of articles
they prefer to read in ne,mpapers or magaZines, they find no conflict
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TABLE 17

BOOK READOO ACCORDTIlG TO SEX AND
EMPLO;&lENl' LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Sex

Emplo;yment Location Assocj.ation
Ulvittown
Philadelphia
New York

Hen

Women

None
Light
Hedium
Heavy

10

8

6
7
3

Total

30

8

4

Men Women

3

4

3
3

Men Women

5

Men Women

1
1

2
2

2

2

1

0

1

1

2
2

14

2

3

1

6

5

5

30

10

10

10

10

10

10

3
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TABLE 18
MAJOR DIFFERENCES BETWEEN HUSBANDS AND WIVES
IN THEIR USE OF MASS MEDIA

Couple
Television

33,34
29,30
43,44
53,54
21,22
35,36
25,26
31,32
17,18

Mass Media
Magazines
Newspapers

Husband Wife

Husband Wife

heavy light
heavy light

heavy light
heavy
heavy
light
heavy
light
heavy
light

light
light
heavy
light
heavy
light
heavy

Books

Husband Wife Husband Wife

light
heavy
heavy
light
mediUlil

heavy
light
none
heavy
none

light
none
heavy
heavy
none

heavy
heavy
light
light
heavy

none
heavy
mediUlil none
none
heavy
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of interests because each can read his or her choice of articles while
individually reading papers or periodicals.

When watching television

or listening to the radio, however, their differences in program or
channel preferences can cause conflict and bring about a need for compromise or a decision about who controls the dial.

Respondents report

that in some cases the husband is relegated the commander of the dial,
in other cases the wif'e is in charge, and in still other instances one
partner goes to the

pOl~able

t.v. set while the other watches the con-

Sale.
Wives who say their husband controls the dial describe their
television -watching this ,ray:
Well, I'll tell you I don't get many rights to the television.
My husband watches so many sport events. It's only if I'm
lucky enough that he falls asleep on the sofa--then I run over
and change it and watch a movie •••• It's not very often that
I'm in charge of the t.v. (40)
We always have the news on at six o'clock because my husband
insists that everybody listen to the news at this time so I
hear it because of him. (36)
If there's a sports program on, my husband likes to have that
on and that eliminates anything I might want to watch. Actually he's very good. He'll at least ask i f there's anything
I want to watch--and then he lays there and prays that there's
nothing on. (24)
In other instances, the wife' B preferences override the hus-

band's.

The husbands comment:

She rules the t.v. I watch what she's watching, except, when
she's not home I get to watch Kung Fu. (5)
We watch the news on whatever station she's been watching
before that. (25)

On the weekends I listen to whatever station she has the
radio tuned to--whatever Imus is on. (41)
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Un~ortunately,

she has all the radios tuned in to one station.
I have no say on the radio, so I'm stuck with that station. (43)
other couples mention that they solve the problem

interests by each using a

di~~erent

television set.

o~ con~licting

They explain:

We di~fer sometimes because of what's on so either he or I
will go up and watch the Bet upstairs and the other one will
stay down here. (22)
We usually watch the same programs, except for sports, and
i f there is a conflict, I have to go. upstairs e.nd watch that
set. (45)
Radio
Although respondents in this study can easily explain why they
listen to the radiO, they often find it
they listen to the radio each day.

di~ficult

to

6peci~y

how long

Some respondents explain that they

usually turn on the radio for background music but when asked to estimate the number of hours they listen each day, they say it varies
day to day.

~om

others mention that they turn on the l'adio for the news

at specific times during the day, but they explain that determining
how much time they spend listening each day is difficult.

As a result,

radio listening habits are discussed in terms of why respondents listen to the radiO rather than how long they listen.
Only four of the sixty respondents say that they never listen
to the radio,

Twenty-six respondents say they listen to the radio for

the music it provides.

Twenty interviewees report listening to the

radio for both music and news, and ten respondents say they listen only
~or

the news.
Those respondents who like the radio fOl' the. background music

it provides describe their listening th:i.B wa.y:

2ll
I have the radio on each day when I'm working around here.
When I'm busy I like to he.ve it on for the music. (46)
Usually whenever I'm in the house I have it on a ~1 station.
'l'hey have just music, no commercialS. It's beautiful. (52)
I'm driving an hour each way to work, and I have it on constantly in the car. I have on whichever station is playing
music. I have five stations picked out, and I Just keep
hitting the buttons. (27)
In my opinion it gets monotonous driving so I put on anything
with loud rock to keep me awake. (33)

I listen to radio for the mUSic only.
titious. (9)

The news is very repe-

Some respondents listen to the radio for both music and newo.
They talk about their reasons for listening this ,my:
When I'm going to work in the morning I listen to one station
for mUSic and news both. When I'm coming home I change it and
put on the Fl>l--just for the music. (21)
It depends on my mood. I'll either listen to WFIL for the
mUSic, or KYW or CBS for the news. (7)
I switch. Sometimes I listen to all news and sometimes an
FM station. (8)
In the car I listen to either news or mUSic, either KYW or
WFLN. (ll)

In the mornings I usually catch the news on WCAU, and in the
afternoons I'll split it between the FM and some jazz or contemporary music station. (1)
other respondents say they turn on the radio mainly to hear
the news broadcasts.

They explain:

I listen to the news. I like to know what I'm going to run
in to when I go into New York in the morning. (43)
I wake up to the news each morning. The alarm goes off about
five o'clock, and sometim'9s I don't get out of the house until
6: 30, So it might be an hour and a half a day that I listen.

(23)

I listen mostly to the news.

.

The music's inCidental.

(29)
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KYW is the only station I listen to.
That's why r have it on. (39)

It has only the

I don't listen to the radio for music--not the music they
play on the radio, no. (19)

Four of the respondents in this study say they don't listen to
the radio at all.

They relate:

I don't listen to the radio.
on. (45)

My family likes it, but

r don't even turn the car radio

r don't. I don't like it blasting.

(36)

When looking at the employment location association of radio
listeners, half of the Levittown respondents and nearly half of the
Philadelphia interviewees say they listen to the radio for music while
the largest number of New York group respondents explain that they
listen to the radio for both mUSic and the news.

Nearly a third of the

New York interviewees report, however, that they too listen to the
radio only for the music.

Table 19 outlines the radio listening habits

of the three employment groups.
When looking at the differences between the radiO listening habits of the men and women respondents, the findings show that twice as
many men as women listen to the radio only for the news.

Table 20

illustrntes respondents' reasons for radio listening broken down by
sex and employment location association.
Movies
Respondents in this study attend few movies.

No couple sees

more than one mOYie a month, and most of them say that they view only
a few movies each year.
Respondents' attitudes tOvlard movies vary, ho"''ever.

Some ex-
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TABLE 19

REASON FOR RADIO LISTENING ACCORDING TO
EMPLOYMENT LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Radio Listening

N=26
N=20
N=10
N=4

Employment Location AssOCiation
Levittown
Philadelphia
New York

MUSic only
Music and news
News only
None

10
8
2
0

2

2

Total

20

20

20

9

4
5

7
8
3
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TABLE 20

REASON FOR RADIO LISTENING ACCORDING TO SEX AND
EMPLOYMENP LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Sex

Employment Location Association
Levittown
Philadelphia
New York

Men

Women

12

14
10

4

YJen Women

6
3

Music only
Music & News
Nevrs only
None

10
1

7

3
3

1
0

1
0

Totals

30

30

10

10

5

Men l'lomen

6

Men \Yomen

1

3
3

2
4

0

3

2
2

1

3

4
0
1

10

10

10

10

5
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press dislike for the movies being produced now while others say they
enjoy those movies they do attend.
Those respondents who dislike the movies being shown today
comment:
We go to lllOvies infrequently and the more I see, the more
infrequent it's gOing to be. (11)
We don't go much now with the movies that have be,en coming
out--maybe twice a year. (22)
We don't go to movies --not like they are now. The last movie
I went to, I got so enraged. It ,vas the one where in the
last scene they were killing people by the thousands. Everybody is running around and stabbing people. For thiS, we
:paid $21 That was the last. I will never forget it because
I was so mad, I walked out of there looking for the manager.
I was going to get my money back, but he was gone. (34)
We don't go as much as we used to, mainly because the movies
themselves have changed so much. I'll be glad when they get
back to the old-fashioned· ones. (56)
vle go when we see a good one that's on--"hich are fe" and far
between. If there "ere more good ones on "e "ould go more
often. (46)

others talk more favorably about motion pictures and mention
that they enjoy going to see them.
We love movies.

They comment:

We go to as many as we can.

I enjoy them, but we don't go that often.
time "e go to five or six. (52)

(24)

I'd say in a year's

We go to movies quite a bit. When "e go we usually go to a
drive-in so we see t"o or three movies at once. I'd saY'Te
do that maybe once a month. (4)
We go to six a year, maybe less.
We look constantly. (58)

It depends on what's out.

Difference in Winter and Summer Mass Media Use
When asked about the amount of time they use the various mass
media, some respondents report that the time they spend "ith a medium
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changes from winter to sununer.

They explain that in the sununer they

spend less time With the mass media and more time outdoors.
Those respondents 1,ho vary their television watching according
to the season explain:
In the sunnnert ime , I really don't watch at all unless there's
something really special on. And during the Winter, it's on
just about every night. (58)

I guess we watch it about thirteen or fourteen hours a week
in the sununer. In the Winter, we watch it a lot more. There's
much better programs on. (59)
In the summer I rarely watch television during the day at all

and during the evening it has to be a good movie unless r just
happen to sit there. In the Winter, I do watch it more. In
the summer, we ride bikes and I play tenniS a little, golf a
little, and we sit outside a lot, if we aren't doing anything-rather than watch television. Now in the winter I would say
I watch a lot of movies in the evening. (36)
During the wintertime I watch several stories on television
and during the sununertime I l10n't watch them at all, because
I'm busier outSide. (56)
During the winter I ;;atch more than during the sununer. I
guess most people do. In the summer I watch very little, in
the winter maybe six to eight hours. (14)
other respondents report that their radio listening varies from
Winter to summer.

They relate:

I listen to the stereo radio in the "inter months more than
in the summer months. (21)
My radio listening varies during the time of the :year.

listen more in the winter and on rainy days.

r

(22)

r listen to the radio only in the wintertime--then it's for
about three or four hours a day. (28)
Interviewees also say that their newspaper reading varies With
the season.

They comment:

r don't read the paper
later.

W? much in the summer l{hen we sleep
But ion the winter when we're all up and we have to
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get· the kids off to school and we ha-.,re breakfast early, I
sit down and read it. (21)
In the summer, I don't read the paper much at all.
winter, maybe I read it a half hour. (36)

In the

News Program Preferences
Not only do respondents differ in the amount of time they use
television, but they alBo differ in their preferences for certain programs or certain television personalities.

When asked about their tele-

viSion news watching, some respondents indicate a preference for watching a newscast on a certain channel or for watching a particular commentator, other interviewees say they have no preference.
All but one of the sixty respondents say they watch some television news.

Of those who view a television news broadcast, fourteen

say they have no preference for a particular channel, eleven say they
usually watch the CBS channel, fifteen say they regularly watch NBC,
and thirty-three say they generally view the ABC channel.

Fourteen

respondents comment that they usually watch news on more than one
channel.

Table 21 illustrates the news channel preferences of respond-

ents according to their employment location association.
Those respondents who say they have no preference concerning
the channel on which they watch the ne,ls, often explain that they
watch whichever station they have been watching just prior to the news
broadcast.

They comment:

I watch no channel in particular, Whenever whatever I'm
watching is over, then I usually watch the news on that
station. (46)
I us.ually watch whichever station I happen to have on preceding the news. I've watched them all. (27)
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TABLE 21

CHA1'NEL PREFERENCES FOR TELEVISION NEWS BROADCASTS

Channel

N=ll
N=15
N=33
N=14
N=14
N=l

CBS
NBC
ABC

No preference
Two preferences
No t.v. news

Employment Location Association
Levittown
Philadelphia
New York

5
3
14
2

5
1

5
7
6
7
5

1
5
13
5
4

0

0
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Others state a preference for watching the news on
or

I1:PI]

Ii.

CBS, NBC

channel and they talk about their preferences this way:

I have a preference. I like channel 10 (Philadelphia-CBS)
news and I like the CBS network broadcast too. I watch
both. (35)
.

I like the channel 3 (NBC) news. I'll turn it on specifically on channel 3 just to watch the network news. (40 )
We usually listen to 11:PI]--the crazy team.

(55)

Those who ,retch television news broadcasts on more than one
channel explain their dial-changing this way:
I watch the news everyday that I can catch it at twelve noon
on channel 3 (Philadelphia-NBC) and I watch every night at
eleven o'clock on channel 6 (Philadelphia-I1:PI]). (10)
I don't ever watch channel 10 (Philadelphia-CBS), that I can
teU you. I usually watch 3 (Philadelphia-NBC) or 6 (Philadelphia-ABC). (1)
We watch channel 10 (Philadelphia-CBS) at siX 0' clock and
channel 6 (Philadelphia-l1:PI]) at eleven o'clock. (20)
I listen to the local news and then John Chancellor on
channel 3 (NBC), and then I switch over to channel 10 (CBS)
and get Walter Cronkite. I'm a creature of habit. (29)
We start with channel 6 (Philadelphia-l1:PI]) and the local news,
and when theirs is over we go to channel 10 (CBS) and the
network broadcast from New York and l'iashington. (32)
When asked if there

.res a certain television newsman they

particularly liked to watch, thirty-four respondents could name a newscaster they preferred l,hile t,renty-five interviewees said they have no
preferences.
Those who say they prefer no particular commentator explain
their neutrality this way:
I don't pay much attention to personalities.

(51)

It's more the content than who's bringing it across.

(39)
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I tm'n on the news out of f<:il~ce of habit.
larly like one newsman more than another.

I don't pari;icu-

(24)

I can't say it's because of the commentators that we watch
those programs. We get a little different view from watching both channels, but we don't watch because of any commentator. (19)
Those ,Tho like particular newscasters talk about their favorites this way:
I kind of like the whole ne,m team. They're crazy.
just kind of fun people, that's all. We like them.

In fact,

We like the sports announcer very much on there.

we enjoy all of them.

Ther're
(55)

(30)

I like mostly the network ones--Daniel Schorr, Eric Severeid,
Walter Cronkite. (35)
I like to watch Marciarose when I get a chance and that Mort
Crim is good too. (22)
We watch channel 6 because of the weatherman.
I like Walter Cronkite.

(3)

I think he's a very excellent person.

(15)
Dislike of' News Accounts
Although almost all siXty of the respondents included in this
study watch television news programs and read at least one newspaper,
six intervierlCes (all but one are local group respondents) comment that
they do not like the amount of violence and crime that is presented in
news accounts.

T"nose who dislike the stories about violent or criminal

happenings find ways of avoiding that kind of news.

Their comments

belo" describe their feelings and their method of handling news which
they diSlike:
The routine garbage that's on every day I don't watch. You
know what it's going to be, the same thing every day--unrest
and revolution, people killing each other and all that kind
of stuff. (13)
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It's all very depressing to me. r don It know why I sit and
watch it. Most of the news--the kind of things they talk
about--is very depressing. (2)
tie used to get the Bulletin everyday, but it's just too much-with all the murders, and the gang killings, and the gory
accidents. (7)
.
I like to read the sports section simply because I don't get
in to any murders and rapes and stuff like that. (15)
When I read the paper I immediately eliminate the murders and
so forth like that. (16)
.
I try to scan the whole newspaper leaving out what I would
consider the filler news--the consistent muggings and nonsense whicl1 unfortunately is constantly rehashed. (51)
In addition, four respondents express a concern about the power
of the mass media and the people in command of what appears in the
media.

Talking about network news broadcasts, one Philadelphia com-

muter comments:
I used to watch the network programs but now I'm getting really
discouraged with the feeling of canned news accounts. They
let the network executives do the thinking for you and tell
you 'That you're supposed to watch. I just don't find I'm
iIIterested in watching that anymore, 50 I watch mainly the
local Philadelphia news now. (37)
Another respondent, a local worker, talks about his preference
.

for public broadcasting programs rather than network produced shows.
He says:

PBS seems to have much better programming than the networks.
other people like the network stuff, granted, but if you have
to have that then I'd rather have something like PBS too. I
don't think we're getting what we really want on t.v. I think
we're getting ,rhatever they (networt.s) think we ,rant. (1)
Another respondent employed locally expounded on his philosophy
that newspapers are a major contributor to this nation's "moral decay"
because "they blow up everything in big headlines and they exaggerate
happenings. "

(7)
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He also talks about his concern that different radio station!;; :present

different accounts of news happenings.

He relates:

r didn't realize the news was so slanted until r started
listening to the news on two different radio statiOns. r
found out thel report happenings differently on different
stations. (7)
The fourth respondent, wife of a tTew York collllll1rt;er, talks about
both the pros and cons of television.

She comments:

You have to take all the cOllllllentators with a grain of salt.
You have to know in advance which one you want---especially
about politics. Once you learn that, it's almost like a game.
r guess I was eighteen when Kennedy and lfixon were nOminated
and I can remember everybody knew that yo.u should watch
channel x for the Democratic convention cause they are proDemocratic and you get the best coverage, and channel y was
re~lythe Republican station .••• Then you get into the fairness of the press, but most people know, I think, who's on
what side. You have to take everything with a grain of salt.
I guess we all shade everything we say--the way we feel about
things. It's kind of impossible to ask the newscaster not to
have opinions about subjects that he deals with every day--so
it's bound to show through one way or another .... Do you realize that most of the ne,TSpapers are monopolies or are owned
bymonopolies? A lot of the newspapers also own television
stat ions. So that's why I say you have to take everything
that you read or hear--not to be a boob--with a grain of
salt. It's really frightening cause especially television can
reach such masses. It's really frightening what they could do.
Television is a good thing, but they could do so much more.
There are so many vomen at home they could reach. Not only in
the early morning but lunchtime and after lunch when a lot of
women do watch soap operas. They could do so much to get
women out of the rut. (58)
Watching of Watergate Hearings
During the time of the intervieWing for this study, the Senate
Watergate hearings investigating the break-in and bugging of the Democratic Party National headquarters were being televized and covered in
detail by the newspapers.

Although no respondent was specifically

asked about his following of Watergate hearings, several mentioned
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their interest or disinterest in the liatergate af'f'air.
Those respondents "ho followed the Watergate hearings describe
their interest in them this way:
I really broke the t.v. rrires "ith Watergate. I 'Watched that
:from 9: 30 p.m. un(; i l the ..Tee hours of' the morning. I was
really caught up in that. (18)
I usually only watch television in the evening, l{atergate
excepted. I've been watching it during the day. (8)
The Watergate hearings--I try to watch them as much as I
can. (22)
I just died I couldn't miss that (liatergate hearings). I
just sat here. I watched in the morning. I couldn't wait
for it to come on. I'd get my coffee and I "as sitting here
waiting for it to start. I really enjoyed it, listening to
it. (32)
other intervie,rees express less desire to 1'0110" the Watergate
hearings.

They

COlll!llent: .

I generally try to keep up on the nerrs and sports, except
for Watergate. I pass on that most of the time. (19)
I was ,rat ching Watergate in the beginning, but I got tired
of it. (Go)
Opinion Asking and Opinion Giving
Respondents in this study ;rare questioned about "hether others
asked them for their opinions and whether they asked others for opinions during conversations Ylith :friends, neighbors, fellow commuters
and co-workers.

Some respondents report that their discussions are

filled "ith a back and forth exchange of opinion--sometimes even a
heated exchange.

others say that there is no asking for opinions,

only giving of opinions.

Yet others say their discussions are more

conversational, less opinionated.
Several husbands and wives report that in informal conversa-
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co~workers

tioIlll they have with friends, fellow connnuters or
often a back and forth exchange of opinion.

there is

They describe their dis-

cuss ions this way:
There's plenty of give and take in our conversations.

(17)

We exchange opinions particularly about household improvements or landscaping--What's the best paint to use? What's
the best fertilizer? (57)
Sometimes. our conversations are rather heated, especiall¥
when we're making bets on football or hockey games. (45)
I would say the connnon denominator in my line of conversation is spons. \-Ie get in to it--may'oe a Giant fan and an
Eagle fan and a Redskins fan. It gets pretty interesting,
very COlorful. (1)
Oh, yes, our discussions are very opinionated.
has their own view. (48)

Everybody

Nothing heated. Everybody has a different opinion, but it's
never heated. (4)
There's opinions.

(58)

Always lots of opinions.

other respondents say that the opinions presented (l..uring their
conversations with friends or co-workers are unsolicited and ·freely
given.

They relate:

They're generally not asked for, just given--freely given.

(47)
Oh, we always volunteer our own opinions.
rolling, nobody needs to ask. (37)
Vie all have our own opinions.

story is.

Once it gets

Everybody knows what the real

(39)

I don't think anybody asks. I think the¥ just get your opinion.
Everybody wants to tell it at once. (36)
It's mostly opinions.

. (12)

Nobody asks.

Everyone gives their own •

We don't really ask, we just give them.

(10)
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I just gi"re mine., You don It get to be a colonel (Air FOl<.ce
Reserve) by asking for people's opinion. If you run thingS,
you run them. (13)

Yet other interviewees claim that their conversations with
friends or fellow workers are substantially opinion-free.

They des-

cribe their informal discussions this way:
I don't think we have an opinion tjlPe of discussion. lie
don't ask each others opinion. We just have a discussion •

. (59)
For the most part, I don't think our conversations are
opinionated. (3)

No, there really isn't an opinion exchange.
(23)

It's more just

a discUSSion.

It's usually not opinion-seeking conversations, just chitchat. (25)
The discussion is reall;y not usually full of opinions.
just conversation. (20)

It's

Only two of the respondents report that they are more frequently

asked for their opinions than they ask others for opinions.
~i·York

One is a

commuter who is on the local planning commission and he states

that:
I'm asked for my opinion more than I ask others for theirs.

(53)
The other interviewee who says she is more frequently asked
than she asks others says:
I'm the oldest around here, really. I think I get asked more
than I ask. They ask me about their kids when they're Sick,
before they take them to the doctor. (60)
Social InteractiOns of Respondents
Respondents were asked to indicate whether the husbands of the
couples with whom they socialize in the evenings and on weekends are

employed locally, in Philadelphia. or l",w YO:::-k

c"
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lty.

S"

couples ,;hose husbands work locally report that

l.}:;

of the ten

they
with other couples whose husbands are aiso e"'"
Usually Socialize
......lo~d. "
Only two New York and two Philadelphia cOUPles
J.n levittown.
lllent:i.
on ~h t
ize only With couples who are assoc:i.ated With t
"a they social·
he1l;o
olin
location. (That is, a New York couple With oth
elllplo;yment
el' ~1r ~
a Philadelphia couple With other Philadelphia
"
Ol'k couples;
COUples )
couples in the New York group and four of the t
• RaJ.f of the
"
en Phil
"
say they fraternize with couples whose hUSbands
8.%lph1a couples
~-lPh"loa and New York.
"'"

the respondents.

"Ol'k 1

OcaUy, u
inlP""'
Table 22 illustrates th
lae SOCial "
lnteractions of

Membership in Voluntary Org!l!li

"

zatlons

When respondents were asked about ;,heth

el:'

the

j> lie;re
voluntary organizations, several of them indi
members of
"
cate the;
pate in at least one business, civiC, c...'lurch 0
t they Particir Political
"
tion. However, eight IDeal group respondents"
organ1za_

, n1ne Ne

viewees, and six Philadelphia respondents repOrt
no organizations.
Of the thirty men included in the stUdy,

zations related to their profession or bUSiness

Ii l'Ol'k interthat th
.
ey belong to

Sil( belo
ng to organi-

--t"''<"ee ar"

commuters, two work in Philadelphia and t;,o ar
e New York
e emplOYed
report attending meetings in the city where the
locally. All
y liork.
Other than the business-related organiz t
a; ions
to which respondents belong hold their meetings 1
'all Organizations
ocaJ.J.j>.
quently mentioned groups of which respondents are
l"ne most frelllell1bers

or school associations.

Table 23 shows the VOluut

are church
~ Ol'gA~"
.....lzation
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TABU: 22

SOCIAL INrERACTION OF RESPONDENl'S

Employment IDcation
Ass'n of couples with
whOllt they socialize
Levittown only
LeVittown & Philadelphia·
'LeVittOlfU & New York
Philadelphia only
Nelf York only
LevittolfU, Philadelphia
& New York
Totals

Employment IDcation Association of Couples
Levittown
Philadelphia
Nelf York

o

6

1

2

3

o

2

1
2

o
o

o

2

1
1

o
4-

5

10

10

10
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TABLE 23

VOIJJNrARY ORGANIZATION MEMBERSHIP ACCORDING TO
EMPLO!MENr LOCATION ASSOCIATION AND SEX

Employment Location Association
levittown
Philadelphia
New York

None
Business
Church

P.T.A.
A.A.U.vl.
other

Men

Women

4

4

2
2

*

5

Men Homen

4

2
2
2

2

3

0

2
2

3

4

3

2

1
2

*American Association of University Women

Men

Women

3
3

5

1
1

4

2
2
1
2

membership of respondents according to employment location association

and sex.
SUlIIl1l8J.7

Findings presented in this chapter do not fit into a single
theoretical framework but thay do add to the understanding of the mass
media habits and preferences, and the interpersonal interactions of
Levittown couples.
This chapter presents evidence which suggests that

Loca~Phila

delphia and New York group respondents (commuter, non-co1lUlluters and
their Wives) differ in the amount and kinds of mass media they use,
and that husbands and wives often differ in their mass media habits.
In addition, the chapter offers a discussion of respondents I opinion

giVing and asking, evening and week-end socializing and voluntary
organization membership.

CRAP.rER VI

SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Outline of Study
Since the beginning of the twentieth century the concentration
of population in the United States has progressively moved from rural
areas to urban centers.

In 1900 seven Americans in ten lived on farms.

:By 191;0, it was four in ten.

Today, it is well below one in ten.

As this movement toward urban centers has continued, however,

the urban population has become more and more dense, finally precipitating an exodus to the suburbs.

The result today is that. "most Amer-

icans live neither in cities nor in country towns.

They live in

suburbs" (COOke, 1974).
With this trend toward urbanization and then suburbanization
the suburban areas surrounding metropolitan centers such as Boston,
New York City, Philadelphia and Washington, D.C. have grown and expanded to the point that in many cases they touch.

Situated along

the transportation lines which link New York City and Philadelphia, for
example, are several communities which might be classified as belonging
to more than one metropolitan region.

That is, it is hard to say

whether they are suburbs of New York or Philadelphia.

Persons reSid-

ing in these communities often take advantage of employment opportunities in either major city and many have access to mass media emanating from both metropolitan centers.
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Sociological studies provide information about the life-styles
of those living in such suburban communities and investigations have
been made of' the short-term and longer term movements of those living
outside, but commuting to, metropolitan centers.

Little information

is available, however, concerning the communication behavior of' those
Who live outside but are linked by transportation routes and the mass
media to the urban cemel's.
Tne f'ocus of this study is on the mass communication and interpersonal communication behavior of persons having access both physically and through the mass media to two metropolitan centers.

Specifi-

cally, this investigation looks at the mass media habits and preferences, the interpersonal interactions, and the information and opinion
seeking of commuters, non-commuters and their wives--all who live in
a community (levittown, Fa.) situated between New York City and
Philadelphia.
Data gathereci in this study through the use of detailed, indepth interviews was searched qualitatively, yet systematically, for
eVidence of' trends in behavior and attitude.

Use of this qualitative

approach not only provided comprehensive information about respondents'
use of televiSion, radio, newspapers, magaZines and bocks as well as
respondents' conversations and interactions with friends, fellow commuters and spouses, but also lead to the development of a typology of
communication behavior.

Furthermore, evidence was discovered which

suggests that both this typology and respondents' communication orientation are linked with Merton's (1949) concept of "cosmopolitan" and
"local" opinion leadership . .
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SUDlI!Iary of Major Findings
Development of the typology of communication behavior came out
of the discovery of patterns in the way 'particular respondents l!lIl.ke use
of all sources of information.

Analysis of each respondents use of

both mass media and interpersonal sources suggests three major types of
communication behavior--Saturation, Selection and AVOidance.

Respond-

ents are classified into one of the three communication behavior groups
according to three dimensions:

(1) the number and kinds of information

sources used, (2) the extent of their use and (3) the degree of di8~
crimination associated with use of source· content.
Those respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior inundate
themselves with information from a variety of mass media and interpersonal sources.

They fill their lives with information from tele-

vision, radiO, newspapers, magazines, books, friends, neighbors and
spouses.

They expose themselves to niasses of information from many

kinds of sources.

They saturate their lives with the world presented

by the electronic and print media and the ideas of the people they
meet and talk with each day.
Those respondents who exhibit Selection behavior display it in
two forms--by choosing from among (1) sources or (2) topics of informmion available to them.

Interviewees in the Selection-by-Source sub-

group prefer to gather most of their information from one kind of
source (print media, broadcast media or interpersonal sources) and
thereby limit themselves to the information made available by that
source.

Respondents in the Selection-by-Topic subgroup select inform-

ation from various sources concerning subjects of (1) personal rele-
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vance, (2) general interest Qr (3) special interest to them.

Selection

group responderrts expose themselves to ini'ormation they want from
sources they prefer in quantities generally smaller than for those who
exhibit Saturation behavior.

They select from the world of informa-

tion made available to them by mass media and interpersonal sources.
Those responderrts who exhibit Avoidance behavior make little
use of any mass media or interpersonal sources.

They isolate them-

selves from most ini'ormation sources and thereby isolate themselves
from information about what is happening in the world around them.
They expose themselves only to ini'ormation which they need to carry
out their daily lives or to perform their work.

They avoid the world

presented by the mass media and the ideas, of interpersonal sources
other than those passed on to them by their husbands or wives.
In addition to providing a framework for discussing patterns
in individual respondent's uses of mass media and irrterpersonal sources,
the typology was found to be related to Merton's concepts of "cosmopolitan" and "local" opinion leadership.

Findings indicate that those

respondents who exhibit Saturation behavior (inundate themselves With
a variety of ini'ormation from a variety of sources) are more likely to
serve as cosmopolitan opinion leaders (ini'luentia16 for Philadelphia
or New York, or for local plus Philadelphia and/or New York topiCS)
than are people who exhibit other types of communication behavior.
Furthermore, those respondents who exhibit Selection-by-Topic behavior
(select topics they want to learn about from among the ini'ormation provided by various sources) are more likely to be local opinion leaders
(ini'luerrtia16 only for local 'topics) than are persons who exhibit
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other t;;'pes of cOlllll1unication b-ehavior.
Evidence gathered in this study also suggests that the communication orientation of respondents (their use of local or metropolitan
mass media and theirin:f'ormation seeking about levittown, Philadelphia
or 1~ York City) is primarily affected by residence in the local
cOllllllUnity and the husband's emplo;yment location.

The findings indicate,

however, that communication orientation is also in:f'luenced by former
residence in Philadelphia or New York, contact with friends or relatives associated with either of those two cities, and exposure to mass
media which feature information about either of those two metropolitan
centers.
local group respondents (non-commuters and their wives) who use
local and Philadelphia-based mass media are oriented locally with only
a secondary interest in Philadelphia and almost no interest in New
York happenings.

Those few local group respondents who do express

some interest in Philadelphia or New York do so because of their former reSidence or emplo;yment there, or because they have friends or
relatives ;rho live or work there.
Philadelphia group respondents (commuters to Philadelphia and
their Wives) ;rho use both local and Philadelphia mass media are oriented
locally as well as toward Philadelphia with little interest in New York
City.

They maintain an interest in Philadelphia not only because their

husbands are employed there, but also because many of them are native
Philadelphians and have friends or relatives who still work or live
there.
"New York group respondents (commuters to New York and their
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wives) ~lho use local, Hew York and Philadelphia mass media are oriented
locally as well as toward New York.

Although they use some Philadelphia-

based mass media they express little interest in that city.

New York

couples take an interest in New York happenings not only because they
are dependent on that city for their livelihood, but also because most
of them are former New Yorkers and still have friends or family who
work or reside there.
Analysis of the data gathered in this study also shows that
communication orientation is aligned with Merton fS theory of "cosmopolitan" and "local" influeut1als.

Evidence. shows that local workers and

their wives tend to be influentials only for levittown topics (local
opinion leaders) while commuters and their wives tend to be opinion
leaders about Philadelphia or New York, or levittown plus Philadelphia
or New York City (cosmopolitan influentials).
In addition, findings of this study indicate that respondents
are light, medium and heavy users of the various mass media and that
commuters and non-commuters, men and women, husbands and wives differ
in the amount and kinds of mass media they use.

Respondents also are

shown to differ in their preferences for content presented by the mass
media.
Evidence also suggests that discussions betVleen respondents and
their friends involve either (1) exchanges of opinion, (2) opinion
giving, but not opinion asking; or (3) unopinionated conversation.
Furthermore, respondents indicate that most couples whose husbands
work locally socialize with other couples whose hUSbands also are employed locally while few NeVI York and Philadelphia. commuters and their

wi.ves socialize with couples wt,Q are -associated with their own employ ...

ment location; most of them socialize with couples whose husbands work
locally, in Philadelphia and New York City.
In summary:

(1)

Respondents in this stUdy have access to a variety of mass

media and interpersonal sources of information and exhibit three types
of communication behavior.

Some saturate the1l1&elves with information

from a variety of sources; others pick and choose among the sources
and information available to them; and yet others avoid all but necess-

ary information.
(2)

The communication orientation of the couples included in

this investigation is primarily influenced by their residence in the
community and the employment location of the husband.

However, former

reSidence, contact with friends and family associated with Philadelphia
and New York, and access to metropolitan-based mass media have supplementary influence on communication orientation.

(3)

Both the typology of communication behavior and commani-

cation orientation are related to Merton's concept of "local" and
"cosmopolitan" opinion leadership.
Comment on Approach Taken in This Study
Oftentimes communication studies focus on how certain demographic variables are related to use of a particular mass medium.

Em-

phasis is on how often, how long and for what reasons respondents use
a particul»~ information source (Chapter II contains a discussion of
a ntlmber of such studies.).

Some of these investigations do devote

some attention to how use of one source is related to use of other
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sources, but few attempt to look at

tr~

total mass media behavior of

individual respondents.
This investigation--undertaken from a qualitative viewpoint
and not designed to test hypotheses or look for correlations between
demographic variables and media use--took a new approach to studying
media behavior and looked for patterns in individual respondent's uses
of various mass media sources of information.
developed a typology of communication behavior.

Out of the approach
T'ais typology empha-

sizes not only patterns in the frequency of media use but also trends
in the degree of discrimination employed in selection of media content.
Furthermore, as the typology was developed, an effort was made
to see if the media behavior patterns which emerged were related to
the use of interpersonal.sources.

As discussed in chapter III, pat-

terns in the use of interpersonal sources were found to be aligned
with the patterns of media use; therefore, the typology was considered
to represent communication behavior and not just mass media behavior.
That is, the three types of communication behavior are presented as
representations of three approaches to.the use of all information
Sources included in this study.
Those previous communication studies which have looked at the
relationship between use of one medium and use of other media suggest
that mass media use is often overlapping and that the more exposure to
one communication source, the higher the probability of exposure to
others (see chapter II).

Findings of this investigation suggest that

some people who are heavy users (or light users) of one medium are
heavy (light) users of other media, but that this . "the more, the more"
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concept does not hold for eyeryone.

Evidence gathered in this study

suggests that some people prefer using one kind of information source
much more than other sources, and other persons prefer to use several
sources for varying lenghts of time scanning each for information that
they want, need or enjoy.

According to the findings of this investi-

gation, the concept of "overlapping media use" may be an overgeneralization and in need of revision.

In order to make some needed changes

in the overlapping media concept and understand more about the overall
use of the various mass media by the public, more studies looking at
the total media behavior of individual respondents will need to be
made.
Findings of this study point out :that people vary in the amount
and kinds of mass media they use and in the degree of discrimination
they employ in selecting content, yet groups of persons use the media
in similar ways.

The approach taken to uncover these findings differs

from that taken in many communication studies.

It emphasizes the media

behavior of individual respondents rather than respondents" use of a
particular medium.

It is not proposed that this approach replace the

usual type of analysis made by audience studies, but rather that future
use of this approach might add a new perspective to the study of communication behavior.
Implications for Further Research
The typology of communication behavior discussed in this study
provides a new way of describing and looking at the mass media and
interpersonal source use of respondents.

This typology was developed

through qualitative analysis of intervie;lS conducted with a purposive
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sample of respondents.

In order to expand the use and application of

. this typOlogy and verify the existence of these types of behavior in
the general population, it is suggested that investigations of a quantitative nature designed. to study larger, representative samples and
test various relationships be conducted.

Such quantitative studies

could test for any relationships between demographic variables and
types of communication behavior and discover how the types found in
this stUdy might need to be revised or expanded to describe the communication behavior of the general public.
Furthermore, findings of this study concerning the differences
in mass media behavior of husbands and wives and the exchange of information between the partners suggest that studies of the total communication behavior of married couples may provide new insights for communication theory and research.

Several of the respondents either mention

that they rely on their spouses to provide them with certain kinds of
information or they provide certain kinds of information to their partners.

This acknowledgement of a passing of information betvreen part-

ners and eVidence of differences in media habits and preferences suggest
that some system of supplementary or complementary information gathering may exist between husbands and wives.

In what instances, for w'hat

reasons, and how frequently such a system might operate could be
investigated in future connnunication studies focusing on husbands and
wives.
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TABLE 24

COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR TYPES ACCORDING TO
EMPLOYMENl' LOCATION ASSOCIATION

Communication
Behavior T;ype
Saturation
Sel-Source
Sel-Topic
Avoidance
Totals

1<=15
1<=ll
1<=29
1<=5

levittown

6
4

Philadelphia

Ne1~York

10

6
6
6

0

2

3
1
13
3

20

20

20
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TABLE 25

COMMUNICATION BEHAVIOR TYPES:

Saturation
Husband only
Wife only
Both
Totals

HUSBANDS VS. WIVES

Communication Behavior Type
Sel-Source
Sel-Topic

Avoidance

2

10
5
14

0

11

29

5

6

1

5
4

8

15

3

2

NOTE: Ten of thirty couples exhibit the same style of comm\illication behavior. Twenty of thirty couples exhibit different styles
of communication behavior.
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TABLE 26
CONMUNICATION BEHAVIOR TYPES OF HUSBANDS AND WIVES

Husband

Wife

1
3
5
7
9

2
4
6
8
10

II

13
15
17
19
21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39
41
43
45
47
49
51
53
55
57
59

Saturation

3,4
6

Communication Behavior Type
Sel-Source
Sel-Topic

2

12

12

13,14
15,16
18
19,20

20
22

24
26
28

22
24

21
26

28

30
32

29
31

30
32

36
38
40

35
38

36

42
44
46

41,42
43

34

48

50
52
54
56
58

49,50
52

53
58
59

23
27
33

8
II

17

25
34

37
39,40

48

60

1
5
7
9,10

14
16
18

Avoidance

44
45,46
47

51
54
55,56
57
60

NarE: Respondents numbered one through twenty are local workers
and their wives; respondents t\/enty-one through forty are Philadelphia
workers and their wives; respondents forty-one through sixty are New
York workers and their wives.

T/illLE 27
COSMOPOLITAN AND LOCAL OPINION LE.4DERSHIP:

HUSBANDS VS. WIVES

Tjlpe of Opinion Leadership
Cosmopolitan
Local

None

Husband only
Wife only
Both

4
6
18

6

5
6
8

Totals

28

13

19

5

2

NOTE: SiXteen of thirty couples display the same kind of
opinion leadership. Fourteen of thirty couples display different kinds
of opinion leadership.

TABLE 28
OPINION LEADERSHTI' OF HusBANDS AND WIVES

Type of Opinion Leadership
Cosmopolitan
IDeal

Husband

Wife

1
3
5
7
9

2
4
6
8
10

13
15
17
19

14
16
18
20

13,14

21
23
25
27
29
31
33
35
37
39

22
24
26
28

21,22
24
25,26
28

30

30

32
34
36
38
40

33
35
38

42

41,42

11

41
43
45
47
49
51
53
55
57
59

12

44
46
48

50
52
54
56
58
60

6

1,2
3
7
9,10

17

45,46
47
52
53,54
55,56
57,58
59,60

None

4
5
8

11,12

15
18

16
19,20
23

29
36

27
31,32
34
37
39,40

43

44
48

49,50
51

NOl'E: Respondents numbered one through twenty are local workers
and their wives; respondents twenty-one through forty are Philadelphia
workers and their wives; respondents forty-one through sixty are New
York workers and their wives.
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METHODOLOGICAL NOTE

For this study, the communication behavior typology was developed on the basis of three dimensions:

(1) the number and kind of

information sources used, (2) the extent of their use, and (3) the
"discriminatory use" of the content of sources.
These dimensions were derived on the basis of a qualitative
analysis of the respondent interviews.

As trends or modes in the

respondents' comments were detected, a systematic approach to the substantiation of those modes was established.

Criteria were developed

by which to distinguish inner group similarities and between group
dissimilarities.

On the basis of those distinguishing criteria, three

dimensions were then established as representative of the cormnunication
behavior of the respondents.

A discussion of the criteria Which deter-

mined the three dimensions follows.
The first dimension was established on the basis of criteria
differentiating respondents according to the number and kinds of information sources used.

Some respondents report using only one information

source; others talk of using a select few; and yet others say they use
a large number of information sources.

In addition, some interviewees

report USing only mass media or only interpersonal sources while others
say they use a combination of mass media and interpersonal sources.
The second dimension was established on the basis of criteria
differentiating respondents according to the extent of their source
use.

Respondents· are considered as light, medium or heavy users of a

Particular mass medium on the basis of the number of hours per day or
per week that they spend with that medium.
complete definition of light, medium

ana

(See chapter

heavy usage.)

Yfor

a more

Interviewees

are also distinguished as occasional or frequent users of interpersonal
sources according to the number of daily or weekly contacts they report
having with friends, co-workers, fellow commuters, neighbors, spouse
and other relatives.
The third dimension was established on the basis of criteria
differentiating respondents according to the degree of discrimination
associated with use of source content.

Some respondents expose them-

selves to almost all the content of any information source they use;
others are selective in paying attention to only items of interest;
and yet others avoid all but the necessary information contained in
the content of a source.
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APPENDIX C

TABLE 29

SATURATION GROUP RESPONDENTS:
Sel:f-Designations of Likelihood of Being Asked About
levittown, Philadelphia and New York
For LEVlTl'OVIN Happenings:
Employment location Association
"More Likely"
#6 (respondent number) ••.•.••••..•• Levittown
#24, #38, #29 ..... '.................. . Philadelphia
#59, #53, #58 ..................... . New York
IISame Chance"

#3, #1+-•• " ............................................. Levittown
Philadelphia
#43, #42-................................................... New York

#22, #35, #31 .......................................

N=2
N=3
N=2

uIess Likely"

#'J. ............................................................

New York

N=l

For PHILADELPHIA. Happenings:
"More Likely"

#6 .....................
Levittown
#22, #35, #31 ........................................ Philadelphia
#41, #53 ................ '0" .......................... New York

N=l
N=3
N=2

"Same Chancel!
#3, #4 ................................................... Levittown
#24, #38 .............................................. Philadelphia
#42, #59 ......................................... New York

N=2
N=2
N=2

".0 . . . . . . ,

.........................

!lIess Likely"

=/f2,9 .....................
Philadelphia N=l
N=2
#43, #58 ................................................ New York
ID . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

For NEH YORK CITY Happenings:
"More Likely"
Philadelphia fi;l
#35 .............................
N=2
#42, #53 ....... ' ....................... New York
\I • • •

'ISame Chance"

116 . .... ,. ...................................

Levittown
Philadelphia
New York

N=l
N=l
N=2

Levitt01m
#38, #29, #31. ................ Philadelphia
#41, #1+3 ....
New York

N=2
N=4
N=2

1/2.4 ..............................................
#59, #58 ...........................
to . . . . . . . . . . . .

"less Likely"

#3, #4 ............................. ".

#22,

0

.........................
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TABLE

SELECTION.BY·SOURCE SUBGROUP RESPONDENTS:
Self'-Desginations of Likelihood of Being Asked About
Levittown, Philadelphia and New York
For LEVITTOWN Happenings
Employment Location Association
"More Like ly"

/28, /26, #30 (respondent number) ••
1/t2 •••• '" '" ••••• '" '" ....................... ..

Philadelphia
Levittown

N=3
N=l

"Same Chance"

#32, #36 ................................... '" . "" .,"" '" Philadelphia N=2
1/48, #52 .•••••• '". ," .••• '"
New 'York
N=2
II>

co • • • • • • '" '" " • •

"Less Likely"

#23-.. ," .• '" .... '" '". '". '" '" •••• _•••.. '" ••• '"."

fl4.9, #50 ......... '" .... '" ...•.. '" ",. . ". '"

Philadelphia
New 'Yor k

N=l
:N: 2

Philadelphia

N=3

Philade lphia

N= 1.

New York

N:: 1

For PHILADELPHIA Happenings
"More Likely"

/21, /28, #30 ...•....•.•.........•.

"Same Chance"

#26 ............
f/:148 ...... '" ,. •••••• '" '" ..... ,. •• • •• • . •• . ••
II • • • • • • • •

"

. . . . ,. • • • • •

'"

'"

"Less Likely"

levitto"m
~1
#36, #32 ••••••••••••••••••••••••••• Philadelphia ~2
#52,/149, #50 ••••••••• "........... New York
N= 3

=/12.. '" .... '" ....... '" •• ., ••• '" ••••••• '" ... '" ••

For NEW YORK CITY Happenings
"More Likely"

York

~2

0- • • • • • 0- • • '• • • • •

Philadelphia

1~1

1/:2 ••••••••••••••• ,. •• ,. •
/21, /28, /26, #30, #32 ............

levittown
Philadelphia

Ii= 1
N=5

:/148, #52 ........ '" ...... '" e '" •

," • • • • • '" "..

New

"Same Chance"

#36 •••. '" ..............
"Less Likely"

to •

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

•

#49, #50 ............................ New York

~2
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TABLE 31
SELECTION-BY-TOPIC SUBGROUP RESPONDENTS
Sell-Designations of Likelihood of Being Asked About
levittown, Philadelphia and New York
For LEVITI'OWN Happenings

Employment Location Association
"More Likely"

#7, 1/9, #12, #13 (respondent number) levittown
#+5, #55, #00, #54 •••••••••••••••••• New York

N=4
N=4

tlSame Chancel!

#20, #16, #18, #15 .... levittown N=7
#2.7 .. ". ". ".. ".. ., .. "..... """... """... " Philadelphia N= 1

#10, #14, #1,

#+6, #+7, #56, #57 ••••••••••••••••••

New York

N=4

"less Likely"

#5, #19 .... ".. ".•••••.•... ".•.. ·•.... levittown
N::2
#23, #37, #39, #40, #33 ••••••••••••• Philadelphia N=5
#44, #51 ......•...•..••.•...•....•.. ~~w York
Nb2
For PHILADELPHIA Happenings
"More Likely"
#2:7, #33 .....................

to "" . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . " .. •

.. ....

Philadelphia N=2

nSame Chance II

#20, #15, #18 ........
#40.. . . . . . . . •. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . ...

#12, #13, #14,

#+7, #51, #55 ...............••.•....

lev5.ttown
N=6
Philadelphia N= 1
New York
N=3

"less Likely"

#5, #7, 1/9, #10, #16, #19, #1.. ...... Levittown
N=7
#17, #37, #39 ••••••••••••••••• ; ••••• Philadelphia N=3
#44, #+5, #46, #56, #00, #54, #57 ••• New York
N=7

For NEW YORK CITY Happenings
"More Likely"

#19 ........................................ "......... "" I..e:vittown

#47, #56, #45 .......••••...•..•.•.•. New York

1'i= 1

N=3

t1Same Chance ll

17, #12, #13 ................ "" ... "............ .
1123, =it21, #40 ......•......
#44, #+6, #51, #55, #00, #54, #57 ••.
0

......... .

Levittown
N=3
Philadelphia N=3
New York
N=7

"Less Likely"

. #1, #5, 1/9" #10, #14, #20,
#15, #16, :f/OO ••••••••••••••• ~ ••••••• levittown
JJ.

.it

N=9

#37, 1T39, ir33 •• ·· .. "" ..• "•.....••••• Philadelphia N=3
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AVOIDANCE GROUP RESPONDENl'S:
Seli'-Designations of Likelihood of Being Asked About
Levittown, Philadelphia. and New York
For IEVmOWN Happenings
Employment Location Association
"More Likely"
#11 (respondent number) ...•.••••..• Levittown
"Same Chance"

#25 ... "" ........ """" "" ".... """"" . ".... , . "",,"

Philadelphia

N=l

"Less Likely"

fiB, #17 . """"" .. ". ". ".. """ .. """"""" .. "...
#34 ....•....••••...•••..••...

Q •••••

:LeVittown

Philadelphia

For PHILADELPHIA Happenings
"More Likely"

N=O

0 ................................... .

"Same Chance"

#17" ".. """.. """.............. ".. """ ".. "............ .. Levittown

:/t25" ........ ".............. ".............. ".... "".......... " Philadelphia
"Less Likely"
Jio
JL
1tV, 7Tll ..... e"

.... "" .. " "" .......... " ...... "" .... " ..

N=l
l~l

Levittown

#34 ............................. ".......... ".... ".......... ". Philadelphia

For NEW YORK CITY Happenings
"More Like ly"
0 .............. " " ...... , ...... " ................ " .............. ..

N=O

IlSame Chance II

#17 ................................ Levittown
"Less Likely"
1/8, #11." .... "" .............................. "...... "" .. levittown.
#25, #34 ...........................,.......... Philade lphia

N=2
N=2
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THE INTERVIEW SCHEDULE
As you know, people, like you, "'ho live in levittown live in an
area which is not that f'ar from either Philadelphia or New York City.
Yet, the levittown area has a number of' things to offer too. I'd like
to ask you about some of the things you enjoy doing while living in
levittO"lm and some of' the things you mayor may not like about living
near Philadelphia and New York City .••
A.

USE OF PHILADELPHIA AND NEW YORK (Ask Wife only)
1.

About how often do you and your husband make a trip to
Philadelphia? If' answer is never, is there any particular reason why you have never gone to Philadelphia?

2.

For what kinds of reasons do you go to Philadelphia?

3. W'aile you have been living in levittown, have you and
your husband ever attended a movie in Philadelphia?
yes, how often?

If

4.

.And while living here, have you and your husband ever
attended a play, art show, concert or ballet in Philadelphia?

5·

Do you and your husband ever attend sports events in
Philly? If' yes, what events have you attended? Row
often?

6.

Do you and your husband ever do any Shopping in Philadelphia? If' yes, how often? For what types of
articles?

7.-12.

(Ask'l-6 for New York City)

13· Where do you go to do most of your shopping (other than
grocery shopping)?

B.

MEDIA BEHAVIOR (Ask both husband and wife, but separately)

Now I'd like to ask you a few questions about yom' reading and
television "latching .••
14.

During an average week, hO,T many hours do you usually
watch television?

15.

.And when during your day or evening do you usually
,latch it?

16.

I have a list of various types of programs which can be
seen on television. (present card) Going do,m the list
of programs one at a time, would you please tell me i f
you watch it (1) frequently, (2) sometimes, or (3) never?
Card presented to respondent reads as follows:
1. news
2. situation comedies
3. sports
4. movies
5. talk shows
6. soap operas
7. game shows
8. religious programs
9. documentaries or news special reports
10. evening drama (Marcus Welby, Owen Marshall,
Mannix, Kung Fu, etc.)
11. musical-variety shows ·(Sonny & Cher, Dean Martin,
etc.)
12. specials (Henry ManCini, Liza Minelli)
13. drama specials (Applause, Henry VIn)
14. educational programs

17.

Is there one particular television channel that has more
programs that you like than the other channels? If yes,
which one?

18.

Are there some channels ',hich you never watch?
why?

19.

Is it possible for you to watch both Philadelphia and
New York channels on your television set?

20.

And do you watch both the Philadelphia and New York stations? If no, why not?

21.

Do you ever watch the UHF channels?

22.

How often do you watch them?

23.

On an average day, how many hours do you listen to the
radiO?

24.

And when during the day do you most often listen to it?

If yes,

If yes, what kinds
of programs do you watch on these channels?

Frequently Seldom Never

25 •. Do you listen to the nevs, the mUSic, or both?
26.

What stations do you usually listen to?

27.

Which newspapers do you, yourself, usually read during
the week? And on Sunday?
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28.

Do you usually buy them or have them delivered at home?

29.

(Non-commuters) When during the day do you most often
read the newspaper?

30.

On an average day, how long do you spend reading your
newspaper?

31.

Which sections of the newspaper do you usually read?

32.

What are the names of the magazines that you, yourself,
most often read?

33. What kinds of magazine articles

do you usually take the

time to read?

34. How many books would you estimate that you have read in
the last year?

35. How many movies
C.

do you attend in a month?

MEDIA ORJENTATION (Ask both husband and wife, but separately)

36. At what times during the day and evening

do you wa.tch

the news on television?

37. Which channels
38.

do you usually watch?

Do you have a favorite commentator or newsman that you

often watch?

If yes, which one?

On which station?

39. What types of news programs

do you watch? That is, do
you watch the Philadelphia local news? Ne,l York local
news? network originating news (like Today, Brinkley's
Journal, PJ3C Evening Neus)?

40.

Do you ever follow the news concerning the local problems

of Philadelphia? If yes, what types of information about
Philadelphia do you usually want to know about? Where
do you usually get the information you want? Television?
Newspapers? Radio? Friends?

41.

(Ask 40 for New York City)

42 • (Ask 40 for Trenton)
43.

(Ask 40 for Ievittmm)

44.

Do you ever follow the sports events which take place in
Philadelphia? If yes, what teams do you follow? How do
you follow the teams? Do you ever watch them on tele-

vision?

Read about them in the newspaper or in maga-

zines? Listen to them on radio?
friends?

Discuss the games with

45.

(Ask 44 for New York City)

46.

(Ask 44 for Levittown)

47.

Do you ever want to leaJ."Il about the art shows, plays,
concerts or movies that are now playing in Philadelphia?
If yes, what types of information do you usually want?
Where do you get the information you want?

48.

(Ask

49.

Do you ever want to know about the sales or the prices

47

for New York City)

of clothes, furniture, housewares, etc. that are being
sho,m in Philadelphia? , I f yes, how do you learn about
the products that you might want to buy and the upcoming sales?

50.
D.

(Ask 49 for New York)

INTERPERSONAL COMl.ruNICATION (Ask both husband and Wife, but sepa- .
rately)

51.

During an average week, about how many evenings do you
spend time 1,ith friends - either in your home or outside
of it?

52.

When you do spend time with friends, are these friends
people who work in the same city as you do (as your
husband does)? Friends who work in Philadelphia?
. Friends who work in Ne" York City? Friends who work
locally?

53.

Of what organizations are you a member? Do you attend
meetings of these groups where you live or "here you
work (for husband only)?

54.

Whenever you might want to know about something happening in Levitto1fU, do you know someone who keeps up with
news about Levitto,m and to whom you could turn to get
the kind of information you might want?

55.

How do you happen to know them?

56. Where do they (does their husband) work?
57. Have there been times when someone has asked you about
sometning that is happening or has happened in Levitto1fU?
If yes, in ;,hat instance (s ) ?
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58. How do you know this person'l
59·

Where does he (she) (her husband) work'l

60. Do you feel you would be (a) more likely, (b) less likely
or (c) have the same chance as your friends of being
asked for information or your opinion about something
happening in Levittown?

61. Do you and your husband (wife) ever discuss what's going
on in Levittown with each other?
62.

What types of things might you discuss 'I

63.

Are there ever times when you read or hear about something that's happened in Levittown that you think your
husband (wife) might want to know about --so you pass
the information on to him?

64. What types of information might you tell him (her) about 'I
65.

Are there ever times when your husband (wife) read or
hears about something happening in Levittown and he (she)
tells you about it?

66. What types of things might he (she) tell you about?
67.-79.

(Ask 54-66 for Philadelphia)

80. -92.

(Ask 54-66 for New York City)

FOR HUSBANDS

93a.

Wnen you travel to and from work each iJAy are there certain individuals ,lith ,Thom you usually sit or ride?

94a.

Do they all live in ]A)vittown area?
they live?

If no, where do

While you travel to work "~ith them, do you usually
(a) talk with them, (b) play cards and talk with them,
(c) sit together but each reads or works, talking
infrequently, (d) other (specify)?
,lhen you do take part in discussions (commuters--while
traveling to and from ,rork,) (local workers --at work,)
what kinds of topics are discussed?
97a.

Do the conversations ever center on New York City?
types of things do you discuss?

98a.

(Ask 97a for P'niladelphia)

What
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99a.

(Ask 97a for Levittown)

lOOa.

During these conversations, do you ever ask the others
for their opinions about the topics being discussed?

lOla.

During these discussions, do the others ever ask for
your opinion?

J.02a.

(Commuters) When riding the train,. how often do you
spend time reading? What types of things do you read?

FOR WIVES

E.

93b.

During the day while your husband is at work, do you ever
socialize with other women in your neighborhood or your
friends?

94b.

Do the husbands of these women- work in LeviJetown?
delphia? or Ne1{ York City?

95b.

What kinds of topics are usually discussed ,[hen you get
together 1{ith the other women?

96b.

Do your discussions ever focus on happenings in Levitt01{n? What types of things might you discuss?

97b.

(Ask 96b for Philadelphia)

9&.

(Ask 96b for Ne1{ York City)

99b.

During these conversations, do you ever ask the other
women for their opinions about the topics being discussed?

Phila-

lOOb.

Do the other 1{omen ever ask your opinion about the topics
under diSCUSSion?

101b.

Do you find that you make phone calls to Philadelphia
frequently?

BACKGROUND INFORMATION (Ask 1{ife only)

Now, I'd just like to ask you a few more questions about you and
your husband •••

102.

For how long have you and your husband lived in Levittown?

103.

Where did you live prior to coming to levittown?

104.

And why did you decide to move to Levittown?
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105.

Have either of you previously lived in or near either
Philadelphia or New York City? If yes, ,rhich one? For
how long?

106.

Do either of you have relatives who now live in or near
either Philadelphia or New York City? If yes, where?

107.

In what city does your husband work each day?

108.

And ho,r does he travel to work?
subway?

109.

Row long does it usually take for him to get to and from
work?

110.

What is your husband's occupation?

111.

Do you have children ,rho are, or did attend school in
the Levittown area?

112.

In yrhat age group are you?

By car?

train?

bus?

20-25, 26-30, 31-35, 36-40,
41-45, 46-50, over 50

In what age group is your husband?

20-25, 26-30, 31-35,
36-40, 41-45, 46-50,
over 50

114.

What was the last grade in school that you completed?
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Fr So Jr Sr Grad

115.

What was the last grade in school that your husband
completed?
.
6 7 8 9 10 11 12 Fr So Jr Sr Grad

116.

In which category does your yearly family income fall?

below 5,000, 5,000-9,999, 10,000-14,999, 15,00019,999, over 20,000

